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Executive Summary
The National Institute of Standards and Technologies and the Cloud Security Alliance both defined
the Cloud “as a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that
can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction.”(NIST, Mell, & Grace, NIST Definition of Cloud Computing, 2009) Clouds come in various shapes which
include Software-as-a-Service, Platform-as-a-Service or Infrastructure-as-a-Service.
The objective of this study is to understand whether certification of compliance with PCI DSS, ISO
27001 or with any other international standard attained by a cloud service provider (CSP) can
provide assurance to the customer that the risks pertinent to the cloud environment have been
adequately mitigated. The main sources of information for this study were the numerous books,
journals, reports and blogs which have already discussed cloud computing. The author has also
utilised his work experience related to the field of information security and cloud computing. He has
attended conferences specifically related to cloud computing and attended the ISO 27001 Lead
Auditor course, with the main objective of understanding better how this and similar standards work
in practice.
After having carried out a study of what individual experts and other organizations such as ISACA,
the Big Four Firms, ENISA and the Cloud Security Alliance were proposing to secure the Cloud, the
author also carried out research to understand how Amazon, Microsoft, Google and Salesforce were
claiming to have secured their Cloud. As a result of this study, six standards and frameworks were
chosen for the analysis of this research. These are: ISO 27001 / 27002, Trust Services Framework,
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM), ISACA’s Cloud
Assurance Program (CCMAP) and the Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No.70.
This study also includes the identification of the Cloud-specific risks which are summarized in the
table hereunder:
The risk that, at a point in time, the CSP will lack of the availability of (technical) resources due to incorrect
statistical capacity planning or inadequate infrastructural investment or inadequate functionality to limit the
usage of its pool of resources
The risk that customers will not be able to access their systems due to the interruption of the Internet
service, since within the Cloud there is a dependency on the internet
The risk that data is intercepted whilst being transferred between the Cloud and the customer or within
Cloud infrastructure itself
The risk of the CSP having insecure storage of data
The risk that is data is not effectively deleted within the CSP’s system
The risk that hardening procedures management is not effective resulting in an insecure Cloud environment
The risk that the CSP operates inadequate cryptographic management procedures
The risk that a CSP operate an unreliable service engine
The risk of having the failure of the isolation mechanism within the cloud infrastructure
The risk that the CSP offers to its customers an unreliable management interface
The risk of having malicious activities, within the internal network, by Customers of the same Cloud
The risk that a CSP has an employee(s) carrying out malicious activity on the customers’ data and systems
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The risk that the Cloud is not adequately protected against a distributed denial of service (DDOS) attack
The risk that customers are paying more than they should really be paying resulting in economic denial of
service
The risk that customers are dependent on their CSPs
The risk that the customers will lose governance on a number of security requirements
The risk is that loss (by customers) will be incurred due to activities carried out by another customer who is
on the same Cloud
The risk that customers cannot always achieve compliance to international standards due to the
complexities of the Cloud or because the CSP is not compliant with such standards. .
The risk that the CSP’s terminates its services.
The risk that as a result of the acquisition of a CSP, non-binding security agreements between the original
CSP and its customers are jeopardized
The risk of having the deterioration or unavailability of the CSP’s services as a result of the supply chain
failure
The risk that a CSP is non-compliant with legal requirements
The risk that the CSP changes its location to a relatively unsafe jurisdiction
The risk that subpoenas requirements for one Cloud customer may adversely impact all CSPs operation
The risk that licensing agreements which do not cater for the complexities found within the Cloud have an
adverse financial impact on the customer
The risk that a CSP does not comply with customer’s requirements related to the data protection law
The risk that CSP does not provide all the privacy rights required by the customers
The risk that customers may lose intellectual property associated with the data that they store on the Cloud

Each standard that has been selected was analysed to understand the extent of the protection
offered vis-à-vis the Cloud-specific risks described above. This study provides a number of notions
that can be used to protect a cloud computing environment. However, none of these standards and
frameworks was deemed suitable to provide assurance with regards to the security of a cloud
computing environment mainly because none of these standards and frameworks completely
mitigates the Cloud-specific risks. Other features found in the standards and frameworks, such as
the certification mechanism, were also taken into consideration to arrive to such conclusion.
As a result of the above analysis, the author came up with a number of recommendations for the
creation of a Cloud-specific standard. The main recommendations included that:
• the standard should include only specific criteria such as those found in the Trust Services
Framework and PCI DSS and should be Cloud-specific such as the controls described within the
CCMAP;
• these controls should be seen only as a minimum requirement and therefore a risk based
approach with continuous improvement (such that offered by ISO 27001) should be included;
• a third party certification, which would result in a report available to customers and prospective
ones, should also be in place;
• such standard should also include key performance indicators which are publicly available so as
customers can compare the security level of various CSPs; and

•

since the mitigation of all the risk identified may introduce a financial burden on the CSPs, a
cost benefit analysis for the implementation of such a standard should be carried out.
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Preface
Students reading the MSc Information Security course of Royal Holloway are required to work on a
project with a view to demonstrate three specific skills described hereunder:
1.

Skill 1: Work independently on an information security related project for which they have
defined objectives and rationale;

2.

Skill 2: Apply knowledge about aspects of information security to a particular problem, which
may be of an engineering, analytical or academic nature;

3.

Skill 3: Produce a well-structured report, including introduction motivation, analysis and
appropriate references to existing work.

All work carried out within this project has been carried out independently by the author. Even
though the project consists of a significant amount of research and reading, the author made use of
such research as a guideline to formulate his opinions and views on the problem at hand. Working
independently does not mean working without any support and help. Therefore, one has to thank all
those who provided support throughout the completion of this project, especially my girlfriend
Yelena Formosa, my parents Alfred and Isabelle Farrugia, my sister Diane Farrugia and my
grandfather Joseph Muscat. Special thanks also go to my employer Mr Eric Muscat for all the
support during my studies. I would also like to thank Mr Hadrian Sammut and Ms Melody MorganBusher for reviewing my work. Last but not least, special thanks goes to my tutor Dr Geraint Price
who guided me throughout the project, challenged my ideas and was always available when in need.
As an analytical person, the obvious choice for the author was to analyze a problem with a view to
obtain an understanding of what the real aspects of the subject chosen are and also to comprehend
what different approaches are being suggested. The analysis also includes a critique of a number of
methodologies that are currently being employed in order to understand how they compare to each
other and how applicable they are to solve the problem at hand.
The report is structured to provide readers with a continuous flowing reading experience to easily
comprehend the problem and the analysis carried out. In other words, the report is divided into a
number of sections to aid readers understand the motivation for the choice of subject and the
problem at hand, understand the topic, get an overview of the approaches and methodologies
currently available to secure such environment and understand the analysis that has been
conducted. The tone of the report is intended to be non-technical.
Throughout the report, the author has strived to demonstrate all the skills as required by the
project. Hopefully the conclusions identified can be of service to others encountering the problem
analysed within this project.
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1.

Introduction

Living in Malta, a country where the information security culture is still in its infancy, a number of
topics for this project which could aid the evolvement of such culture came to mind. During this
uncertainty, a friend of the author, George, approached him with a dilemma. George had owned a
small marketing company for a number of years. After having had a number of issues with his old IT
system, he decided to buy a couple of new servers and employ another administrator to take care of
the whole infrastructure. Being a curious and diligent chap, George was carrying out some research
before he bought the equipment. This is when he came across the term cloud computing. He could
not understand how this system works. However, he understood that it might be an advantageous
choice to use this kind of system. Therefore, he asked the author for an opinion on cloud computing.
Some brief research was carried out, but George and the author were left with a number of
unanswered questions, especially those related to the protection of information. As a result, George
steered away from cloud computing. Yet, a sense of curiosity of the author initiated the research for
this project.

1.1

Background

Cloud computing has gained momentum in recent years. It has caught the interest of a number of
individuals, not to mention businesses and non-profit organisations. Like any IT system, and perhaps
even more so, it has a number of connections to information security, a topic close to the author’s
heart. A quick look at cloud computing indicates that there is some confusion around how to secure
this environment, what standards are applicable to provide assurance on its security, and ultimately
whether this environment can be efficiently secured. The wish of the author is that this research
would be of assistance to organisations, similar to the one owned by George, by helping them take
an informed decision on whether it is feasible, from a security perspective, to focus their IT strategy
on the use of cloud computing.

1.2

Objectives of the project

The main goal of this research is very simple and straight forward. In a world that is dynamic we find
ourselves making a number of decisions based on our perception rather than insight. When it comes
to purchasing a product or service we rarely have the time, information or the visibility to find out
how that product or service is really constructed. Therefore, our decision relies on the perception we
may have on the brand name or the organisation providing that product or service. This happens
also in the information security domain. When one encounters logos of Webtrust, VeriSign, ISO
27001 and PCI DSS, to name but a few, the customer is aware that the IT systems of the
organisations are certified and have, therefore, achieved a degree of security that can be relied
upon.
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Cloud computing is changing the way we look at the IT environment. Due to its distinct
characteristics we may be in a situation where the current information security standards are not
applicable to the security requirements of cloud computing. The author is on a quest to understand
whether certification of compliance with PCI DSS, ISO 27001 or with any other international
standard attained by a cloud service provider (CSP) can provide assurance that the risks pertinent
to the cloud environment have been adequately mitigated.
To arrive to such a conclusion, a number of tasks need to be carried out. These have been divided
into 4 objectives, described hereunder:
1.

to get a clear understanding of what is cloud computing;

2.

to examine how current cloud service providers are offering a secure service to their
customers and to understand what is the opinion of experts with regards to mitigating risks
found on the Cloud;

3.

to identify, from a customers‘ perspective, the risks found within the cloud computing
environment; and

4.

to analyse how the current standards mitigate the risks identified for this environment.

The aggregate result of the above four objectives is a conclusion describing whether a cloud service
provider that is certified or compliant with a particular standard provides enough assurance to
customers, that the risks related to the Cloud have been mitigated.

1.3

Methodology

Prior to delineating a road map on how to achieve the above objectives it is advisable to define the
author’s understanding of the term adequate information security. Undoubtedly, information
security deals with the confidentiality, integrity and availability of data. The definition can be
extended to include accountability, authorisation, reliability and so on. At all times, the author has
kept in mind the notion that the level of security applied to an environment must relate to the level
of risks involved in such an environment. In addition, the concept of adequate security takes into
consideration the customers’ point of view. Thus, the term adequate security includes any security
requirements that cloud customers (users) may have. On the other hand, one must keep in mind
that various customers may have differing security priorities. Consequently, the author had to
decide where to draw the line. The logical answer to this dilemma was that a cloud service provider
should at least offer the minimum baseline security requirements that customers may demand and
which are in line with good practice.
Cloud computing, besides already being a reality of this era, has been discussed and analysed by a
number of experts. Thus, the approach used throughout this study was mainly based on the
literature available. However, the author had the opportunity to be involved in the implementation
of a security framework for a Cloud environment. This and other information security related
experiences, gave the author more insight on how to achieve the objectives of this project. He has
also attended ISACA’s Euro Computer Audit, Control and Security (CACS) conference (2011) which
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was mainly focused on cloud computing. Last but not least, the author has attended the ISO 27001
Information Security Management System Lead Auditor course with the main objective of
understanding better how ISO 27001 and similar standards are applied in practice.
As part of the methodology applied for this project, the first thing that was required was to research
cloud computing. The next logical step was to understand what experts are saying about how the
Cloud should be secured and what current CSPs are doing in order to secure their clouds. It was also
important to understand how customers are being assured about the level of security achieved by
the CSPs.
Following this, one had to identify what threats are related to the Cloud. A decision had been taken
to focus mainly on Cloud-specific risks taking also into considerations any concerns and
requirements of Cloud customers. Further on, one had to understand the risks of cloud computing,
taking also into consideration the customers’ point of view. The analysis had to be carried out
against a number of selected standards which compared to the risks identified also during this
research. Subsequently the conclusion was based on whether the standards analysed would have
mitigated the Cloud-specific risks. What follows is a summary of the contents found in each chapter
of this report.
In chapter 2, ‘Drawing the Cloud’, the author explains the meaning of cloud computing. This is
accomplished by providing a definition of cloud computing, identifying what the main characteristics
of cloud computing are and describing different ‘shapes’ (models) of cloud computing. In order to
aid the reader understand what cloud computing is, the author also provides a brief description of
the differences between traditional computing and cloud computing. If this new model of computing
is gaining momentum then organisations must be using it and happy to do so. Consequently this
leads us to the last section of chapter 2, whose title is based on the English idiom, ‘on cloud nine’,
usually applied when someone is feeling happy, thus talking on the benefits of cloud computing.
Chapter 3 is about gaining an understanding of how the environment for cloud computing may be
secured. In this chapter, titled ‘Information security within the Cloud’, a literature review was
conducted in order to understand how individual experts were proposing to secure this
environment. This research also included the opinion of a number of organisations such as ISACA,
ENISA and the Big Four audit firms. This is followed by an analysis of the methodology CSPs are
claiming to be using to secure their cloud computing environment. In this research the author
decided to analyse the clouds operated by Amazon, Microsoft, Google and Salesforce. The
conclusion of this chapter, titled ‘putting everything together’ summarizes the thoughts of experts
and CSPs with a view to determine which standards are commonly employed for Cloud security and
identify any standards that are still being developed but look promising in providing a secure
solution for this environment. The last section of this chapter also includes a high level analysis of
the standards that have been selected as a result of the research conducted within this chapter.
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Chapter 4, titled ‘Cloud Risk Identification’, is a mixture of research and analysis. The first part of this
chapter is the rationale for deciding to take a risk-based approach for this project. This is followed by
a brief description of the methodology used to identify the risks found in this environment. This
leads us to the listing and description of the risks identified within cloud computing. Each risk is
accompanied by a short description of the effects that the risks would have on the customers. The
chapter also describes a set of risks that are relevant to both the CSP and customers but have been
omitted from this study since they are not Cloud-specific. The conclusion of this chapter provides a
rationale for the inclusion, within the analysis of this study, of all Cloud-specific risks that have been
identified within this chapter.
In chapter 5 ‘In search of the white cloud’, the author carries out an analysis of how well the
standards chosen in chapter 3 mitigate the risks that have been identified in chapter 4. This chapter
is divided into seven sections. The first six sections relate to the analysis carried out on the different
standards that have been selected. Each of these sections includes the conclusion of the analysis
carried out on the Standard related to that section, a summary of the analysis and the rationale for
such conclusion. Each analysis focuses on how the controls mitigate the risks. Moreover the analysis
takes into consideration various characteristics offered by the individual standards such as
certification mechanisms and reporting methods. The last section of this chapter also provides the
author’s opinion of how the Cloud should be secured. The detailed analyses of how the controls of
each standard mitigate the cloud specific risks are found in the appendices (A – E) section
Chapter 6, titled ‘Future Work’ refers to a number of suggestions, proposed by the author, which
should be considered as a result of this study. Chapter 7 provides the ‘Conclusion’ of this study.
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2.

Drawing the Cloud – A definition

Since cloud computing (the Cloud) is the most frequent phrase that is mentioned throughout this
research, it deserves a thorough introduction. Different definitions have been put forward to
describe it. It is, therefore, of no surprise that some confusion exists on which definition befits it
best.
Gartner describes the Cloud as “a style of computing where massively scalable and elastic IT-related
capabilities are provided ‘as a service’ using Internet Technologies to multiple external customers.”
(Iyenga, 2009) Microsoft defines the Cloud as “a collection of devices (servers, PCs, and mobile
devices) using the network to pool resources and work together.” (Microsoft, Securing Microsoft's
Cloud Infrastructure, 2009) Bruce Schneier, Chief Technical Officer of British Telecom and a
renowned security expert defines the Cloud as a technique of “…storing your data on someone else’s
computer and accessing it via a network”(Chung & Hermans, 2010, p. 11) The concept of cloud
computing, as described by Schneier, can probably go back to the 1960s, when the first networks
were invented. In this case a better word for network, in Bruce Schneier’s definition would be the
Internet.
Lately there has been a boost to the concept of providing a service through networks resulting from
new technologies and increased bandwidth. This has led to the possibility that services are offered
and accessed much more easily through the Internet. In layman’s language the Cloud can be
compared to the provision of electricity. To make use of electrical power, businesses do not build
their own power stations or rely on generators. They connect to the electrical grid and use the
service as needed. Nowadays networks can be compared to the electrical grid, where organisations
do not need to buy their expensive hardware and employ technical engineers to administer all the
related equipment that comes with it. All they need is an Internet connection to connect to them to
the network highway so that they can make use of the services they need, be it access to an
operating system, an email service or storage for their data. The National Institute of Standards and
Technologies (NIST) and the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) both defined the Cloud “as a model for
enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned
and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.” (NIST, Mell, & Grace,
NIST Definition of Cloud Computing, 2009, p. 1) (Alliance, Security Guidance for Crtical Areas of
Focus in Cloud Computing V2.1, 2009, p. 14). For the purpose of this research, the Cloud will carry
the definition provided by NIST and CSA.
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2.1

Basic characteristics of the Cloud

An effective way to better understand the Cloud environment is to list its basic characteristics:
Distribution of

One of the most important features of cloud computing is the ability for

resources

users to share high performance machines and resources within. For
instance, if we look at the development of applications, by making use of
services found on the Cloud, programmers can make use of multiple
routines and components that are necessary to develop their own
applications. Therefore programmers do not need such components and
powerful machines at their end since they can make use of and share these
resources found on the Cloud. Another example is that of sharing of
working memory (known as RAM). In the Cloud, the amount of RAM that is
not used by one organisation can be used by another. Such sharing will
result in the higher utilization of resources.

Use of Internet

As already defined in the introduction to this chapter, the name cloud
computing comes from the fact that the information is generally
transferred through the Internet, which historically has been depicted as a
cloud. NIST states that the cloud network should be accessible anywhere,
by almost any device(NIST, Mell, & Grace, NIST Definition of Cloud
Computing, 2009).
When talking about the Cloud, one has to keep in mind that customers’
data is usually stored externally at the location of the cloud computer
vendor and thus little will reside at the customers’ end. Therefore
information will be transferred continuously through an Internet
connection. Bandwidth capacity that is adequate and reliable is thus
essential to the use of cloud computing.
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Elasticity

Even though distribution of resources has existed for a long time, the Cloud
takes such technique to a new level. The elasticity that the Cloud offers to
its customers includes a variety of options on how, what, and how much
resources to use (processing power, storage etc…) from those available.
Vanast Raval, a professor of accountancy at the University of Creighton,
USA and an author of two books on information systems and security
described this elasticity as similar to “going into a restaurant and choosing
one’s own bread, condiments, whether to toast the sandwich or not – all
these decisions rest with the customer. “ (Raval, 2010). This feature makes
the Cloud as scalable as necessary from the perspective of the Clouds’
customers. This is because customers can ‘grow’ their pool of resources
and can also reduce it according to their requirements.

Instantaneous
provisioning of
services

When you plug a light bulb to the power grid you apply electricity into it
and you expect it to light. This service, electricity, is provided to you almost
instantaneously and you pay only for the electricity you use to light the
bulb. The cloud computing environment works very similar in terms of the
provisioning of services. As soon as a user requests a service, from the pool
of services offered by the CSP, such service is made available to the
customer straightaway.

New charging

Another characteristic of the Cloud is the various models for charging for

models

such service. For instance, one model is where customers are charged for
the service for a period of time instead of buying software licences and
hardware. Another model is the ‘pay-as-you-go’ model where in this case,
users are charged only for the services and resources they are utilizing.
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2.2

Shapes of the Cloud

The Cloud comes in various shapes and sizes, incorporating different benefits and issues with each
style. Not surprisingly there are various experts, books, research and articles that define these
flavours in different ways. For the purpose of this research the author chose three types of cloud
categorisation from a pool of literature that were reviewed during this study. The pool of literature
included the ‘NIST definition of cloud computing’ (NIST, Mell, & Grace, NIST Definition of Cloud
Computing, 2009), ISACA’s white paper ‘cloud computing: Business Benefits with Security,
Governance and Assurance Perspective’(ISACA, Cloud Computing: Business Beneftis with Security,
Governance and Assurance Perspectives, 2009), and Cloud Security Alliance report ‘Security
guidance for critical areas of focus in cloud computing’ (Alliance, Security Guidance for Crtical Areas
of Focus in Cloud Computing V2.1, 2009) to mention a few. The following are the types of
categorisation chosen by the author:
•

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) refers to the capability offered to consumer to use the
provider’s software/application running on its infrastructure. SaaS is all about customer
related services and content delivery services. Some examples of SaaS include Salesforce
CRM, Google Docs, Hotmail and Microsoft BPOS. These applications are usually accessed
through thin clients such as a web browser. The ENISA ‘Information Assurance Framework’
report (ENISA, Information Assurance Framework, 2009, p. 8) lists the responsibilities of CSPs
that offer SaaS and customers of SaaS with regards to security. Responsibilities for the CSPs
include the physical infrastructural security support and availability; operating system patch
management and hardening; security platform configuration and maintenance; system and
security monitoring including log collection. On the other hand customers are responsible
for compliance with data protection laws vis-à-vis their data; maintenance and management
of identity management system and the management of the authentication platform. From
this list of responsibilities one notices that within a SaaS, consumers do not manage or
control the underlying cloud infrastructure or the application itself. Nevertheless, the
customer may be provided with limited user-specific application configuration settings;

•

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) refers to the capability offered to customers to develop or
acquire applications created using programming languages and tools supported by the
provider. Some cloud providers that offer PaaS capabilities include Google App Engine,
Force.com, 3tera, Applogic, Heroku and Azure. According to the ‘Information Assurance
Framework’ published by ENISA, (ENISA, Information Assurance Framework, 2009, p. 9) the
responsibilities of providers and customers making use of a PaaS solution remain the same
as those described for the SaaS. Within the PaaS, cloud consumers do not manage or control
the underlying cloud infrastructure but may have some control over the deployed
applications and possibly have control also on the application hosting environment
configurations; and

•

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) refers to the capability offered to customers to use the
computing resources to deploy and run any software, which can include virtual machines,
abstracted hardware and operating systems. These services are usually controlled through a
© Robert Farrugia SRN 070440991
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service API. IaaS services that are currently on the market include Amazon’s EC2 and S3,
Terremark Enterprise Cloud, Windows Live Skydrive and Rackspace Cloud. The ‘Information
Assurance Framework’ (ENISA, Information Assurance Framework, 2009, p. 9) states that
CSPs have responsibilities vis-à-vis the physical infrastructural security support and
availability and responsibilities on the hosts systems (such as hypervisor, virtual firewall
etc.). According to ENISA, customers have responsibilities with respect to the maintenance
and management of the identity management system and the management of the
authentication platform. Customers are also responsible for OS patch and hardening
procedures, configuration of guest security platform, guest systems monitoring, security
monitoring and log collection as well as security platform maintenance.
Clouds can also differ according to the type of customers they host. A cloud can be deployed and
restricted to one organisation. This kind of setup is known as the ‘private cloud’ (NIST, Mell, & Grace,
NIST Definition of Cloud Computing, 2009, p. 2). This has a relative low risk profile but may not be as
flexible and scalable as required by its users. Another arrangement of the Cloud is that known as the
‘community cloud’ (NIST, Mell, & Grace, NIST Definition of Cloud Computing, 2009). This cloud is
offered to different organisations with the same interests. Also in this case the risks are lower,
however one has to consider that the data of competing organisations can be shared within the
same storage. The risks start to increase considerably within ‘public clouds’(NIST, Mell, & Grace, NIST
Definition of Cloud Computing, 2009, p. 2). Such a setup is made available to the general public. In
the private and community clouds, data owners have control, or at least knowledge, on where the
data resides. In public clouds data may be stored in locations that are unknown to the users or
customers. A combination of at least two of the three types of Clouds mentioned above is known as
the ‘Hybrid Cloud’(NIST, Mell, & Grace, NIST Definition of Cloud Computing, 2009, p. 2). In this setup,
public, community and private clouds remain separate entities. Nevertheless they will be sharing
technology. With this type of deployment risks are much higher than those found in a public cloud.
Usually data in private clouds have more protection than in the public clouds. Thus the owner of the
Hybrid Cloud needs to ensure that data is properly labelled so that it is stored securely according to
what is requested by its clients. Since the above models present different levels of risks, the
definition of the Cloud within this study incorporates the greatest risks offered by these models.

2.3

A comparison between traditional and cloud computing

The concept of traditional computing in this context refers to a situation in which anything that is
related to the IT systems is managed in-house and thus outsourcing is very limited. The
characteristics that define cloud computing are very different to the ones found in the traditional
computing both from a physical and a logical point of view.
From a physical aspect, traditional computing implies that all hardware is on-premises. On the other
hand cloud computing presumes that the hardware is located at the providers’ premises. From a
logical aspect the obvious difference between traditional IT systems and the Cloud is that the data
no longer resides within the organisation’s IT system but is now residing somewhere else. This may
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mean that the organisation does not know the exact location where the data is being stored. A
difference between these two models also influences the role of the IT department within an
organisation. The set of skills required for managing hardware and software is reduced,
notwithstanding that the in-house IT department may need a different set of skills to manage
services on the Cloud. For instance, by making use of the services of a CSP, an organisation may need
someone to manage the relationship with the CSP and ensure that the expected service levels are
being achieved.
Cloud computing did not surface overnight. From a logical perspective, including data and
application services, IBM, through the Service Bureau Corporation had offered to run programs on
its computers for its customers way back in the 1950’s. From a physical perspective, organisations
have also been using data centres to store their hardware in remote locations rather than in-house.
If we look at services usually offered by IT departments we also find a situation where organisations
have been outsourcing some, if not all of their IT. However, comparing this type of computing is still
somewhat different from what is the Cloud. The Cloud refers to simultaneous notions of resource
sharing, elasticity, instantaneous provisioning of services, a complete new charging model and the
heavy use of Internet bandwidth.

2.4

Living ‘on Cloud Nine’ - benefits of Cloud Computing

William Shakespeare once wrote “thus we play the fool with the time and the spirits of the wise sit in
the clouds and mock us.”(Shakespear) Even though Shakespeare lived in an era where not even cars
were invented, let alone computers, he seemed to get it right as regards the wise living on the cloud,
even though he was referring to a totally different cloud from the matter in subject. The authors of
the report ‘From Hype to Future’ (KPMG, From Hype to Future, 2010, p. 24), the authors of the book
‘Cloud Security and Privacy’ (Mather, Kumaraswamy, & Latif, 2009), the authors of the report ‘Ten
Minutes on the Cloud’(PWC, 10 Minutes on the Cloud, 2010) and many others have stated that being
on the Cloud brings a lot of advantages for a number of reasons. From the literature reviewed by the
author, it seems that the benefits mentioned in this section are the main motivators for customers
to use the solutions provided by the Cloud as opposed to traditional computing. The benefits listed
in this section are however not exclusive and not sorted in any specific order.
One of the reasons why the Cloud is becoming so popular is because of the reduction of costs. Such
a reason never fails to attract the attention of a board of directors or C-level executives. Cloud offers
different models of charging by which organisations pay only for what is used. For instance, by using
the cloud, the organisation does not need to purchase the initial infrastructure and therefore there
is no upfront capital expenditure. It is also advantageous to be on the Cloud when an organisation is
expanding and requires increased investment. An organisation that is already on the Cloud, will only
need a few clicks to upgrade its pool of resources and to be able to cater for the new business
needs. The organisation will then pay only for the added service. In traditional computing solution
the organisation would need to procure and pay for the new infrastructure.
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Another financial advantage inherent in the Cloud is the fact that if an organisation finds that the
added investment is not meeting its expectation and thus decides to shut down a particular part of
the organisations’ services, all it needs to do, from an IT perspective, is to downgrade or unsubscribe
from the services currently used to on the Cloud. This is a great advantage compared to the
traditional computing solution where one would lose the initial capital investment.
Besides the advantages of an attractive financial model for investing in IT solutions and
instantaneous response and flexibility to the requirements of an organisation, a respectable cloud
service provider will also offer a number of features that would be difficult to attain in a traditional
in-house computing solution. For instance, cloud service providers can setup their infrastructure in a
way so as to provide few, if any, service interruptions and a high quality of service by providing high
speed access and storage solutions. In terms of resilience they are able to provide mirrored solutions
that can be utilized both for load balancing and also in case a disaster takes place.
Another advantage identified by the author within various publications is the fact that when
organisations are using the Cloud, they do not need to put much effort on the management of IT
services and thus can focus more on their core business.
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3.

Information security within the Cloud

From the definition of cloud computing, provided in chapter 2, it is clear that information security
within cloud computing necessitates a closer look. As in any information security assignment, the
main objective is to protect information from the loss of confidentiality, loss of integrity and loss of
availability.
Before starting to investigate the specific risks that relate to the Cloud, the author would like to
provide an overview on how the information security community is proposing to secure this
environment and also to understand how experts are proposing to provide assurance to users, on
the security of the Cloud. The research also includes a high level description of the security
mechanisms employed by some of the top CSPs and also an analysis of the methods used by these
CSPs to provide security assurance to their customers.

3.1

The experts’ opinion

In recent years a number of experts have provided their insight on how cloud computing is changing
the IT environment, changing business models and also on the risks that the Cloud brings about.
Experts have expressed their opinions, through various papers and articles such as those published
within the ISACA Journals and the Economist, through books such as Cloud Security and Privacy
(Mather, Kumaraswamy, & Latif, 2009) and blogs such as those published by the CIO.Com, SC
Magazine, and Trusted-cloud.com. In the author’s opinion, it is critical to get a comprehensive
understanding of what security professionals deem important when it comes to security within the
Cloud.
Writers who have an information security background all mention the importance of having a
management system that can provide assurance on the implementation of an adequate level of
security within the Cloud. An example of such statement is provided by the authors of the book
‘Cloud Security and Privacy’(Mather, Kumaraswamy, & Latif, 2009) in which they state that “The first
question a Chief information security Officer must answer is whether she has adequate transparency
from cloud service providers to manage the governance (shared responsibilities) and implementation
of security management processes (preventive and detective controls) to assure business that the
data in the cloud is appropriately protected”(Mather, Kumaraswamy, & Latif, 2009, p. 109). Another
issue that is frequently mentioned by information security experts is the importance that a CSP
provides assurance on its compliance with different international standards. For example, this is
discussed by the authors of a KPMG report titled ‘Executive Considerations When Building and
Managing a Successful Cloud Service’ in which they state that “CSPs are challenged to establish,
monitor, and demonstrate on-going compliance with a set of controls that meets their customers’
business and regulatory requirements”. (Matuszak, et al., 2009, p. 6)
Technical people tend to highlight the significance of providing assurance on the robustness of the
Cloud system engine and on security measures implemented in the virtualized world. For instance,
Vasant Raval, in an ISACA journal paper ‘Risk Landscape of cloud computing’ (Raval, 2010) highlights
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the importance of the authentication features within the system engine, the intercommunication of
the system engine with other systems and the importance of having a robust engine to ensure
availability. Another example of such technical advice can be found in an article titled ‘Cloud
Daze’(Ross S. J., 2010) written by Steven J.Ross. Amongst other things, Steven mentions the
importance of having robust encryption mechanisms within the system in order to preserve the
confidentiality and integrity of data.
On the other hand, lawyers and business advisors recommend the implementation of resilient
service level agreements so as to mitigate the Cloud-specific risks. For instance, Bernard Golden in
an article titled ‘The Case Against cloud computing’ that was published on CIO.com (Golden, 2009)
points out that SLAs can help an organisation to achieve better IT performance and provide
assurance on the implementation of risk management by a CSP.
Other experts provide a holistic view of security requirements according to the industry they work
in. It seems that the Health industry in general is looking at the Cloud as an opportunity to improve
the management of patients’ records. From an information security perspective the health
environment emphasizes, more than other sectors, the importance of assuring that information is
available straight away when required. Various governments also seem to have laid their eyes on the
Cloud. For instance the U.S. Navy is looking at the opportunities that the Cloud provides, with a view
to offer a better service to its agents and soldiers (Jackson, 2009). The U.S. Navy plans to be on the
Cloud within the next five years. In an interview, the CIO of the U.S. Navy has indicated that
assurance on privilege management is fundamental to their needs. Moreover he stressed the
importance of having processes that validated security, such as certifications.
When it comes to providing assurance to customers, it seems that there are mixed views on which
standard is the most adequate. However the general opinion is that the management of security
should embrace a risk based approach. This sentiment is in line with the opinion expressed by ISACA
which suggests that Clouds need “a robust risk management program that is flexible enough to deal
with continuously evolving information risks...” (ISACA, 2009, p. 8). ISO 27001 certification is one of
the practices being put forward with regards to providing assurance on the security implemented on
the Cloud. Another standard that is often mentioned for providing assurance on the controls
implemented by a CSP is SAS 70. Less popular but still worth mentioning are COBIT, ITIL and PCI DSS
standards. It is notable that experts also indicate standards and frameworks that have recently been
published by organisations such as the Cloud Security Alliance and ISACA.
Included in the group of experts are Organisations whose main focus is on information systems and
security, research companies and firms that provide security advice to businesses. The following is a
summary of what these experts are proposing in terms of security assurance to Cloud customers.
The list hereunder, organised in alphabetical order, is clearly a non-exhaustive one. However, in the
author’s opinion it provides a significant amount of views and ideas that can aid the development of
this research.
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3.1.1 Cloud Security Alliance (CSA)

An organisation that is in the front line of cloud computing security is the Cloud Security Alliance
(CSA). Its mission is “to promote the use of best practices for providing security assurance within
cloud computing, and provide education on the uses of cloud computing to help secure all other
forms of computing.” (Alliance, www.cloudsecurityalliance.org, 2010) CSA has issued a number of
research papers which provide guidance on the security of the Cloud.
In the research paper titled, ‘Security Guidance for Critical Areas of Focus in cloud computing V2.1’
(Alliance, Security Guidance for Crtical Areas of Focus in Cloud Computing V2.1, 2009), CSA has
identified 13 domains that are deemed critical in the provision of a secure service. Within this
document, CSA first defines the complexities and magnitudes of different Cloud models and then
goes on to suggest that controls need to be aligned to the model of the Cloud that it is being
deployed. The ‘Security Guidance for Critical Areas of Focus in cloud computing’ paper is mainly
aimed at organisations that are preparing to move onto the Cloud, which slightly differs from the
objective of this study, since the main focus (of this study) is to analyse the security that is to be
provided by CSPs. Nevertheless, the information within this document is extremely significant to
enable us to understand what customers look for when moving to the Cloud and thus what security
measures should be offered by the CSPs.
Within the ‘Security Guidance for Critical Areas of Focus in cloud computing’ CSA advises individual
organisations to identify data and assets that they consider outsourcing to the CSPs. Subsequently it
recommends carrying out a risk assessment with a view to assess the confidentiality, integrity and
availability requirements of the assets being outsourced. This will help in identifying which assets
should actually be outsourced and which should not be outsourced to the CSP. The risk assessment
will also help in identifying whether individual organisations should make use of a public or private
Cloud, according to the security requirements of their assets. Finally, CSA’s paper stresses the
importance of mapping out the data flows between the organisation and the CSP. This will ensure
that prior to taking the final decision; the organisation would have identified all the risks that it
would be exposed too. Once this process has been conducted the organisation can decide on the
controls to look for when choosing a CSP. The 13 domains described within the ‘Security Guidance
for Critical Areas of Focus in cloud computing’ paper, provide guidance on the critical areas that need
most attention within the Cloud environment. Below is a high level summary of the CSA’s 13
domains (Alliance, 2009, p. 26):
1.

A description of the complexities of the cloud computing architectural framework;

2.

Governance and Enterprise Risk Management – this domain describes the importance that a
CSP is able to manage the risks introduced by cloud computing;

3.

Legal and Electronic Discovery – this domain describes the importance to know how to deal
with legal complexities introduced by cloud computing;

4.

Compliance and Audit – this domain describes the importance that a CSP is compliant with
the internal security policies, as well as various other compliance requirements (regulatory,
legislative, and otherwise);
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5.

Information Lifecycle Management – this domain describes the importance of appropriately
managing, the data on the Cloud. CSA recommends compensating controls which can be
utilized to deal with the loss of physical control when shifting data to the Cloud;

6.

Portability and Interoperability – this domain describes the importance that a customer can
move its data/services from one Cloud to another;

7.

Traditional security, Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery – this domain describes the
affects that the Cloud has on traditional practices and the importance that customers
moving onto the Cloud are sure that this transition is correctly managed by the CSPs;

8.

Data Centre Operations – this domain describes the characteristics that the CSPs’ data
centres should have in order to provide a secure Cloud environment;

9.

Incident Response, Notification and Remediation – this domain describes the importance of
having proper and adequate incident detection, response, notification, and remediation;

10. Application Security – this domain describes the importance that needs to be given to the
management of specific Cloud application security issues by the CSPs;
11. Encryption and Key Management – this domain describes the importance of proper
utilization of encryption techniques used by the CSPs;
12. Identity and Access Management – this domain describes the importance of managing
identities and access control within the Cloud. This section provides insight into assessing an
organisation’s readiness to conduct cloud-based identity and access management; and
13. Virtualization – this domain describes the importance of management of virtual machines,
isolation between tenants and also security issues related to the hypervisor and underlying
hardware infrastructure.
Another CSA initiative is that of the ‘Governance, Risk management and Compliance Stack’ (Alliance,
GRC Stack website) which builds on the domains mentioned within ‘Security Guidance for Critical
Areas of Focus in cloud computing’. The GRC Stack, which is still being developed, “provides a toolkit
for enterprises, cloud providers, security solution providers, IT auditors and other key stakeholders to
instrument and assess both private and public clouds against industry established best practices,
standards and critical compliance requirements.” (Alliance, GRC Stack website) The GRC Stack
incorporates three main initiatives which are: CloudAudit, Cloud Control Matrix and the Consensus
Assessments Initiative Questionnaire. However, for the purpose of this study the most relevant is
the Cloud Control Matrix. This initiative is aimed at assisting both cloud service providers and
prospective Cloud customers in assessing the risks of the cloud environment. With the help of this
tool CSA aims to strengthen the existing information security control environments by providing
control objectives that are more related and adequate to the Cloud environment. The Cloud Control
Matrix is important so as to help the understanding of what the CSA is suggesting, and to Cloud
customers, to help them define what to look for when seeking assurance on the security of the
services provided by CSP. The main headings of this matrix are: compliance, data governance, facility
security, human resource security, information security, legal, operations management, risk
management, release management, resiliency and security of the architecture.
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CSA’s work seems to have caught the eyes of many experts in the IT industry. AT&T, Cisco, Dell, IBM,
Intel, Google, Novell, Rackspace, Terremark, Verisign and VMware are just a few of a number of
organisations that have become members of CSA. Not to mention the considerable amount of
experts contributing to CSA’s projects. For instance, more than ninety security experts contributed
to the publication of the ‘Security Guidance for Critical Areas of Focus in cloud computing V2.1’ paper
mentioned earlier.
In the author’s opinion the work carried out by CSA is very significant especially for this research.
The fact that these papers and tools are aimed for the cloud computing environment means that
most of the Cloud-specific risks will be adequately managed through the implementation of such
tools. However, one must keep in mind that most of these tools are still being developed and
therefore it may take some time before they are widely embraced and recognised as a standard
which provides assurance, to customers, that Cloud-specific risks are being managed effectively.

3.1.2 Deloitte

Like any of the Big Four audit firms, Deloitte has its own cloud computing advisory service line. It has
assisted a number of clients in shifting to the Cloud (Deloitte, Cloud Computing: Forecasting Change,
2009, p. 10). In order to do so Deloitte has adopted a risk-based approach that takes the following
into consideration:
•

User control over Cloud resources;

•

Data secrecy, privacy and confidentiality;

•

New threats emerging from new technologies;

•

Access controls and use of the data on the Cloud;

•

Application and platform security; and

•

Security models on cloud computing.

Deloitte has made use of ISO 27001 and CoBIT as the foundations to the risk-based approach
described above. This is because Deloitte believes that “accepted frameworks, such as ISO 27001,
Cobit and ISF – enable secure businesses through cloud computing” (Deloitte, Cloud Computing:
Forecasting Change, 2009, p. 11). In advising its clients, Deloitte also makes use of its team of
lawyers to provide on-going legal assistance. Such assistance is required for the drafting of contracts,
service level agreements and terms and conditions related to the Cloud.
Furthermore Deloitte advises its CSP clients to look into and implement robust controls that relate
to: security management, operation security, vulnerability management, business continuity
management, privacy and data protection, identity and access management, and application
integrity. In order to provide 3rd parties (CSP’s customers) with assurance on the security of a Cloud,
Deloitte suggests one of the following solutions:
•

SAS 70 attestation or SAS 85 compliance; or

•

ISO 27001.

This suggestion is based on the fact that these are common audit standards and certifications which
relate to the internal controls of the organisation and information security respectively.
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3.1.3 European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA)

ENISA aims to be the ‘pace-setter’ for Information security in Europe (ENISA, About-Enisa website).
As one would expect, ENISA has an important role in the development of good information security
practices within the cloud environment. This is filled by carrying out surveys, publishing research
papers and organising workshops.
One of the key documents published by ENISA is the ‘cloud computing Information Assurance
Framework’ (ENISA, Information Assurance Framework, 2009). This document is based on the
domains of ISO 27001 / 2 and BS 25999 and relates only to Cloud-specific risks. The first part of the
document specifies the importance of analysing the risks of the specific environment. The ‘cloud
computing Information Assurance Framework’ then continues to highlight the division of
responsibilities between the CSP and the customer. In the author’s opinion this is a very interesting
concept because a customer may think that once he has outsourced his IT systems to the CSP he
does not need to get involved with security any further. On the contrary this concept shows that
customers still have responsibilities towards the security of the Cloud. For instance, if a customer is
on an IaaS Cloud and has installed a Windows Server 2003, it is the customer’s responsibility to
ensure that it has an antivirus, and that it is being regularly patched. The ‘cloud computing
Information Assurance Framework’ is presented as a set of questions that customers should be able
to answer in order to confirm assurance on the security employed by the CSP. These questions are
organised in 10 domains. These are:
1.

Personnel security;

2.

Supply-chain assurance;

3.

Operational security – this also incorporates software assurance, patch management,
network and host architecture, application security (for both PaaS and SaaS) and resource
provisioning;

4.

Identity and access management;

5.

Asset management;

6.

Data and services portability;

7.

Business Continuity Management;

8.

Physical security;

9.

Environmental controls; and

10. Legal requirements.
However, this assurance framework does not provide any information on how a CSP can prove
compliance with such recommendations. Thus, one presumes that each cloud customer who wants
to assess the security of the Cloud must go through the points and questions found under each
domain.
Another noteworthy exercise that was carried out by ENISA is a risk assessment of the cloud
computing environment. We will return to discussing and analysing this document later in Chapter 4
– ‘Cloud Risk Identification’.
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3.1.4 Ernst and Young (EY)

Like the other big four firms, one of EY’s initiatives is to publish surveys that convey the opinion of
businesses and organisations on specific areas and industries.
In its ‘13th Global Information Security Survey’ of 2010 (EY, IT Risk and Assurance) EY provides a
snapshot of the thoughts of major organisations with regards to cloud computing. In this survey, EY
provides an analysis of why some organisations are moving onto the Cloud and why other
organisations are still not embracing this new mind-set. More importantly, EY provides information
on what gives or would give assurance to organisations with regards to the security employed by
CSPs. EY asked a number of organisations the following question: “Would some kind of external
certification of cloud service providers increase your trust in cloud computing?” (EY, IT Risk and
Assurance). 43% of the respondents answered yes, however only if the certification was based on an
agreed upon standard. 22% have said that for them external certification would be accepted only if
the certifying body could show accreditation. 20% would accept any certification whilst the rest,
15%, have said that they would not accept any external certification.
As an outcome of this survey EY suggests that organisations planning to shift their operations to the
Cloud, should define and establish minimum standards and security requirements that must be
delivered by their CSP. This should then be reflected into contracts and service level agreements.
Once these requirements are in place organisations should then focus on ensuring that their CSPs
are compliant with the requirements as defined in the agreements.

3.1.5 Gartner

Gartner is one of the world’s leading companies in “information technology research and advice”
(Gartner, Gartner's home page). One of Gartner’s objectives is to “deliver the technology-related
insight necessary for their clients to make the right decisions, every day”(Gartner, Gartner's home
page). As one would expect, Gartner also has its views on the cloud environment and its security. In
a press release titled ‘Security Must Evolve as Organizations Move Beyond Virtualization to Private
Cloud Infrastructures’ (Gartner, Gartner Newroom, 2010) Gartner states that the security mentality
must evolve to include the six attribute, which are summarized hereunder:
•

Security services must be on demand and elastic to protect data where and when protection
is needed;

•

Programmable infrastructure must be available to contribute also to better security controls;

•

Policies should be more logically based to reflect the current Cloud dynamics;

•

Security should be structured to reflect logical groups with the same characteristics;

•

Configuration of security policy management should be more flexible; and

•

Security policies must include not only the Cloud layer but also the underling infrastructure.

The author believes that these views are very forward looking and provide guidance of were
security, relating to cloud computing, should be heading. Moreover, Gartner’s views relate to a
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concept in which security must be an essential part of the whole cloud computing environment.
Thus security should not be focused only on technology.

3.1.6 Information Security Forum (ISF)

The Information Security Forum (ISF) was founded in 1989 with the objective of being an
independent source “that supplies authoritative opinion and guidance on all aspects of information
security.” (Information Security Forum) In order to achieve this goal, ISF publishes reports, carries
out surveys and provides tools to its members.
ISF has also established a number of initiatives with the aim to inform and provide tools to its
members to address any security issues that can be found within cloud computing. In early February
2011, ISF published ‘Securing Cloud Computing: Addressing the seven deadly sins’, (ISF, 2011)with
the aim to ensure and help “organisations make sure they reap the promised savings and
efficiencies” of the Cloud. (ISF, 2011) These seven deadly sins refer to situations within an
organisation were:
•

the Cloud is already being used without management knowledge and approval;

•

the organisation enters into contracts with little or no attention given to risk management;

•

little or no assurance is provided by or available from cloud suppliers about how they
manage the organisation’s information;

•

information gets into the cloud that breaks laws and / or regulations;

•

information is not protected at each stage of its lifecycle;

•

no standards infrastructure are in place in the organisation to guarantee secure use of the
Cloud leading to information leakage; and

•

availability is assumed, but outages happen and cost real money.

The report offers details on the approach that organisations need to take in order to manage their
operations on the Cloud. As an expansion of this report, ISF published a tool which includes controls
that relate to these sins. This tool includes 62 high level actions that need to take place so as to
ensure that any business making use of the Cloud is managing the issues identified by ISF.
The above description shows that the report and tool provided by ISF are more focused on how
businesses manage the risks when moving and making use of Cloud services. However, it’s the
author’s opinion that this information is very valuable to understand what customers should be
looking for when moving and operating in this environment. Such views will be incorporated within
this study.

3.1.7 Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA)

ISACA has been around since 1967, focusing mainly on IT Governance. It has published various
standards, such as CoBIT, Risk IT and Val IT, which have had an impact on the development of IT
assurance. Every two months ISACA publishes the Information Systems Control Journal which
provides insight on various topics relating also to information security on the Cloud. This
organisation has over 86,000 members in more than 160 countries. Above all, ISACA, with the
contribution of its most experienced members, publishes a number of papers, one of which was
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entitled ‘cloud computing: Business Benefits with Security, Governance and Assurance
Perspective’(ISACA, Cloud Computing: Business Beneftis with Security, Governance and Assurance
Perspectives, 2009). In this paper, amongst other things, ISACA identifies a number of key areas that
need to be addressed in order to provide assurance on the implementation of the Cloud. These are
transparency, privacy, compliance (to laws, regulations, policies and procedures), and trans-border
information flow and compliance certification.
However, maybe the best contribution with regards to cloud computing from ISACA is the “Cloud
Computing

Management Audit/Assurance Program” (CCMAP)

(ISACA, Cloud Computing

Management Audit/Assurance Program , 2010). This assurance program aims to:
•

Provide stakeholders with an assessment of the effectiveness of the cloud computing service
provider’s internal controls and security;

•

Identify internal control deficiencies within the customer organization and its interface with
the service provider; and

•

Provide audit stakeholders with an assessment of the quality of and their ability to rely on
the service provider’s attestations regarding internal controls.

From the above description, one denotes that the assurance program is meant to provide assurance
to individual customers on the CSPs’ security controls and also on the customer’s control
environment which is linked to the Cloud. This assurance program forms part of the ‘tools and
template’ section of ISACA’s ‘Information Technology Assurance Framework’ (ITAF) (ISACA,
Information Technology

Assurance

Framework). This

assurance

framework

provides

a

comprehensive and good practice model for IT auditors to perform assurance work. It incorporates a
number of mandatory standards and guiding principles which provide direction for the practice of IT
audit and assurance. The tools and templates, such as the CCMAP provide the route in the
application of a number of sections found within the ITAF.
The CCMAP is meant to be a starting point for providing assurance in the Cloud environment. The
document specifies that the IT auditor may modify this program and that such document is not
meant to be a checklist or questionnaire. The CCMAP is cross referenced to COBIT and also provides
the basis for implementing a maturity model. This assurance program also makes clear reference to
the importance of looking into a particular section of the ITAF, that of outsourcing (section 3630.6).
Furthermore the CCMAP indicates that IT General Controls (section 3630 of the ITAF) may have
varying levels of significance when providing assurance depending on the Cloud infrastructure under
review. The CCMAP program focuses on:
•

The governance affecting cloud computing - Within this section the CCMAP provides
assurance on areas such as collaboration with regards to information security, metrics,
enterprise risk management and third party risk management;

•

The contractual compliance between the service provider and customer - In this section the
CCMAP provides assurance on areas such as contractual obligations, legal compliance,
compliance and audits as well as Portability and Interoperability; and
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•

Control issues specific to cloud computing - Within this section the CCMAP provides
assurance on areas such as incident response, notification and remediation, application
security, data security and integrity, identity and access management and virtualization.

In the author’s opinion both the ‘cloud computing: Business Benefits with Security, Governance and
Assurance Perspective’(ISACA, Cloud Computing: Business Beneftis with Security, Governance and
Assurance Perspectives, 2009) and ‘cloud computing Management Audit/Assurance Program’(ISACA,
Cloud Computing Management Audit/Assurance Program , 2010) provide insight on what CSPs
should provide to their customers with regards to information security. Moreover a closer analysis at
the ‘Computing Management Audit/Assurance Program’ shows that ISACA is proposing that the
main areas of assurance relate to the importance that customers do not lose control of the security
of their systems and data, that contractual obligations specific to this environment are in place and
that assurance is specifically provided for the Cloud service engine. The author believes that the
‘Computing Management Audit/Assurance Program’ is a very interesting tool because it is designed
to provide assurance on specific Cloud-related issues.

3.1.8 KPMG

With regards to securing the Cloud environment, KPMG has taken, what it calls a ‘Unified IT
Compliance approach’ (Matuszak, et al., 2009, p. 7) which aims to mitigate the risks that CSPs face
whilst offering their Cloud services. This approach was specifically designed to make up for the lack
of specific standards within the Cloud environment and also to address the issue of CSPs being
requested, by their customers, to be compliant with a number of international standards. According
to KPMG, besides achieving an adequate level of security, this risk-based approach helps in reducing
the significant burden of compliance monitoring and testing for different standards.
The Unified IT Compliance Approach is made up of five domains which include Governance, Risk
Management, Compliance, Continuous Improvement and Unified Control Processes. The diagram
3.1.8.a depicts the role of each domain and how these interact with each other.

Diagram 3.1.8.a - KPMG’ Unified Approach
[Source: (Matuszak, et al., 2009, p. 8)]
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The basis of the Unified IT Compliance framework is ISO 27001. The choice of ISO 27001 is based on
the fact that the standard “has gained broad international acceptance as a solid framework for
information security focused controls” (Placeholder1p. 9). The framework is then enhanced through
specific controls relating to cloud computing. These controls relate mainly to data protection, data
segregation, data encryption and standards, logging, authentication and monitoring.
KPMG’s approach attempts to provide a management framework which offers assurance on a
number of Cloud-specific issues. The Governance component provides assurance that security is
managed adequately by the CSP. The Risk management component provides assurance that a CSP
has embarked on a risk-based approach and thus has identified and acted on all the risks related to
this environment. Continuous improvement implies that monitoring is in place to ensure controls are
being efficiently and effectively implemented within the Cloud. The compliance component ensures
that controls are tested on a periodical basis, whilst the Unified Control Process component refers to
the control activities executed by the CSP’s personnel. The Control Process component may include
traditional controls and Cloud-specific controls. In the author’s opinion the interactions of these
components provides a good management framework which eventually offers assurance to
customers with regards to the CSPs’ information security management framework.
KPMG has identified ISO 27001, SAS 70 and Trust services (Systrust and Webtrust) as the main
recognized audit approaches to provide assurance to 3rd parties on the security of the Cloud.
According to KPMG, ISO 27001 is applicable when customers need assurance on the security
program employed by the CSP whilst SAS 70 is a “tool to support the financial audits of customers
that use service organisations” (Matuszak, et al., 2009, p. 10). On the other hand the Trust Services
framework may be appropriate to demonstrate that CSPs have security controls in place that have
been operating effectively over a period of time.

3.1.9 PwC

PwC (PricewaterhouseCoopers) also offers a wide range of services related to the Cloud
environment. PwC advertises itself as an independent 3rd party that can provide assurance on the
effectiveness of the controls employed by a CSP. PwC has identified the following as key areas to
look into whilst providing such assurance:
•

Security policies and procedures – this typically includes assurance on the type of encryption
being used. It also provides assurance that the identification and authentication mechanisms
and access management capabilities are in line with good practice;

•

Availability management – this typically includes assurance on monitoring procedures, levels
of availability and adherence to service level agreements;

•

Adherence to privacy requirements; and

•

Data and transaction processing capability.

In the report ‘Protecting your brand in the cloud: Transparency and trust through enhanced
reporting’ (PwC, Protecting your brand in the cloud: Transparency and trust through enhanced
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reporting, 2010, p. 5) PwC insists that with a 3rd party independent report/certificate that looks into
the areas above, one would be able to rely on a CSP with regards to the reliability of the control
environment. In the same report PwC states that “while cloud computing standards are still a vision
for the future, the risks are understood and the critical controls to address those risks can be
defined.” (PWC, Protecting your brand in the cloud: Transparency and trust through enhanced
reporting, 2010, p. 4). This report also states that the combination of the AT 101 attestation
standard and AICPA Trust Services Principles and Criteria should address most risk issues found
within the Cloud. Additionally the report identifies other attestation reports and assessments such
as FISMA and ISO 27001 which can be used for such assurance purposes.
In another report, Security among the Clouds (PwC, Security Among the Clouds, 2009), PwC provides
insight on how some of its CSP clients are mitigating Cloud-related risks. The report states that cloud
service providers make use of various techniques such as encryption of stored data,
separation/isolation of such data between various infrastructures, use of web application firewall
and the use of identity and access management tools to mitigate such risks.
The ‘Security among the Clouds’(PwC, Security Among the Clouds, 2009) report also states that
“although there is no standard attestation method for cloud service providers, CIOs should require at
least one of these two audits” (PwC, Security Among the Clouds, 2009, p. 9). The audits referred to in
the report are ISO 27001 and SAS 70 Type II reports. The report explains that ISO 27001 audit
“systematically examines the company’s data security risks and then designs and implements a
comprehensive suite of information security controls to address unacceptable risks.” (PwC, Security
Among the Clouds, 2009, p. 9) Thus, according to PWC, by being compliant to ISO 27001
requirements the CSP would be putting data security under management control. As an alternative
to ISO 27001, PwC is proposing the use of SAS 70 type II audits. This is because this type of audit
provides assurance that “proper controls are in place and operating effectively.” (PwC, Security
Among the Clouds, 2009, p. 9). Thus SAS 70 type II reports can help in assuring customers that the
internal controls related to information security are in place and working effectively.

3.1.10 National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

NIST is a U.S. Department of Commerce agency that has always been in the frontline when it comes
to information security. NIST has a project related to the security of cloud computing with the main
goal being“... to provide thought leadership and guidance around the cloud computing paradigm to
catalyze its use within industry and government.”(NIST, NIST official website, 2011)
One of the initiatives of NIST is the ‘Standards Acceleration to Jumpstart Adoption of cloud
computing (SAJACC)’ (NIST, sajacc, 2011) whose goal is to “develop and maintain a set of cloud
system use cases through an open and ongoing process engaging industry, other Government
agencies, and academia” (NIST, sajacc, 2011). Until now a number of use cases have been produced
and analysed. These use cases focus on areas such as the management of a Cloud account, erasure
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of data objects, virtual machine control, Cloud Interoperability and security with regards to identity
management, ediscovery, monitoring and sharing of access to data.
The NIST use cases provide conceptual models of different scenarios that when analysed can help
the information security community identify the risks related to that scenario. For instance, if one
looks at use case ‘3.6 Erase Data Objects In a Cloud’ (NIST, NIST- 3.6 Erase Data Objects In a Cloud),
amongst other things the use case provides six conditions which may result in the failure of proper
erasure of data objects. These are:
1.

the object is moved or renamed before the deletion operation is attempted (race condition);

2.

cloud-provider erases an incorrect data object;

3.

an unauthorized user accesses a cloud-provider's account management web page and
impersonates the real cloud-subscriber and requests the data deletion which then occurs;

4.

access to the object is disabled before date and time requested by cloud-subscriber;

5.

cloud-provider fails to notify the cloud-subscriber that the object is erased; and

6.

erasure of the object is not performed completely or at all by the cloud-provider.

In the author’s opinion this information is very useful when one is identifying what security features
CSPs need to provide assurance on. One notes that most of the use cases are still work–in-progress.
Nevertheless these use cases provide a good starting point to understand how cloud computing
works, how data flows through the Cloud infrastructure and what scenarios can take place in a Cloud
environment. All this provides good insight in understanding better what and how to provide
security assurance with regards to the cloud environment.

3.2

What security are cloud service providers offering to their
customers?

To facilitate the understanding of how a Cloud should be secured, besides the opinions of the
experts, the author identified five popular CSPs and researched what security measures they are
declaring to have implemented. More importantly, this research will contribute to the understanding
of the kind of assurance the CSPs are offering to their customers and prospective customers. For a
high level description of the services offered by these CSPs please refer to Appendix F.

3.2.1 Amazon

Through its ‘Security Centre webpage’ (Amazon, Amazon Security Centre) Amazon provides
information to its customers with regards to the security measures employed on its Cloud. To secure
its infrastructure, Amazon is taking a four pillar approach which incorporates:
•

Certification and accreditations;

•

Physical security;

•

Secure services; and

•

Data privacy.

Amazon states that “delivering a secure cloud computing platform involves implementing numerous
best practices for on-premise infrastructure as well as a host of additional considerations unique to a
hosted infrastructure environment.” (Amazon, Amazon Security Centre) Amazon’s security
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management team has developed a number of principles that they deem relevant to the security of
their cloud services and implemented them through a number of procedures and controls. These
principles, which are a subset of the four pillar approach mentioned above, are described in a paper
titled ‘Amazon Web Services: Overview of security processes’ (Amazon, Amazon Web Services:
Overview of security processes, August 2010) that was published on the ‘Security Centre webpage’.
In a nutshell, these principles relate to the:
•

Control environment – Amazon’s organisational structure is designed to be able to deliver its
security objectives;

•

Shared responsibility environment – Amazon shares the responsibility of the security of the
entire cloud environment with its customers. It expects that customers also take their
responsibilities. For instance such responsibilities may include the implementation of
security on operating systems owned and managed by the customers;

•

Risk management – Amazon has its own risk management framework which policy is based
on the COBIT framework. Moreover they have recently achieved ISO 27001 certification;

•

Secure design principles – Amazon develops its software in accordance to good practice. This
includes formal design reviews, threat modelling, risk management and penetration testing;

•

Monitoring – Monitoring controls are aimed to ensure a high level of service performance
and also to ensure availability;

•

Information and communication – A number of techniques are utilized to aid internal and
external communication with regards to information security of subjects relevant to
Amazon’s Cloud services ;

•

Employee lifecycle – Employees’ background is checked prior to commencing work at
Amazon. Policies and procedures related to logical access are implemented to ensure clients’
data is not jeopardized by any employee’s misconduct. This is done by putting into practice
controls throughout the employees’ employment lifecycle at Amazon. Such controls include
user accounting provisioning, user account review, user access removal and an effective
password policy;

•

Physical security – Policies and procedures are in place to ensure that Amazon’s data centres
are physically protected. These include security staff at building entry-points, controls
related to visitors at data centres, CCTV, intrusion detection systems etc..;

•

Environmental safeguards – Such safeguards include fire detection and suppression,
safeguards against power failure, climate and temperature threats. Other controls include
monitoring of electricity and the provision of life support systems;

•

Configuration management – In order to carry out any changes within its software or
infrastructure, Amazon has a change management procedure to ensure that such changes
are carried out smoothly;

•

Business continuity management – The data centres are built in clusters across the globe. In
this manner continuous availability can be achieved in the event of a system or hardware
failure. Over and above, customers are encouraged to architect their systems to take
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advantage of different regions and availability zones in which Amazon operates. An incident
response team provides 24 x 7 coverage throughout the year and the business continuity
plans are tested at least annually;
•

Backups – Amazon performs backups on separate physical locations free of charge.
However, not all data is backed up in different zones and thus customers with complex
architectures are responsible of taking regular snapshots to ensure long term data durability;

•

Storage Device Decommissioning - Best practices such as detailed in the National Industrial
Security Program Operating Manual and NIST 800-88 (‘Guidelines for Media Sanitization’)
are utilized to destroy data throughout the decommissioning process;

•

Fault separation – Amazon’s infrastructure is designed to ensure that customers have the
flexibility of placing their instances and data within multiple geographic regions as well as
multiple available zones within each region. ‘Availability Zones’ are physically separated
within cities and were strategically built to be in different flood plains. Diagram 3.2.1a
depicts the different regions and available zones. This setup also provides more control to
customers with regards to management of data in relation to compliance with various
legislations. Amazon states that the “selection of a region within an acceptable geographic
jurisdiction to the customer provides a solid foundation to meeting location-dependent
privacy and compliance requirements, such as the EU Data Privacy Directive. Data are not
replicated between regions unless proactively done so by the customer, thus allowing
customers with these types of data placement and privacy requirements the ability to
establish complaint environments.” (Amazon, Amazon Web Services: Overview of security
processes, August 2010, p. 10)

Diagram 3.2.1.a –Amazon’s Regions and available zones

[Source:(Amazon, Amazon Web Services: Overview of security processes, August 2010, p. 10)
•

Account security credentials – Amazon provides a number of authentication techniques
which can be adopted by its customers. These include multi-factor authentication and key
rotation techniques;
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•

Network security – Amazon’s security processes cater for a number of potential network
security issues such as DDOS, man-in-the-middle attacks, IP spoofing, port scanning and
packet sniffing;

•

AWS Service Specific Security – Within the paper Amazon also provides information on a
number of controls that have been implemented to ensure that its applications are in line
with the security and robustness level required from such systems; and

•

Certifications and accreditations – Last but not least is the approach Amazon has embraced
to provide assurance to its customers, that the controls [described above] are being
effectively implemented. Amazon goes through a SAS 70 type II report on a periodic basis.
The company claims that it has “successfully completed a Statement on Auditing Standards
No. 70 (SAS70) Type II Audit, and has obtained a favourable unbiased opinion from its
independent auditors”. (Amazon, Amazon Security Centre) Within the Security Centre,
Amazon also states that “SAS70 certifies that a service organization has had an in-depth
audit of its controls (including control objectives and control activities), which in the case of
AWS relates to operational performance and security to safeguard customer data.”
((Amazon, Amazon Security Centre). Amazon is also PCI DSS level 1 and ISO 27001 certified.

In addition to all this, Amazon claims that through the flexibility and customer control provided
within the AWS platform, it permits the deployment of solutions that meet industry-specific
certification requirements. For instance, it seems that customers have the ability to built HIPAAcompliant healthcare applications on Amazon’s IaaS system. Thus one presumes that the Amazon’s
Cloud is a robust and secure platform which is in line with a number of international standards such
that of HIPAA.
From the research carried out on the Amazon’s cloud service, the author notes that this organisation
has set up a control framework based on a number of principles that focus not just on the technical
security aspects expected in such environment but also related to the process and procedures that
help in ensuring a secure environment. Worth of note is the way Amazon has built its infrastructure
to be hosted in various parts of the world (refer to Diagram 3.1.8.a –Amazon’s Regions and available
zones on the previous page) in order to provide a resilient cloud environment and also provide more

control to its customers vis-à-vis the location of where data is hosted. Amazon has also undertaken a
number of initiatives such as SAS 70 audits to provide assurance to their customers with regards to
the security implemented on their Cloud. The author also believes that the amount of information
on the security implemented by Amazon is very helpful in providing transparency and visibility of
what security features are being deployed.

3.2.2 Google

The management at Google has decided to select and establish a number of controls which,
according to them, can provide the security required by their customer. As the foundations of its
security approach Google identified three main components to focus on for the protection of data
within

its

Cloud

infrastructure:

People,

Development
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http://www.google.com/apps/intl/en/business/infrastructure_security.html). With regards to the
people employed, Google states that it employs a full time security team of experts responsible for
the defence of the system, review of processes related to information security and for the
implementation of the security within the infrastructure. The security team is also responsible for
documenting all relevant security policies and standards. The second component within Google’s
approach relates to a concept which states that from the first day, applications are secured
according to good practice. Such concept includes a number of processes that focus on multiple
development reviews and a development environment which is restricted to only authorized people.
The last main component is that of technology. Google states that the servers are custom built to
include only the necessary applications. Over and above this, the configuration setup of the
technological architecture enables rapid updates and configurations. Data is replicated in several
data centres to ensure availability and consistency.
The principles described above are then translated into specific controls. In order to provide
information on such controls Google publishes on its ‘Google Apps Website’(Google,
http://www.google.com/apps/intl/en/business/infrastructure_security.html) information related to
security and privacy. This website includes information on the Google’s own file system, videos
showing the security found within the data centres and links to a multitude of blogs. Google also has
published a paper which gives a description of the controls that are being implemented to secure its
Cloud. The paper is titled the ‘Google Apps Messaging and Collaboration Products’(Google, Security
Whitepaper: Google Apps Messaging and Collaboration Products, 2010). The author observed that
this paper has been updated a couple of times as a result of changes within Google’s approach to
security and privacy. Reading through Google’s paper one notes that its security strategy is based on
ten components whose headings are very similar to the ISO 27002 domains. However, this is not to
say that Google’s online services are compliant with ISO 27002. Below is a summary of the nine
areas described in this paper:
1.

Google corporate security policies - This area incorporates a number of corporate policies
which help Google attain its security objectives. Examples of such policies include the Google
‘Code of Conduct’ and ‘Google’s Security Philosophy’;

2.

Organizational security - This area includes information on the information security team’s
role and responsibilities. It also provides information on various functions which focus on
compliance requirements such as SOX and PCI. In section Google also states that a team
dedicated to physical security is also in place;

3.

Asset classification and control - This area includes information on how information is stored
and accessed, deleted and how media is disposed of. A number of processes and controls
are in place to ensure that employees’ behaviour is in line with the company’s guidelines
especially with regards to confidentiality, business ethics, appropriate usage of data, and
professional standards. In addition employees can anonymously report any ethics violation
they may witness;
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4.

Physical and environmental security – Information on security controls and environmental
controls within Google’s data centre, that are in accordance with good practice, are
described under this heading;

5.

Operational security - This domain caters for malware prevention; monitoring program that
is focused on information gathered from internal network traffic, employee actions on
systems, and outside knowledge of vulnerabilities; vulnerability management; incident
management; network security and; operating systems security;

6.

Access control - Authentication controls is one of the areas within the Access control
domain. Authentication is based on a unique user ID and strong password policies. “Google
makes widespread use of two-factor authentication mechanisms, such as certificates and
one-time password generators.” (Google, Security Whitepaper: Google Apps Messaging and
Collaboration Products, 2010, p. 9) Access rights are based according to the function and
role of the employees which are provided after the appropriate approval process has been
carried out. With regards to accountability “Google’s policy is to log administrative access to
every Google production system and all data. These logs are reviewable by Google Security
staff on an as-needed basis.” (Google, Security Whitepaper: Google Apps Messaging and
Collaboration Products, 2010, p. 9);

7.

Systems development and maintenance - Within this domain Google explains the process
carried out to develop its applications, systems, and services throughout the whole
development life cycle. Various groups within Google and even third parties are asked for
security advice throughout the lifecycle of a project. A risk assessment is usually carried out.
A specific process for Google’s software lifecycle is also detailed. Security education and final
re-testing and evaluation are other controls identified and implemented by Google within
this domain;

8.

Disaster recovery and business continuity - The disaster recovery program at Google
encompasses all of its data centres. The data centres are geographically distributed and data
replication and backups are available. A business continuity plan is in place and also covers
Google’s headquarters. One notes that the Disaster recovery plan is said to be tested
regularly;

9.

Regulatory compliance - A process for obtaining information for legal purposes is in place.
“Information can only be obtained by third parties through legal processes such as search
warrants, court orders, subpoenas, through a statutory exemption, or through user consent.”
(Google, Security Whitepaper: Google Apps Messaging and Collaboration Products, 2010, p.
12) This section also incorporates the management of privacy issues and related controls.
Google’s privacy policy describes how the information is collected and how it is used and
what choices does the user have to protect his privacy. Google also adheres to the “United
States Safe Harbor Privacy Principles of Notice, Choice, Onward Transfer, Security, Data
Integrity, Access and Enforcement, and is registered with the U.S. Department of Commerce’s
Safe Harbor Program.” (Google, Security Whitepaper: Google Apps Messaging and
Collaboration Products, 2010, p. 13) and
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10. Security feature customization - In addition to the domains discussed above, Google has
identified and implemented a number of security features within its infrastructure to
enhance its security:
•

Single Sign-On (SSO);

•

Password Length and Strength;

•

Administrator-based Single Sign-Out;

•

Secure Browser Connections (HTTPS); and

•

Policy-enforced Secure Mail Transfer (TLS for SMTP);

Another initiative realized by Google is the Security and Privacy Frequent Asked Questions webpage
related to Google Apps(Google, Google security and product safety). Within this webpage Google
provides to its customers non-technical detail on issues such as who owns the data stored within
Google’s server, who has access to it, for how long records are stored and how law enforcement
requests are handled. Other questions answered include information with regards to the measures
taken against machine failures and natural disaster, spam, viruses and phishing attacks.
To certify the implementation of its controls, Google has decided to apply a SAS 70 Type II
accreditation. Information on SAS 70 II is also provided in the Security and Privacy Frequent Asked
Questions webpage related to Google Apps(Google, Google security and product safety). The areas
audited within this audit consist of:
•

Logical security;

•

Privacy;

•

Data centre physical security;

•

Incident management and availability;

•

Change management; and

•

Organisation and administration.

Google is also compliant with the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA). Even
though not widely advertised, Google also claims that its Global Internal Audit function is
responsible “for review and auditing adherence to said compliance requirements, such as SarbanesOxley and Payment Card Industry standards (PCI).” (Google, Security Whitepaper: Google Apps
Messaging and Collaboration Products, 2010, p. 4)
From the literature review carried out on the security of Google’s infrastructure the author
appreciates that Google has taken an approach in which it has built its security infrastructure on the
domains of the ISO 27002, an international standard. In the authors opinion these domains provide
assurance not only on the technical aspects but also on the management of security in terms of
processes and procedures that need to be in place to provide a secure environment. Like Amazon,
Google has gone through a SAS 70 Type II audit to provide assurance to its customers on the security
that is being implemented. In addition, in the author’s opinion, the information provided by Google
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in various papers and webpages provides more transparency and helps in building the trust on the
security employed within its cloud environment.

3.2.3 Microsoft

In terms of security within its Cloud infrastructure, Microsoft has issued a number of papers to
provide information to its customers on how adequate security is being achieved. According to
Microsoft, the main driver for cloud computing, from a customer perspective, is the financial
benefits (Microsoft, Securing Microsoft's Cloud Infrastructure, 2009, p. 1). However, it also
comprehends that issues such as security, privacy and reliability are potential entry barriers to make
use of such services. In this regards, Microsoft has its Trustworthy Computing approach that has
been implemented throughout the organisation (not just for the Cloud) and focuses on ensuring that
security, privacy, reliability, and good business practices are in place. The Online Services Security
and Compliance (OSSC) team is a dedicated team that takes care of Microsoft’s infrastructure
security. Microsoft has been in the business of online services since the launch of MSN in 1994
(Microsoft, Securing Microsoft's Cloud Infrastructure, 2009, p. 5) and throughout the years it has
implemented a number of security programs which mainly focus on three areas:
•

Risk-based information security program based both on ISO 27001 requirements and the
NIST ‘Risk Management Guide for Information Technology Systems’ (800-30);

•

A set of security controls to mitigate the risks. These are updated on a regular basis and
focus mainly on physical, network, data, identity and access management and host security
auditing and reporting; and

•

A compliance framework to ensure that the controls are designed correctly and operating
effectively.

The entire information security program designed by Microsoft is ISO 27001 certified.
With regards to privacy issues, Microsoft claims that it “develops software, services and processes
with privacy in mind.” (Microsoft, Securing Microsoft's Cloud Infrastructure, 2009, p. 8). It has also
developed an approach, the PD3+C principles, that helps in mitigating privacy issue. These are the
principle of:
•

Privacy by Design – Data collected from customers is used for specific purposes only. Such
data is classified as highly sensitive and is encrypted while in transit and at rest;

•

Privacy by Default – Data collected is protected by means of access lists and identity
authentication mechanisms;

•

Privacy by Development – Privacy mechanisms are disclosed to organisational customers as
to allow them to establish appropriate policies for their users; and

•

Communication – Microsoft’s provides a number of publications and documentations
related to privacy. This is mostly done through a website managed by Microsoft:
http://www.microsoft.com/privacy/

Since Microsoft’s customers go through a number of audits to be compliant with specific standards,
this results in a number of audits that need to be carried out on Microsoft’s infrastructure. Audits on
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ISO 27001, PCI DSS, HIPAA SOX, Media Ratings Council, FISMA and SAS 70 were used to be carried
out on a regular basis. This was becoming a burden for Microsoft’s security team and since most of
the controls of these standards are similar, the company had decided to create and operate a
framework which streamlines the efforts required to attain different certifications and attestations.
To reduce such burden “Microsoft analyzed what audits were being done repeatedly and sought a
unified set of domains through which to identify and categorize compliance controls. OSSC
determined that language in the ISO/IEC 27001:2005 was sufficient for use as the starting point for a
controls framework.” (Microsoft, Microsoft Compliance Framework for Online Services, 2009, p. 8)
Microsoft has added the privacy domain to its ISO/IEC 27001 program in order to address certain
privacy requirements. Diagram 3.2.3a depicts how one control objective addresses a number of
compliance requirements that Microsoft has chosen to adhere to.

Diagram 3.2.3a – Control objective addressing a number of controls in various standards
[Source: Microsoft, Microsoft Compliance Framework for Online Services, 2009, p. 10]

In terms of compliance with legal requirements, Microsoft has also a dedicated program, ‘Global
Criminal Compliance’, whose main objective is to provide legal guidance on matters such as data
retention and privacy. This program works in conjunction with the Microsoft’s Information Security
Program.
Within the document ‘Microsoft Compliance Framework for Online Services‘ Microsoft states that
since the Cloud is a dynamic environment, which is still evolving, it has to give extra importance to
ensure availability and resilience of its systems. Therefore Microsoft has created a Business
Continuity Management Plan Development Lifecycle to enhance the requirements specified in ISO
27001. Incident Management is also another area in which Microsoft gives extra importance with a
view to ensure that any incidents are tackled and communicated in an effective manner. In line with
ISO 27001 requirements, Microsoft has an Information Security Management Forum who meets
regularly to discuss short and long term security goals.
From the papers published by Microsoft, the author notes that Microsoft has used ISO 27001
requirements as a minimum requirement and based a number of controls on top of it to implement
an adequate security framework for its cloud environment. In order to provide assurance to its
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customers, besides providing a lot of information with regards to the implementation of security
controls, it has chosen to comply with a number of international standards which have been
mentioned above. In the author’s opinion, since these are recognised standards, customers can be
assured on the level of security that is being implemented at Microsoft. The effort taken by
Microsoft to create a framework which streamlines the efforts required to attain different
certifications and attestations caught the attention of the author. This effort helps clients in ensuring
that their systems can be certified against a number of standards and at the same time, from
Microsoft’s perspective, this is done in an efficient way.

3.2.4 Salesforce.com

Salesforce.com (Salesforce) has also identified security and privacy
concerns as the most significant barriers for an organisation to
move onto the Cloud. Salesforce approach, in response to these
concerns, is to gain the trust of the organisation by implementing a
number of controls which deliver adequate security and privacy.
This essence of this mind-set is depicted in diagram 3.2.4a.
Salesforce methodology towards the governance of information
security is based around ISO 27002 framework. This approach
incorporates controls around human resources, appropriate
allocation of security staff, policies, and development changes. Its
infrastructural platform has also gone through a number of
certifications which include SAS 70 type II, SysTrust and ISO 27001.
Besides the certifications, Salesforce has published a paper titled

Diagram 3.2.4a – The intersection of
good security and privacy builds trust
in a Cloud computing system
[Source: (SalesForce, 2010, p. 1)

‘Secure, private, and trustworthy: enterprise cloud computing with
Force.com’ (SalesForce, 2010). In this paper it provides information on the controls that are being
implemented to protect certain areas of the operations such as networks, databases and
applications.
Within its internal structure, Salesforce employs an advisor who is a Certified Information Privacy
Professional (CIPP). The job of this advisor is to help ensure compliance with global privacy laws. The
company has implemented a number of policies and procedures which provide to its customers
control on their data. These policies cater for notification with regards the collection and use of
personal data and provide the options to customers on how this information can be used. It also
provides the possibility to customers to access, review and change their personal information.
Salesforce has also achieved certification recognition for its privacy policy from TRUSTe Certified
Privacy Seal, EU Safe Harbor (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, TRUSTe), and JIPDC (Japan Privacy Seal).
To provide information to its customers, apart from the above mentioned white paper, Salesforce
has

created

a

number

of

web

pages

under

the

domain

name

http://trust.salesforce.com/trust/status/. Within this website, alerts of the latest threats related to
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the Salesforce Cloud are provided to its customers. Under the security section, Salesforce provides a
high level description of the controls it claims to have implemented within its data centres and
infrastructure. These include controls on transmissions of data, network protection, disaster
recovery, backups and security monitoring. Internal and third party testing on applications,
networks, and the security framework itself are also said to be carried out. This website also
provides information security awareness tips to its customers on various topics such as wireless
connection sniffing and hijacking, suspicious phone calls and also web scams. Webinars on security
are also available. The privacy section in this web page is divided into two sections. The first section
provides information on the privacy law landscape and the other describes the processes and
procedures used to protect the customers’ privacy. A dashboard showing the recent cloud service
history is also available through this web page.

3.3

Putting everything together

After this overview of what experts are proposing and what CSPs are actually doing with regards to
Cloud security, it is sensible to summarize these different approaches. Security agencies and CSPs
have indicated that having a security management system is imperative to govern the security within
the Cloud. When one analyses the various approaches suggested within this chapter, it is clear that
ISO 27001 and ISO 27002 play a key role. However, it is also clearly understood that these standards
by themselves are not enough and are usually used just as the foundations of an information
security management framework for the Cloud. One notes that more controls are added to the ones
already detailed in ISO 27002 with the objective to produce a framework which caters for risks found
in the Cloud. Such additions include controls with regards to the preservation of privacy, controls
with regards to the application software of the Cloud platform and enhancements to the business
continuity requirements found in ISO 27002, to mention a few. PCI DSS is also a standard mentioned
frequently within the analysis carried out in this chapter.
An interesting fact is that the CSPs analysed in this chapter have all published a considerable amount
of papers and information on their website to provide awareness on the current security measures
implemented within their Cloud infrastructure. Such information is provided even though most of
them have attained a number of certifications, such as ISO 27001. This seems to be because most of
them have gone beyond the requirements detailed in ISO 27001 and thus had to explain what
additional controls they have implemented. In order to certify these additional controls they have
also gone through a number of SAS 70 audits. Notably is EY’s survey which states that only fifteen
percent of those interviewed would not give any value to external certification.
Since ISO 27001 / 27002 have been used as the foundations for many management systems within
the Cloud they will be added to the pool of standards that will be used in the analysis section of this
project. The analysis consists of understanding how the standards chosen mitigate the Cloud-specific
risks. Included in this analysis will also be PCI DSS standard and SAS 70 attestation. The main security
advisory firms, which were considered within this research, have also indicated the Trust Services
Framework as a standard that can be used to provide assurance on the Clouds’ security. Thus, this
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framework will also be included within the analysis. From the standards that have been recently
published, two particular ones have caught the attention of the author. They are specifically
designed on the cloud computing environment. Moreover they seem to be the most complete from
the standards the author has encountered during this research. These are the CSA’s Cloud Control
Matrix and ISACA’s Cloud Computing Management Audit/Assurance Program. Therefore, they will
also be made use of used in the analysis of this study.
Next, is a high-level description of ISO 27001 / 27002, PCI DSS, SAS 70, Trust Services Framework.

3.3.1 ISO 27001/2

Back in 1994 a group of security managers who worked for large organisations such as oil
companies, banks and insurance companies got together and developed a code of practice on how
to secure information. The code of practice was published in 1995, and a couple of months later it
was taken up by the British Standards Institution (BSI) to be published as a standard (BS7799). In
2005 it was also published as an International Standards Organisation (ISO) standard. Worth of note
is the fact that when this document was first published its target audience were organisations that
did not have or could not afford to have full-time security managers.
Currently there are two
standards which make up
the

old

BS7799.

ISO

27002 is the code of
practice and is made up
of a number of control
objectives.

ISO

27001

came at later stages and
specifies

what

Information
Management

an

Security
System

(ISMS) is. One notes that

Diagram 3.3.1 – The PDCA model applied to ISMS
Process [Source: (ISO, 2005)]

an organisation can be certified against ISO 27001. In order to achieve such certification the ISMS
needs to be documented. The scope of the ISMS is chosen and a high level security policy is
documented with the objective to ensure that the foundations to build the ISMS are in place. The
framework includes risk management, the selection of control objectives and a statement of
applicability, which is the interface between the results of the risk assessment and the security
policy. ISO 27001 revolves around the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle, which is depicted in diagram 3.3.1.
Once all the controls have been implemented and the management system is running, a review is
carried out by an independent accredited auditor before a certificate can be issued.
ISO 27001 lists a number of control objectives that need to be considered within the implementation
of an ISMS. This list, found in the annex of ISO 27001, makes direct reference to the code of practice
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- ISO 27002. The list of domains includes security policy, organization of information security, asset
management, human resources security, physical and environmental security, communications and
operations management, access control, information systems acquisition, development and
maintenance, information security incident management and compliance.
In conclusion, it is worth noting that during the last couple of years ISO 27001 and 27002 have been
considered as the key standards for information security management. Above all, through the ISO
27001 certification, third parties can be assured that the management system is being managed as
required by the standard.

3.3.2 Trust services

Trust Services is made up of two audit frameworks, Systrust and Webtrust, which were developed by
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) and the Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants (CICA).
The Systrust audit program provides a predefined set of criteria. It helps in the evaluation of the
testing of the reliability of a system focusing on availability, confidentiality, security and processing
integrity domains. The report of Systrust is based on the operating effectiveness of the controls over
a period of time. Below is an overview of the criteria found within this audit program as summarized
by the authors of the book ‘Cloud Security and Privacy’ (Mather, Kumaraswamy, & Latif, 2009, p.
198):
Policies

• Review and approval;
• Specific security, availability, confidentiality and processing integrity
topics;
• responsibility and accountability;
• recovery and continuity of service;
• Monitoring of system capacity.

Communications

• System description;
• communication of security, availability, confidentiality and processing
integrity to users;
• Responsibility and accountability communicated to responsible
individuals;
• Security breach process;
• Communication of changes that impact system security, availability,
confidentiality and process integrity.
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Procedures

• Logical access procedures and restrictions, allow users to access only
their data;
• physical access procedures and restrictions;
• protection of systems and data against unauthorised logical access;
• Virus protection; protection of authentication information;
• security breach incident handling procedures; procedures for
addressing non-compliance;
• Design and implementation of systems in accordance with policies;
• Personnel qualifications;
• Configuration management;
• change management;
• protection of system against availability risks; integrity and
completeness of backups; disaster recovery / business continuity;
• Completeness, accuracy, timeliness and authorization of inputs,
system processing and outputs.

Monitoring

• Periodic review of system / controls based on policies;
• Identification of potential impairments to ability to meet policies;
• Monitoring of environmental and technological changes.

Webtrust is very similar to Systrust. The former is built to focus on services provided through the
Internet. The criterion used by Webtrust is the same as those described or Systrust. It also includes
privacy principles which help in providing assurance on the security related to any personal
information that may be collected by the service provider. Topics within the privacy principle
include:
•

Management;

•

Notice;

•

Choice of consent;

•

Collection;

•

Use and retention;

•

Access;

•

Disclosure to third parties;

•

Security for privacy;

•

Quality; and

•

Monitoring and enforcement;

The Trust services reports are designed to be distributed or posted online. Besides scope and other
details relevant to the audit, the report may also include a detailed description of controls
implemented by the service provider. At the end of each successful audit, the service provider is
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entitled to display a Webtrust / Systrust seal. However, to maintain this seal a yearly audit needs to
be carried out.

3.3.3 PCI DSS

The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) has been developed by Payment Card
Industry Security Standards Council to control and protect the data which relates to payment cards.
The Council was formed in late 2004 and at the time had five different programs which include the
ones of VISA, Master Card and American Express. The objective of these programmes were mainly to
“to create an additional level of protection for card issuers by ensuring that merchants meet
minimum levels of security when they store, process and transmit cardholder data.” (Wikipedia, PCI
DSS, 2011)
These programs eventually evolved into the PCI DSS which current version is 2.0. It has been
released in October and must be adopted by the 1st January 2011. The standard contains 12 highlevel requirements that are then supported but a number of detailed requirements. These
requirements are seen as baseline of technical and operational requirements designed to protect
the data. The high level requirements found in PCI DSS version 2.0 (Council, 2010) are:
1.

Install and maintain a firewall configuration to protect cardholder data;

2.

Do not use vendor-supplied defaults for system passwords and other security parameters;

3.

Protect stored cardholder data;

4.

Encrypt transmission of cardholder data across open, public networks;

5.

Use and regularly update anti-virus software or programs;

6.

Develop and maintain secure systems and applications;

7.

Restrict access to cardholder data by business need to know;

8.

Assign a unique ID to each person with computer access;

9.

Restrict physical access to cardholder data;

10. Track and monitor all access to network resources and cardholder data;
11. Regularly test security systems and processes; and
12. Maintain a policy that addresses information security for all personnel.
The standard also includes additional requirements addressing shared hosting providers. A number
of compensating controls which may be used if the service provider cannot meet the main
requirements are also available. Validation of compliance with the above requirements can be
carried out either internally or externally. Such decisions are taken depending on the volume of data
processed by the service provider. In the case of large transactions, compliance must be assessed by
a Qualified Security Assessor.
A typical PCI DSS compliance report will include the executive summary, description of work carried
out and approach taken, detailed about the reviewed environment, results of quarterly scans,
findings and observations.
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Given the focus on card data the author is very sceptical on the applicability of such standard for
another environment which is not card related. However PCI DSS will still be included within this
analysis mainly to confirm such suspicion and also to understand whether the compliance
mechanism of this standard and the detail of such controls may be used as a model for a Cloudspecific standard.

3.3.4 SAS 70 Attestation

The Statement of Auditing Standards No.70 (SAS 70) is an audit framework that was developed to
aid the completion of the service organisations’ customers’ financial audits. The objective of this
framework was primarily to reduce the need for multiple audits on the controls of a service
organisation. During the last couple of years the SAS 70 audit has also been used to report on
controls which are less financially related.
SAS 70 framework provides two types of reports, Type I and Type II. A Type I audit focuses mainly on
the design of the controls within the service provider. The final report would then provide an
opinion on whether such controls were operating effectively. A Type II audit incorporates more
extensive testing. This is because assurance is provided on the effectiveness of control during a
period of time.
A number of experts have indicated that SAS 70 should be used by CSPs to provide assurance on
internal controls. For instance within its paper titled ‘Security Guidance for Critical Areas of Focus in
cloud computing V2.1’ (Alliance, Security Guidance for Crtical Areas of Focus in Cloud Computing
V2.1, 2009, p. 38) the Cloud Security Alliance recommend that, as a minimum, the CSPs should have
this audit statement. The CSA also specifies that this report must be a Type II. When analysed, the
Type II report seems to offer more assurance then Type I report. Thus for the basis of this research
only Type II reports will be considered.
A typical SAS 70 Type II report would include three sections. In the first section the auditor provides
a high level background on the service organisation. This section would also include the opinion of
the auditor vis-à-vis the controls that have been tested. Such opinion is based on reasonable
assurance. The second section provides a description of the controls that were included for the
audit. These control objectives are defined by the service provider. This part of the report would also
typically include an overview of the operations, description of in-scope services, control objectives
and supporting control activities. Other information related to information systems and
communication processes may also be included. The last section provides information on the testing
procedures performed by the auditor together with detailed results. The report may also include
another section in which the service organisation adds additional information which was not subject
to the audit but is still relevant to the customer vis-à-vis the internal controls.
The intended audience for this report is restricted to the service organisation itself, to the customers
of the service organisation and also to their auditors. SAS 70 audits are typically performed every six
or twelve months.
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4.

Cloud Risk Identification

Daniel Gardner, author of the book ‘The Science of Fear’ (Gardner, 2008), affirms that sociologists
have come to a broad consensus that the current generation worries more than previous ones. He
believes that we are continuously afraid of pandemics, terrorists, Internet stalkers, obesity and last
but not least, afraid of new technologies. In the same book, Gardner states that human beings owe
their existence to fear, since it is fear itself that keeps us alive and continuously improving. He
analyses the fact that without fear we wouldn’t be able to recognize and carry out justified action
with regards to the risks surrounding us.
A couple of centuries ago, one of the most influential writers of the French Renaissance, Michel de
Montaigne wrote in one of his assays: “C'est de quoi j'ai le plus de peur que la peur” (Montaigne,
1580) meaning “The thing I fear most is fear.” These two authors, therefore, are trying to convey to
us that fear is essential for understanding the environment around us. However, this fear does not
need to be inflated since unreasonable and unjustifiable fear may have a negative effect. Hence the
importance of risk management which can also play an important role in the identification and
management of the risks found within a Cloud and thus help in providing a secure Cloud to the
customers.
In ISO 27002, risk is defined as the “combination of the probability of an event and its consequence.”
(ISO, 2005) Stated simply, risk management is the reduction of the exposures of the risk to a level
acceptable to the organisation whose risk is being managed. A typical risk assessment includes the
selection of assets to be protected and the identification of the threats related to each individual
asset. The assets are then further analysed in order to identify any vulnerabilities that they may
encompass. Following this, the risk is then calculated with the help of statistical data or subjective
opinions, which usually involves some kind of probabilities. The management part comes in action
when countermeasures are selected and implemented to protect the assets from the threats and
vulnerabilities. The above process is then repeated to ensure that the risks have been reduced to an
acceptable level. The approach chosen for a risk management program depends on the needs and
risk appetite of the organisation. Decisions need to be taken on how the risk is calculated, on
whether a quantitative or a qualitative approach should be used, on the level of detail of the risk
assessment and on the level of the acceptable risk.
In the next section ‘Why are some Clouds black?’ one finds a description of the methodology used to
identify the Cloud-specific risks. This includes a description of the risks selected for this study and the
rationale for choosing such risks. In addition, the last two sections of this chapter provide a
description of the risks that are not Cloud-specific and the rational for risk acceptance level chosen
for this study.
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4.1

Why are some Clouds black?

This section deals with the identification of the Cloud-specific risk and the method used to identify
such risks.
Since a risk assessment needs to be tailored for each specific organisation, it would have been
superficial to try and carry out a detailed risk assessment, for a ‘typical’ cloud service provider in the
hope that this would be a ‘one-size-fit-all’ analysis. Besides this, several risks related to the Cloud
have already been identified by various experts in the field. Thus the author decided to use a
particular approach and base the risk assessment process on the work that has already been carried
out by other experts. In this way the author was able to identify a significant number of risks that
relate to different types of Clouds. This process also provided an efficient way of identifying the
worries of the customers’ vis-à-vis being on the Cloud without the need to carry out any surveys or
get first-hand information. One must state that together with the expert’s opinion the author
included his subjective judgement during the identification and analyses of the risks mentioned in
this section.
In order to identify the Cloud-specific risks, the author reviewed various research papers, articles
and books so that each risk which was somehow related to the Cloud would be recorded into a risk
log. This information was gathered from various journals such as those published by ISACA, online
magazine articles and blogs, news items provided by various online information security related
feeds (generic and Cloud specific), risks identified by the Big Four Firms and other advisor companies
such as Gartner. The risk identified by organisations such as governments and information systems
agencies and the risks identified by other individual experts were also taken into consideration
during this extensive research. The ENISA 2009 report, ‘Benefits, Risks and Recommendations for
information security’(ENISA, Benefits, Risks, and Recommendations for Information security, 2009)
and the work carried out by the Cloud Security Alliance were used as key references throughout this
process.
The risk log was then analysed and risks were separated according to whether they were Cloudspecific or not. The Cloud-specific risks are listed in this section and referenced as r.1 to r.28. Even
though the list below is not an exhaustive one, it is quite comprehensive and includes the most
common risks which were encountered during this exercise. Included in this list are a couple of risks
which were not commonly mentioned but which the author deemed as noteworthy. Each risk is
given an ID number as reference. A description is also included to provide more context on the risk
itself.
Since the objective of this dissertation is to understand how a cloud service provider can provide
adequate security to its customers, the Cloud-specific risks (r.1 to r.28) include risks which may not
be directly related to the CSPs’ operations but maybe of interest to the customers’ point of view.
Ultimately the aim is to mitigate the risks of the customers.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.1

Lack of (technical) resources

Risk description:
Elasticity, instantaneous provisioning of services and the sharing of resources are characteristics
of the Cloud that can create a risk related to the availability of the pool of resources. CSPs try to
maximize the utilization of the resources by sharing them between various customers. For
instance, if a customer has ordered 4 GB of RAM it does not mean that the customer will be using
that memory power all the time. Thus, when such memory is not being used it can be made
available to other users. From a customer’s perspective, it is important to know that resources
are available whenever required, that is, if the customer has bought 4 GB of RAM, he will have
such memory power when required. Furthermore, customers may request additional resources
that need to be provided immediately. In order to have such features implemented, statistical
calculation need to be carried out by the CSPs. This needs to be done so as to project how much
resources are actually required. The risk here is that at a point in time the CSP will not have the
technological resources (such as working memory or processing power) available, as required
by customers, due to incorrect statistical capacity planning. This risk can also take place if there
has been inadequate infrastructural investment or if the CSP architecture has inadequate
functionality to limit the usage of its pool of resources.

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.2

Dependency on the Internet

Risk description:
With the introduction of cloud computing, customers will no longer access their systems through
a private network. Instead they will make use of the Internet, which is the main medium of
communication between the customers and the CSP. The risk here is that customers will not be
able to access their systems due to the interruption of the Internet service. This may have a
considerable impact on the customers, especially if the business relies heavily on the Cloud. As
an example, one can compare such a circumstance with that of a business that has lost its
electrical supply. That business would not be able to function and thus would suffer a loss in
revenue, and worst still, loss of its reputation.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.3

Data interception whilst being transferred

Risk description:
Since the day humans started to communicate, whether by word of mouth or through the
complexities of the Internet, there has been the issue of interception of such communication.
Interception can lead to the loss of confidentiality, integrity and/or the availability of the data
being transferred. The risk here is of having the data intercepted whilst being transferred
between the Cloud and the customer or whilst being transferred within different parts of the
Cloud infrastructure itself. Some may rightly argue that this is a not a Cloud-specific risk since it
is identical to the communication interception found within the traditional computing
environment. However, the author included this risk to emphasise that, by making use of the
Cloud infrastructure, all information would go through a public network and thus the data
involved would be exposed to additional risks compared to a traditional computing infrastructure
in which data transferred through public network is relatively less. CSPs need to keep in mind
that the internal network of the Cloud cannot be regarded as ‘safe’. This is because the network
is being used by different customers and thus data being transmitted within the Cloud must also
be protected.
Another area where this risk may arise is when data is being transferred to and processed by
processors which are shared by various customers of the same Cloud. In hindsight, the obvious
solution would be to encrypt all information, at all times. Then again, one has to keep in mind
that it is not always easy or feasible to keep data encrypted whilst being processed.
This risk has been identified by many experts and given much importance. Many authors have
identified

improper

cryptographic

management and

inadequate

authentication

and

authorisation techniques as two of the main weaknesses that may lead to the realisation of this
risk. For instance, Raval Vasant in the article ‘Risk landscape of cloud computing’ (Raval, 2010)
states that “The single most critical concern in the use of web-based services is the authentication
of users.” Raval continues stating that “While technology for authentication has improved over
time, there still are grave concerns about untrusted parties posing as authentic users, and if
successful, causing data compromise.” (Raval, 2010).
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.4

Insecure storage of data

Risk description:
On the 9th August 2010 it was reported that data of 6,323 Evernote users had been lost
(Evernote, 2010). According to the reports, this incident took place as a result of hardware failure
which then generated a number of repeated backup tasks which ultimately overwrote the data.
In the end Evernote managed to recover the data of the majority of the users. Here the risk is of
losing the confidentiality, integrity or availability of data whilst stored within the Cloud. One
notes that this risk is very similar to that described within r.3 i.e. Even though the Evernote
incident relates more to the availability of the data, the author notes that many experts
emphasise the importance of preserving the confidentiality of data whilst stored within the
Cloud.
Together with the weaknesses mentioned in r.3 it is also important to mention that weak backup
procedures and lack of live replication procedures may increase the possibility of not having the
data always available.

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.5

Unsuccessful deletion of data

Risk description:
It is a well known fact that pressing the delete button on a data file does not really mean that the
data file has been completely eradicated from its storage location. In a traditional computing
environment, when data needs to be wiped out from the organisation’s information system, the
organisation may go as far as overwriting all the bits of the drive where the data used to reside.
This process is usually carried out a number of times before deeming that the data file is actually
unrecoverable. It may also be necessary to shred the drive itself. In the Cloud, shredding the hard
disk is not always possible due to the fact that resources are shared between customers. Thus a
resource (such as hard disk space) which is not required anymore by one customer may be made
available to another. The risk of not actually deleting the data from the Cloud infrastructure
when a delete process has been triggered, by the user, is a reality. This means that data may be
recovered by the next customer who would be using that resource.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.6

Hardening procedures management

Risk description:
Within the Cloud environment, both the CSP and each individual customer have their own
responsibilities in maintaining the security of the Cloud. Like in any relationship, both parties may
have different expectations. The risk here is that the CSP’s hardening procedures are not up to
the expectations of their customers. On the other hand, the customer is expected to play
his/her part in implementing hardening procedures to the service being used, independently of
whether the service in question is an IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. From a CSP’s perspective there is also a
risk of having contrasting hardening requests by different customers.

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.7

Inadequate cryptographic management

Risk description:
Cryptographic techniques can be used in many ways to provide a number of security features
which are not limited to encryption, non-repudiation and integrity. Due to the fact that data
needs to be secured throughout the whole information flow, cryptography is playing an
important part in the Cloud environment such as in data storage, data transfer, authentication
mechanisms and so on. The main risk here is that management of cryptographic techniques is
inadequate or non-existent. For instance, bad management decisions may lead to a poor choice
of cryptographic algorithms. Worst still is the compromise of encryption keys during their
lifetime, for example, creating an insecure key, losing a key or using a key more than its
recommended lifespan.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.8

Unreliable service engine

Risk description:
At the heart of the Cloud is the service engine which is in control of the physical resources and
the virtual machines that run on top of it. In this context the service engine also refers to any
software that is used to provide the Cloud service to the customers, such as those used within
the PaaS and SaaS environments. This simply means that an attack on the service engine may
affect the entire Cloud. There is no need to stress the importance of providing assurance that the
service engine is reliable at all times. At a high-level, the risk identified here is that of the CSPs
providing an unstable service engine to its customers. For example, the telecommunications
carrier T-Mobile lost the data it was storing for users due to a technical malfunction in their
service engine. The result was that some users lost their contact lists, calendars, notes, tasks and
photographs (Ross S. J., 2010)
This risk may result from various sources including inadequate selection of service engine, lack of
developing and testing requirements, poor patch management, and bugs in the service engine
and so on.

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.9

Isolation failure

Risk description:
In March 2009, Google reported a bug within the isolation feature of its Google docs
(Farahmand, 2010, p. 42). This bug made a number of private documents available to the all
users within its Cloud. The risk here is of having the failure of the isolation mechanism within
the cloud infrastructure as a result of the breakdown of authentication and authorisation
mechanisms. Without any doubt the isolation feature is managed by the service engine.
Therefore, this risk is closely related to the reliability of the service engine identified in risk r.8. As
a matter of fact, customers may accept a limited number of hours when the service is unavailable
or when the integrity of data has been compromised but can still be reconstructed in one way or
another. However, once confidential data is made available to unauthorised parties, then there is
no way of tracking it back.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.10

Unreliable management interface

Risk description:
The interface the customers use to communicate and manage their Cloud services can be seen as
an extension of the service engine. As a matter of fact the same precautions need to be taken
into consideration. Once more, the risk here is that of not having a robust and secure
management interface which may lead to insecure processes within the Cloud. The interface is
continuously used by the users and thus needs to transmit reliability. One can easily compare the
characteristics needed from the interface with those that are needed by a good website. The
interface is the day-to-day face of the Cloud and is in charge of the reputation of the CSP itself.
Hence, additional safeguards to those mentioned in r.8 are required.
Moreover, besides technical controls, the CSP may need to provide guidelines on the proper use
of the management interface itself and guidelines against social engineering. For instance, back
in November of 2007, customers of Salesforce.com were the victims of a phishing attack.
(McMillan, Salesforce.com Warns Customers of Phishing Scam, 2007). Therefore safeguards
against phishing would be one of the requirements against this risk.

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.11

Malicious activities, within the internal network, by customers of the same
Cloud

Risk description:
This is the risk of having a Cloud customer attacked by a customer of the same Cloud. Even
though this is not one of the main risks currently on the agenda of security experts, it is a fact
that Cloud internal network and systems are shared by a number of customers. This facilitates
customers who want to harm their co-tenants.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.12

Malicious employee(s)

Risk description:
The KPMG ‘Data Loss Barometer of 2010’ has reported that “There has been rapid growth in the
data loss attributed to ‘malicious insiders’, from four percent of reported total incidents in 2007
to 20 percent in just three years”(KPMG, Data Loss Barometer, 2010). This is just one of the
reports which shows that most of the incidents (intentionally or not) derive from internal
employees. Therefore such threat could not have been left out from the list of risks related to the
Cloud. Employees working with CSPs will not only have access to the CSP’s information but may
have also access to information related to the customers’ Cloud. This is the risk of having an
employee(s) of the cloud service provider abusing his/her privileged rights on the IT systems to
carry out malicious activity on the customers data. A number of weaknesses can lead to such a
possibility. This includes, but is not limited to, a lack of employee screening, ill-defined roles and
responsibilities, inadequate authentication and authorization mechanisms and lack of monitoring
of employees activities. From a customer’s perspective, the CSP needs to provide assurance on
the fact that employees are doing their job without hindering the operation of the CSP itself and
their (the customers’) individual Cloud environments.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.13

Distributed denial of service (DDOS)

Risk description:
Maybe one of the most significant and effective attacks on the Internet these days is a DDOS
attack. The ‘Benefits, Risks, and Recommendations for Information Security’ report (ENISA,
Benefits, Risks, and Recommendations for Information security, 2009) lists the DDOS attack as
one of the main risks related to cloud computing. The ‘Threat Horizon report for 2011’, published
by the Information Security Forum (ISF), mentions denial of service attacks as one of the most
expected threats in 2011. The ISF reports states that “Infrastructures (including IT, supply chain
and utility) will become much more complex, with many different nodes and end points. For an
organisation, the challenges will include providing an infrastructure capable of handling many
more connections from multiple devices; maintaining, upgrading and patching multiple mobile
devices; integrating the various infrastructures across the supply chain to provide a seamless
backbone for the production and movement of goods and services; and protecting global
infrastructures from attack from many different threats, including malware, denial of service and
physical disruption.”(Magazine, 2009, p. 8) From a customer’s perspective, assurance is required
against the risk of the CSP being subjected to a DDOS which results in the unavailability of the
system. This attack is also found in a traditional computing environment. However, one has to
keep in mind that an attack directed to one customer of a CSP will have a greater effect since all
the CSP’s customers will also be under attack. Exposure to the successful DDOS attacks may
result not only in the lack of adequate counter measures being implemented by the CSP but also
through misconfiguration and vulnerabilities of systems both by the CSP and by the customers.

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.14

Economic denial of service

Risk description:
The risk at hand here refers to a situation where customers are paying more than they should
really be paying due to inaccurate billing (calculation) by the CSP or because ‘their’ resources are
being used maliciously by unauthorised parties in their names. Both scenarios may result in an
economical impact to the customers. One notes that this is another risk not on the agenda of
most security experts. However, this risk has been included in the list since in chapter 2.4, Living
on ‘Cloud nine’ – benefits of cloud computing it was established that one of the main drivers for
an organisation to shift to the Cloud is because of its financial benefits. Thus, it is imperative that
this advantage is not diminished as a result of a failure in the process of calculation of the
amount of resources utilized by the customer which should then be correctly reflected in the bill.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.15

CSP dependency

Risk description:
The risk here describes a situation where the customer is not able to migrate from one CSP to
another or to and from a Customer’s own IT environment. This results in a high dependency on
an individual CSP. Rightly so, customers are concerned that once they start using the services of a
CSP, they won’t be able to shift to another CSP due to lack of standard technologies and open
frameworks or arraignments between CSP to facilitate such requests. Another factor that came
out during this research was that even though certain CSPs provided migration features, this was
very expensive and thus for some customers unfeasible. Therefore, customers need to be
reassured that the CSP would provide a cost effective way to allow migration of data and services
from one entity (CSP or internal IT environment) to another.

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.16

Loss of governance

Risk description:
The risk here is that the customer loses control of a number of security requirements once they
are on the Cloud. Once the shift has occurred, the customer then transfers the responsibility of
implementing and maintaining his security requirements to the CSP. There are a number of
weaknesses that may lead to the loss of governance of security requirements. These include lack
of definition of roles and responsibilities between the CSP and customers and lack of adequate
audits. Moreover, such risk may result if the CSP is not able to adhere to the SLA requirements.
Another weakness, which may increase the likelihood of risk, is the lack of escrow agreements.
Henceforth these are some of the weaknesses that need to be dealt with in order to provide
assurance to the customers that governance of security requirements is adequate to their needs.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.17

Loss incurred due to activities carried out by another customer who is on the
same Cloud

Risk description:
In the Cloud, an action of one customer may affect other customers. For instance, malicious
activities by one customer can lead to the blocking of the entire Cloud’s IP addresses resulting in
a drop in the level of service. The risk is that activities carried out by another customer can
cause financial loss or even reputation loss to other customers located on the Cloud. Another
scenario where such risk can take place is when the resources of a CSP are confiscated by local
authorities as required by legal action due to activities of one of the Cloud’s customers, resulting
in the halt of service provision of the CSP to its other customers.

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.18

Inability to achieve compliance to international standards

Risk description:
In certain circumstances CSPs’ customers need to provide a service which requires that their IT
systems are certified or compliant with specific requirements detailed in various international
standards. The risk here is of not being able to achieve a specific international security
certification such as PCI DSS, ISO 27001 or being SOX complaint. There is also a risk that a
customer loses his current compliance because the he moves to the Cloud. This is because the
CSP may not be compliant (or certified) with such as standards. One notes that compliance to
such standards is not always easily achieved and maintained especially in a dynamic environment
such that of the Cloud.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.19

Service cessation

Risk description:
Like in any service that is acquired from a third party, there is a risk that the provider ceases the
provision of such service. CSPs may opt or need to stop a service mainly due to commercial
circumstances. History teaches us that in any new market (like that of the cloud computing) it is
normal to have organisations that survive and others that succumb to market pressures etc. The
risk of having the CSP’s services terminated. This risk can have much more disastrous effects
when coupled with the risk of being dependent on the services of that CSP (as explained in r.15).
The end result is that customers may lose the investment that was being supported by the
service provided by the Cloud.

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.20

Cloud provider acquisition

Risk description:
As a result of business decisions, besides service cessation, (described in r.19), a CSP may also opt
to sell its Cloud to another party. The risk here is of jeopardising non-binding security
agreements between the original CSP and its customers. For instance, the customer may
require some security controls which are not in the agreement between him and the CSP,
although the CSP would have still agreed to provide such security features. Therefore, as a result
of this acquisition the provision of such security controls may be at risk. An acquisition may have
other impacts on the customers depending on who is buying the Cloud. Examples of such
impacts may include the deterioration of the reputation of the CSP itself, loss of employee loyalty
etc...
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.21

Supply chain failure

Risk description:
When an organisation is managing its own services it also needs to ensure that obligations of its
suppliers are maintained. On the Cloud, the customers are less in control of the supply chain
which relates to the IT component. There is a risk of having the deterioration or unavailability
of the CSP services due to failure in one or more of the services that a CSP is supplied by 3rd
parties. Such risk may be introduced due to lack of adequate contractual agreements and service
level agreements within the CSPs supply chain. It may also take place due to the fact that CSPs
may not have redundant suppliers to ensure continuity of their services.
An example of such risk occurring may be the failure of the provision of service by the CSP’s
Internet Service Provider. This would result in the Cloud not being able to communicate with its
customers.

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.22

Non-compliance with legal requirements

Risk description:
The risk described here is that of a CSP not abiding with its legal requirements. This can have
disastrous effects also to its customers. In order to ensure the continuation of the service,
customers need assurance that their CSPs are compliant with its legal obligations. Over and
above this, the customers have legal obligations towards their own clients, employees,
shareholders and other stakeholders in order to ensure that their suppliers are in line with legal
regulation.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.23

Risk from changes of jurisdiction

Risk description:
The jurisdiction from where a CSP is operating will have an effect on the level of service provision
that is being offered to the customers. This is because the laws and regulations of certain
countries provide more assurance on the security of data, which in turn give a certain level of
comfort to the customers. Certain jurisdictions are more respectable than others, mostly
because some of them offer strict enforcement of high level requirements and also because of
political stability. The ‘Benefits, Risks, and Recommendations for Information security’ states that
“If data centres are located in high-risk countries, e.g., those lacking the rule of law and having an
unpredictable legal framework and enforcement, autocratic police states, states that do not
respect international agreements, etc., sites... could be raided by local authorities and data or
systems subject to enforced disclosure or seizure.” (ENISA, Benefits, Risks, and Recommendations
for Information security, 2009, p. 46)
Therefore one of the questions that customers should ask the CSPs, before entering an
agreement with them, is from which jurisdiction the service is being provided. Even though the
service is provided from a ‘safe’ jurisdiction there is always the risk that the CSP changes its
location to a relatively unsafe jurisdiction. Such situation would increase the likelihood of threat
realisation on the services provided to the customers.
However, some experts state that some CSPs are not always willing, or transparent enough to
provide information on the jurisdiction from where the service is being offered.

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.24

Effects of subpoena requirements

Risk description:
One of the requirements of subpoena requirements is to provide evidence in court. This
sometimes results in the confiscation of resources such as servers and other hardware. If the
court orders the confiscation of one of the customers’ resources the risk is that the servers of
the Cloud are all confiscated. Such court order would halt the entire operation of the CSP and
therefore the operations of all its customers. One notes that subpoena requirements may vary
in different jurisdictions.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.25

Licensing risks

Risk description:
Licences can be very expensive and are usually sold in various packages. If licensing agreements
do not cater for the Cloud infrastructure there is the risk that the customer is financially worse
than using traditional computing.

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.26

Data protection law requirements

Risk description:
The risk here is that the customers’ data (who are ultimately responsible for the data they put
on the Cloud) is not handled as required by the data protection laws. In addition, the customers
need to ensure that the law which is being observed by the CSP is the same (or has the same
requirements) as that required by their operations. This is because different jurisdictions may
have different requirements. This matter can become more complicated as soon as data travels
from one country to another. A case in point of where the data controller loses control of his
objects is when he puts his data on Facebook. In 2009 it was reported that the social network
fails to delete photos and other data from its servers immediately when the data controller asks
to do so. It seems that it takes a number of months before the data is completely removed(Guide
C. I., 2009). If a similar circumstance were to happen on a Cloud, the customer (data controller)
may be at risk of facing administrative, civil or criminal sanctions.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.27

Loss of privacy

Risk description:
Even though data protection (r.26) relates to privacy, being compliant to a data protection law,
does not mean that privacy will be provided. The notion of privacy varies amongst countries,
cultures and jurisdictions. Within the book ‘Cloud Security and Privacy’ this concept is defined as
“the accountability of organisations to data subjects as well as the transparency to an
organisation’s practice around personal information” (Mather, Kumaraswamy, & Latif, 2009, p.
146). Whilst researching the meaning of personal information one notes that there exists no
definition which constitutes what such term means. Therefore, for the purpose of this project,
the term ‘privacy’ refers to the practice around the data relating to any data which a customer
can be identified with.
There are a multitude of concerns regarding privacy some of which may already have been
addressed within previous risk definitions. Privacy consists of the right of customers to know:
•

What personal information is being held;

•

Where the data is being stored;

•

How long personal information is retained;

•

How the data is destroyed;

•

What kind of monitoring is carried out by the CSP; and

•

If any privacy breach has occurred.

The risk here is that a CSP does not provide all the privacy rights required by the customers.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.28

Loss of intellectual property

Risk description:
When, in 2009, Amazon deleted a number of eBooks from its Kindle user accounts, due to
copyright disagreement with the authors, it raised many concerns on the rights that owners have
on the books they had bought (Farahmand, 2010). This brings to light a risk where customers
may lose intellectual property of what they store on the Cloud. On one end the information on
the Cloud may be a couple of eBooks which can be easily refunded, as Amazon had done in order
to settle the disagreement with the authors and manage disgruntled users. However, the data
stored may be very valuable for the customer. For instance, customers may store a secret recipe
or develop propriety software on the PaaS environment. Agreements need to include a clause
stating that data of the customers on the Cloud is still the property of the customers and the CSP
has no rights associated with the data.

4.2

Other risks not included in the list

A number of other risks were identified during this research but however omitted from the list
above since they were not Cloud-specific. For instance, not providing adequate organisational
resources within the operation of the CSP is one of the risks that needs to be managed. Such
organisational structure is required to fulfil the security obligations in an effective way. The risk of
not having a culture, within the organisation, that embraces security is another one.
Inadequate network management is another generic risk that needs to be managed. The Cloud is
based on networking and proper management needs to be carried out by the CSP to ensure that all
networking objectives, in terms of security, are achieved. Furthermore, there is the security related
to the data centres. Physical and environmental security need to be in place to ensure adequate
protection of servers and other equipment that constitutes the Cloud. Risks produced by natural
disasters, such as hurricanes, earthquakes and fires also need to be taken into consideration. From a
technical perspective it is important that logs and audit trials are maintained secure both for
monitoring and investigation purposes and also for legal purposes.
Within the description of r.8, Unreliable service engine, slight reference to social engineering was
made. These days the risk of being attacked by such technique is very prominent and therefore
organisations need to train their employees and other third parties, including customers, to be
prepared for such eventuality.
The risks mentioned in this section are some examples that are not Cloud-specific and thus have not
been included within this study. Nonetheless these risks are still very important and needless to say
customers will also be seeking assurance on such risks.
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4.3

The level of risk acceptance

As described at the start of this chapter, a risk analysis also comprises of the calculation of the risk
according to the impact and probability of the risk of occurring. The result may vary according to
different circumstances found within individual organisations. The risks that are deemed above the
accepted risk level are then analysed and countermeasures are selected in order to reduce the risk
level. The approach taken in this risk assessment consisted of a high level analysis. Therefore, since
we are not analysing a specific organisation but just a concept, cloud computing, this detailed
calculation is not possible.
The risks identified (r.1 to r.28) have been mentioned several times in different literatures and
highlighted by various experts in the field. Some examples of these risks are included in the ENISA
2009 report, ‘Benefits, Risks and Recommendations for information security’(ENISA, Benefits, Risks,
and Recommendations for Information security, 2009) the book ‘Cloud Security and Privacy’(Mather,
Kumaraswamy, & Latif, 2009), the report ‘Executive Considerations when building and Managing a
Successful Cloud Service’(Matuszak, et al., 2009) and the Cloud security alliance document, the
‘Security Guidance for Critical Areas of Focus in Cloud Computing V2.1’(Alliance, Security Guidance
for Crtical Areas of Focus in Cloud Computing V2.1, 2009). Consequently after a careful analysis, the
author decided that the Cloud-specific risks identified within section 4.1, ‘’Why some Clouds are
black?’ will be considered as risks that need to be mitigated in order to provide assurance to the
customers that a Cloud is secure. Therefore all the Cloud-specific risks (r.1 to r.28) will be included
within the analysis of the next chapter.
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5.

In search of the white Cloud

The purpose of this study is not just to understand how the Cloud can be ‘secured’. As explained in
Chapter 1 section 1.2 – ‘Objectives of the project’, the whole point of this research is also to identify
an effective means which can provide assurance to customers with regards to the security controls
applied by the CSPs. In a chapter 3 – ‘In Search of the White Cloud’, the author has identified what
the experts recommend to secure the Cloud and the methods to use to provide assurance to
customers. In the same chapter the author has also analysed what CSPs are actually doing to secure
their Cloud. An explanation is also included to understand how the CSPs reassure their customers
regarding the security control being applied. From this research it was concluded that six standards
have to be included in the analysis conducted for this project, four of which are internationally
recognized standards. These are ISO 27001 /27002, Systrust, PCI DSS and SAS 70. The other two
standards are relatively new and may not be so known by the international community. These are
the CSA’s Cloud Control Matrix and ISACA’s Cloud Computing Management Audit/Assurance
Program. In Section 4.1 ‘Why are some Clouds black?’ of Chapter 4 – ‘Risk Identification’ the author
has identified the risks that CSPs are expected to take in order to have a secure Cloud. These are
reference have been referenced r.1 to r.28.
In this chapter the author is on a quest to understand whether the selected standards can be used to
provide an easy and transparent mechanism where a customer can be assured that the Cloud has
mitigating the risks identified (r.1 – r.28). In order to do so the author will analyse the standards in
scope to verify whether these mitigate the risks that have been identified. The outcome will be
expressed by highlighting each risk with a colour according to the result of the analysis. Green will be
used to highlight those risks that can be mitigated by applying controls that are found within the
standard. Orange will be used to highlight those risks that can be partially mitigated by applying the
controls found within the standard and Red will be used to highlight those risks that cannot be
mitigated by applying any of the controls found within the standard. Moreover the analysis will also
include other features and characteristics of each individual standard.
This analysis is not aimed to identify the best standard but only to identify standards that are
capable of mitigating the risks specific to the Cloud and provide a mechanism to transmit assurance
to its customers. Thus one presumes that this analysis may result in more than one positive answer.
A section has also been dedicated for each standard under examination. For ease of reading the
section starts with the conclusion of the analysis. A table provides a summary of the analysis
conducted on the standard in question. Each section also includes the justification for the conclusion
of the analysis carried out on the standard. Such justification is provided whether or not the
outcome is a positive or a negative one.
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5.1

Providing assurance through ISO 27001 Certification

This analysis focused on the implementation of ISO 27001 combined with the recommendations of
ISO 27002. The results clearly show that having obtained an ISO 27001 certificate does not
provide, to the customers, assurance that the risks identified within this study have all been
adequately managed. First and foremost, this is a result of the flexibility provided in the
implementation of the management system described in ISO 27001. Moreover, from the analysis
conducted on the controls of ISO 27002, it emerges that a number of risks are only partially
contained whilst others are not contained at all. The table below provides a summary of the
outcome of the analysis conducted on the controls of ISO 27002. A detailed explanation is provided
in Appendix A.

Summary of the analysis carried out on the controls of ISO 27002
Risks that can be mitigated

Risks that can be partially

Risks that cannot be

through the

mitigated through the

mitigated through the

implementation of ISO

implementation of ISO

implementation of ISO

27001 & 27002.

27001 & 27002.

27001 & 27002.

r.3 - Data intercepted whilst
being transferred;

r.1 - Lack of (technical)
resources;

r.2 - Dependency on Internet;

r.4 - Insecure data storage;

r.6 – Hardening procedures
management

r.5 - Unsecure deletion of
data;
r.7 - Inadequate cryptographic
management;
r.8 - Unreliable service engine;
r.9 - Isolation failure;

r.13 - Distributed denial of
service (DDOS);
r.14 - Economical denial of
service;
r.15 - CSP dependency;

r.10 - Unsecure management
interface;

r.16 - Loss of governance;

r.11 – Malicious activities,
within the internal network,
by Customers of the same
Cloud;

r.17 - Loss incurred due to
activities carried out by
another Customer who is on
the same Cloud;

r.12 - Malicious employee(s)

r.18 - Inability to achieve
compliance to international
standards;

r.21 - Supply chain failure.

r.23 - Risk from changes of
jurisdiction
r.24 - Effects of subpoena laws;
r.25 - Licensing risks;
r.26 - Data protection law
requirements;
r.27 - Loss of privacy;
r.28 - Loss of intellectual
property.

r.19 - Service cessation;
r.20 - Cloud provider
acquisition;
r.22 - Non-compliance with
legal requirements.
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5.1.1 Rationale

To better understand how the author obtained this negative conclusion one must go back to
understand the dynamics and characteristics of how the ISO 27001 certification is achieved. As
explained in section 3.3.1 – ‘ISO 27001/2’, an organisation is certified only against the management
system that is defined within ISO 27001. ISO 27002 is just a code of practice. This means that even
though an organisation is certified to ISO 27001 this does not mean that all recommendations
within ISO 27002 have been implemented. However, for the purpose of this analysis the author
took the decision to try and consider all the controls within ISO 27002.
ISO 27001 is a risk based approach and thus very flexible. This means that it is up to the CSPs
management to decide what risk levels to accept or not and which controls to implement to reduce
any unacceptable risks. This characteristic is aimed to allow the organisation to set the level of
acceptable risk in line with its business objectives and risk appetite. However, this may also mean
that if the CSPs management considers ISO 27001 certification only as marketing tool, then that CSP
may target being complaint or even get certified without having adequately addressed its security
requirements. This can result either because the CSPs management selects a high risk acceptance
level or because a poor selection of controls is affected. An ISO 27001 certificate gives assurance
that the organisation’s management system is managed as required by the standard. However, it
does not certify that the organisation has adequately secured all its assets. When an organisation
is certified, a document is made available for public scrutiny. This document describes the scope of
the ISMS and also provides a high level description of the controls that have been implemented.
However, the information within may not be sufficient to understand whether all the relevant risks
have been mitigated.
Annex A of ISO 27001 links this standard to the control objectives found in ISO 27002. As specified in
the standard, the list is not an exhaustive one. The clauses and statements within the code of
practice (ISO 27002) are very generic and sometimes described at a high level. When analysing each
individual risk it was not always clear whether a risk was mitigated by implementing such controls.
The result may vary according to the interpretation of the controls. Listed below are some examples
of such situations encountered during this analysis:
•

When analysing the risk of a customer being dependent on one CSP (r.15) one can easily
argue that this risk can be mitigated by the CSP through clauses found within ISO 27002. This
can be done by considering such risk under clause 6.2 which states that customers’ security
requirements should be considered. Another ISO 27002 domain which may mitigate this risk
could be business continuity domain. On the other hand when one looks closer at these
clauses one notices that they are too generic. In addition, when the customers look at the
ISO 27001 badge they are not aware of whether such risks have been considered and
whether adequate controls have been implemented.

•

The risk described in r.18 relates to the customers’ inability to achieve compliance to

international standards whilst being on the Cloud. Without any doubt ISO 27001 does not
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limit the organisation to what controls to implement as long as these achieve the desired
level of security. Thus, together with ISO 27001 the organisation can design its policies,
standards and procedures to be compliant with other standards such as PCI DSS. This will
enable customers to achieve or retain their PCI DSS certification. Once such controls have
been added to the CSPs management system then ISO 27002 implies compliance to such
policies standards and procedures. However, being ISO 27001 certified does, not mean that
the controls are designed to be in line with other standards such as that of PCI DSS. Thus,
even though a CSP may have achieved ISO 27001 certification it does not mean that it has
mitigated the risk for customers of not being able to achieve a specific international security
certification.
•

The risk described in r.24, which relates to the effects of subpoena laws requirements, also
produces such a dilemma. The effects of subpoena laws requirements can be reduced by a
dynamic IT infrastructure that is mirrored around different regions of the world. Therefore
the confiscation of IT resources in one jurisdiction would not affect the operation of the
entire Cloud. One can argue that such risk can be mitigated through the implementation of
business continuity controls in ISO 27002. On the other hand, compliance with ISO 27002
does not mean that this infrastructure has been implemented since such requirement is not
specifically addressed by this standard. Thus, once again, even though a CSP may have
achieved ISO 27001 certification it does not mean that it has mitigated the risk of the effects
of subpoena laws requirements.

In conclusion, what emerges from this analysis is that ISO 27001 / 27002 provides a good basis to
create a secure cloud computing environment. This is true only if one assumes that the CSP’s
management is committed to information security. Such commitment would mean that the risks
directly related to the Cloud are included within the risk assessment. This would result in adequately
choosing mitigating controls which may also include controls not specified within the ISO 27002.
However, the issue is to identify a mechanism that can provide assurance to the customers that the
Cloud is adequately mitigating for all risks that have been identified. From the analysis, it is clear that
the controls within ISO 27002 are not enough. In the case of the ISO 27001 certification one must
look into the details of how the ISMS has been implemented. A customer has to understand the
scope of the CSP’s management system, the risks included within the risk assessment and how such
risks are being contained. Such information would aid the customer in understanding whether Cloud
specific risks have been included. Unfortunately not all of this information is made public. Taking
into consideration all the deficiencies mentioned within this section, the end result is that an ISO
27001 certificate does not mean that that Cloud has been adequately secured.
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5.2

Providing assurance through Trust Services Framework

This analysis focuses on the application of the controls found within the Trust Services Framework to
provide assurance to customers on the security of the Cloud. The result clearly shows that such
assurance cannot be provided through the implementation of this standard, mainly due to the fact
that not all risks are mitigated. The table below provides a summary of outcome of the analysis
conducted. A detailed explanation is provided in Appendix B.

Summary of the analysis carried out on the controls of Trust services
Risks that can be mitigated

Risks that can be partially

Risks that cannot be

through the

mitigated through the

mitigated through the

implementation of controls

implementation of controls

implementation of controls

within Trust Services

within Trust Services

within Trust Services

r.3 - Data intercepted whilst
being transferred;

r.1 - Lack of (technical)
resources;

r.2 - Dependency on Internet;

r.4 - Insecure data storage;

r.5 - Unsecure deletion of data;

r.8 - Unreliable service engine;
r.9 - Isolation failure;
r.10 - Unsecure management
interface;
r.11 – Malicious activities,
within the internal network,
by Customers of the same
Cloud;
r.12 - Malicious employee(s)
r.14 - Economical denial of
service;
r.16 - Loss of governance;
r.17 - Loss incurred due to
activities carried out by
another Customer who is on
the same Cloud;

r.6 – Hardening procedures
management;
r.7 - Inadequate cryptographic
management;

r.15 - CSP dependency;
r.23 - Risk from changes of
jurisdiction
r.24 - Effects of subpoena laws;
r.25 - Licensing risks.

r.13 - Distributed denial of
service (DDOS);
r.18 - Inability to achieve
compliance to international
standards;
r.19 - Service cessation;
r.20 - Cloud provider
acquisition;
r.22 - Non-compliance with
legal requirements.

r.21 - Supply chain failure;
r.26 - Data protection law
requirements;
r.27 - Loss of privacy;
r.28 - Loss of intellectual
property.
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5.2.1 Rationale

A negative fact about this analysis is that the controls within the Trust Service framework do not
mitigate for the Cloud-specific risks that have been identified within this research. Moreover if
such framework is implemented by a service provider, it will not be making use of a risk based
approach. Cloud computing is a dynamic and new environment. The author believes that to
adequately secure such an environment one has to also take a risk based approach.
Yet this framework offers a number of positive initiatives. First the framework provides detailed
criteria as opposed to subjective control objectives that may be found in ISO 27002. This provides
more transparency on which controls the organisation is adopting since there is no room for
interpretation. Secondly an interesting aspect of this framework is the fact that it has been
developed by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) and Canadian Institute
of Chartered Accountants. The fact that this framework has been published by accountants’
institutes provides additional assurance to the approach that is carried out during the audit.
In chapter 3 section 3.2 ‘What security are cloud service providers offering to their customers?’ we
have seen that the current CSPs provide a large amount of information, to their customers (or
potential ones), on the security that it is being implemented within the entire organisation. One of
the advantages of The Trust Service report is that it can be uploaded on a website. This would
complement the information that is currently supplied by the CSPs. Moreover, once a CSP has
successfully passed an audit, it is entitled to display the Webtrust / Systrust seal on its website. This
mechanism provides customers with an easy and transparent way in which they can be assured
that the organisation has effectively implemented the controls within the framework. The
framework also implies the need of an annual audit.
This framework also permits to report and test any forward looking criteria. So besides giving
assurance for a specific period of time in the past it also provides assurance on aspects which relate
to the future. For instance, the Trust Services framework provides assurance on business continuity
planning.
In conclusion, the above analysis clearly shows the appreciation of the author towards this
framework. Unfortunately it does not mitigate all the risks identified within this research. Otherwise
it would have been perfect to assure customers with regards to the mitigation of the Cloud-specific
risks.
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5.3

Providing assurance through PCI DSS Certification

This analysis focuses on the application of the controls found within the PCI DSS standard to provide
assurance to customers on the security of the Cloud. The result clearly shows that such assurance
cannot be provided through the implementation of this standard mainly due to the fact that not
all risks are mitigated. The table below provides a summary of the outcome of the analysis
conducted on the controls of PCI DSS. A detailed explanation is provided in Appendix C.

Summary of the analysis carried out on the controls of PCI DSS
Risks that can be mitigated

Risks that can be partially

Risks that cannot be

through the

mitigated through the

mitigated through the

implementation of PCI DSS

implementation of PCI DSS

implementation of PCI DSS

r.3 - Data intercepted whilst
being transferred;

r.6 - Hardening procedures
management;

r.1 - Lack of (technical)
resources;

r.4 - Insecure data storage;

r.13 - Distributed denial of
service (DDOS);

r.2 - Dependency on Internet;

r.5 - Unsecure deletion of
data;
r.7 - Inadequate cryptographic
management;

r.14 - Economical denial of
service;

r.15 - CSP dependency;
r.16 - Loss of governance;
r.18 - Inability to achieve
compliance to international
standards;

r.9 - Isolation failure;

r.17 - Loss incurred due to
activities carried out by
another Customer who is on
the same Cloud;

r.10 - Unsecure management
interface;

r.22 - Non-compliance with
legal requirements;

r.20 - Cloud provider
acquisition;

r.11 – Malicious activities,
within the internal network,
by Customers of the same
Cloud;

r.26 - Data protection law
requirements;

r.22 - Risk from changes of
jurisdiction

r.28 - Loss of privacy.

r.24 - Effects of subpoena laws;

r.8 - Unreliable service engine;

r.19 - Service cessation;

r.25 - Licensing risks;

r.12 - Malicious employee(s)

r.28 - Loss of intellectual
property.

r.21 - Supply chain failure.
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5.3.1 Rationale

The outcome of the negative conclusion is based on the fact that the controls within the PCI DSS do
not mitigate for the Cloud-specific risks that have been identified within this research. The analysis
clearly shows that a considerable number of risks are only partially mitigated while another
considerable number of risks are simply not considered by the Standard. Whilst carrying out this
analysis, the author could note that such an outcome is the result of the fact that PCI DSS focuses on
the confidentiality of card data and therefore it does not take into consideration other components
related to information security i.e. the preservation of integrity and availability.
Nevertheless, the analysis carried out on this standard provided the author with two positive
observations. First of all, the standard provides a compliance mechanism which provides
customers an easy and transparent mechanism where a customer can be assured that the
organisation has effectively implemented the controls within the standard. In organisations with a
large number of transactions, this compliance review must be carried out by a PCI DSS qualified
assessor. The organisation attaining the PCI DSS requires a yearly review. It will be able to display a
‘badge’ on its website to inform its customers that the organisation is compliant with the PCI
requirements. Thus, customers do not need to inform themselves about how their card data is to be
protected, since with the PCI DSS compliance they are assured that this is being protected through
the controls required by the Standard. Since, this concept is very interesting, it would be desirable to
have the same mechanism in a Cloud-specific standard.
The author also observed that the controls descriptions of the PCI DSS were very detailed,
especially when compared to those of the ISO 27002. In the author’s opinion, if the controls are
detailed in a standard targeted for cloud computing, customers would know exactly how the risks
are being mitigated and thus do not need to look further and carry out any additional analyses of the
security of the CSP. Therefore detailed control descriptions provide more transparency on which
controls the organisation is adopting since there is no room for interpretation. However, these
requirements should be seen as a minimum requirement and a risk based approach would help to
ensure that no other risk is overseen. Moreover a cost analysis should take place during the
development of such standard to ensure that these controls are cost effective.
In conclusion, the analysis of PCI DSS has provided this research with two ideas which may be used
as a guideline to build a Cloud-specific standard. These are the compliance mechanism including a
yearly review and the notion of having detailed controls as opposed to high-level controls.
Regrettably, this standard does not mitigate the Cloud specific risks identified within this research.
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5.4

Providing assurance through the implementation of the Controls
within the Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM)

This analysis focuses on the implementation of the controls provided by the Cloud Security Alliance
within its Cloud Controls Matrix. The result clearly shows that the implementation of the CCM does
not provide assurance that the Cloud risks have been mitigated. Moreover, the CCM is still being
developed. In fact, it does not provide a compliance mechanism such that of PCI, DSS and ISO
27001. The table below provides a summary of the outcome of the analysis conducted on the
controls of the CCM. A detailed explanation is provided in Appendix D.

Summary of the analysis carried out on the controls of CCM
Risks that can be mitigated

Risks that can be partially

Risks that cannot be

through the

mitigated through the

mitigated through the

implementation of the

implementation of the

implementation of the

controls found within CCM

controls found within CCM

controls found within CCM

r.3 - Data intercepted whilst
being transferred;

r.1 - Lack of (technical)
resources;

r.2 - Dependency on Internet;

r.4 - Insecure data storage;

r.6 - Hardening procedures
management;

r.5 - Unsecure deletion of
data;
r.7 - Inadequate cryptographic
management;

r.13 - Distributed denial of
service (DDOS);

r.8 - Unreliable service engine;

r.14 - Economical denial of
service;

r.9 - Isolation failure;

r.15 - CSP dependency;

r.10 - Unsecure management
interface;

r.16 - Loss of governance;

r12 – Malicious activities,
within the internal network,
by Customers of the same
Cloud;
r.14 - Malicious employee(s)
r.21 - Supply chain failure;
r.22 - Non-compliance with
legal requirements;
r.26 - Data protection law
requirements;
r.28 - Loss of intellectual
property.

r.25 - Licensing risks.

r.17 - Loss incurred due to
activities carried out by
another Customer who is on
the same Cloud;
r.18 - Inability to achieve
compliance to international
standards;
r.19 - Service cessation;
r.20 - Cloud provider
acquisition;
r.22 - Risk from changes of
jurisdiction
r.24 - Effects of subpoena laws;
r.27 - Loss of privacy.
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5.4.1 Rationale

This outcome is based on the fact that the CCM does not completely mitigate all the Cloud risks
that have been identified within this analysis. During the analysis of the matrix it was also noted
that the controls are not always described in a detailed manner and thus, it was not always clear
whether the implementation of such controls would be enough to mitigate the risks. Another
disadvantage of the CCM is the fact that it does not provide a compliance mechanism such that
found in ISO 27001 and PCI DSS. As a result, there is no easy way where a customer can be assured
that the organisation has effectively implemented the controls within the standard. Moreover the
CCM is still in development and thus this framework still needs to be finalized.
Even though the CCM was deemed by the author as not adequate to provide assurance to
customers, the analysis provides a number of points for discussion in favour of the CCM. First of all,
only two risks are not completely mitigated by CCM. These are the Internet dependency risks and
licensing risks. On the other hand, a number of controls have been completely mitigated or partially
mitigated for. This enhances the fact CCM controls were designed to specifically mitigate for Cloud
specific risks.
One of the disadvantages of the CCM is that the control objectives are written at a high level and
sometimes may be subject to interpretation. However, the CCM includes cross-references of these
control objectives with other international standards such as COBIT, HIPAA, ISO 27001, NIST and PCI
DSS. So even though the CCM control descriptions are written at high level, the cross reference aids
the CSP in selecting specific controls from international recognised standards. The CCM controls also
provide a risk based approach for the management of the Cloud. It is the author’s opinion that any
environment which needs to be safeguarded should be managed through a risk-based approach.
Another advantage of the CCM is that it is based on the guidance domains published by CSA. Even
though not specifically implied in the CCM, one presumes that a CSP should also use the
recommendation of these guidelines to enhance its Cloud security. These domains continue to
provide guidance on Cloud issues such as portability, legal related risks, compliance with
international standards, virtualization and so on. Unfortunately such guidance is provided in a form
of recommendation statements and not in control forms. These recommendations were not
considered in this analysis. However, one could easily predict that if these recommendations are
implemented by the CSP, than some of the controls marked as partially mitigated would then be
marked as completely mitigated.
In conclusion, the analysis of CCM has also provided this research with a number of controls and
recommendations which are specifically designed to mitigate Cloud-specific risks. However, due to
the shortcomings already highlighted above, the CCM does not fit the requirements that the author
is looking for in a standard that provides assurance to the customers with regards to the Cloudspecific risks.
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5.5

Providing assurance through ISACA Cloud Assurance Program

This analysis focuses on the implementation of ISACA’s Cloud Computing Management
Audit/Assurance Program. The result clearly shows that the implementation of the CCMAP does
not provide assurance that all the Cloud risks have been completely mitigated. Moreover it lacks a
certification mechanism, as that provided by PCI DSS and ISO 27001, which would provide
customers with an easy and transparent way where they can be assured that the organisation has
effectively implemented the controls within the program. The table below provides a summary of
the outcome of the analysis conducted on the controls of the CCMAP. A detailed explanation is
provided in Appendix E.

Summary of the analysis carried out on the controls of CCMAP
This assurance program covers

This assurance program

This assurance program

sufficiently the risk

partially mitigates this

does not mitigate for this

risk

risk.

r.5 - Unsecure deletion of
data;

r.2 - Dependency on Internet;

r.1 - Lack of (technical) resources;
r.3 - Data intercepted whilst being
transferred;
r.4 - Insecure data storage;
r.7 - Inadequate cryptographic
management;
r.8 - Unreliable service engine;
r.9 - Isolation failure;
r.10 - Unsecure management
interface;
r.11 – Malicious activities, within
the internal network, by
Customers of the same Cloud;
r.12 - Malicious employee(s)
r.16 - Loss of governance;
r.17 - Loss incurred due to
activities carried out by another
Customer who is on the same
Cloud;
r.18 - Inability to achieve
compliance to international
standards;
r.20 - Cloud provider acquisition;
r.21 - Supply chain failure;
r.22 - Non-compliance with legal
requirements;
r.24 - Effects of subpoena laws;
r.26 - Data protection law
requirements;
r.27 - Loss of privacy;
r.28 - Loss of intellectual property.

r.6 - Hardening procedures
management;

r.23 - Risk from changes of
jurisdiction
r.25 - Licensing risks.

r.13 - Distributed denial of
service (DDOS);
r.14 - Economical denial of
service;
r.15 - CSP dependency;
r.19 - Service cessation.
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5.5.1 Rationale

Even though the outcome of this analysis is a negative one it is worth noting that if a CSP adheres to
this assurance program, many of the risks are mitigated or partly mitigated. A deeper look at the
controls that are not completely mitigated by the CCMAP, indicates that, this assurance program,
transfers some of the responsibilities of these risks to the customers. However, for the purpose of
this study these risks have been attributed to the CSPs. For instance, the controls within the CCMAP
imply that the CSP dependency should be mitigated by the customer. The author believes that the
CSPs should reduce the risk of lock-in without having the customer worry too much about such a
risk. This would be not only provide a competitive advantage for the CSP, but would also facilitate
the growth of the cloud computing industry.
The ITAF framework provides solid and robust foundations to provide assurance that the audit has
been performed in accordance with good auditing practices. In addition, the control objectives
within the CCMAP are detailed and address specific risks related to the Cloud. However, during
such analysis one notices that this assurance program lacks a certification mechanism such as that
found in ISO 27001. Furthermore, the assurance program states that is may be modified by the IT
auditor. This would mean that that the IT auditor may decide to remove some of the controls as
well. Thus, it would be difficult for a customer to take a decision on whether a CSP provides
adequate security when it claims compliance to the controls within this assurance program.
In conclusion, the controls do not adequately mitigate all the risks identified in this study. Moreover
the CCMAP does not provide a compliance mechanism which provides customers an easy and
transparent way where they can be assured that the organisation has effectively implemented the
controls within the program. Therefore, this assurance program is being considered as not adequate
in assuring the customers on the security of the Cloud-specific risk that have been identified
within this study. Nonetheless the author recognizes that the above analysis has produced a
number of positive outcomes related to the implementation of the CCMAP in the Cloud
environment.
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5.6

Providing assurance through SAS 70 Attestation

This analysis focuses on the use of SAS 70 Type II audits to provide assurance to the customers on
the security found within the Cloud. The analysis described below, in the rationale, clearly shows
that if a CSP has obtained a SAS 70 Type II attestation report, it does not automatically mean that
the risks identified within this study have been mitigated. As explained below, SAS 70 does not
include any specific controls and the analysis carried out was mainly based on the audit mechanisms
provided by this standard. Thus this section does not include a summary table as in the other
analysis sections.

5.6.1 Rationale

The basis of this outcome results from the analysis of a number of characteristics of the SAS 70 Type
II audits. First of all, during the analysis of the mechanisms of the SAS 70 Type II audits, the author
took note of the fact that the auditor is merely testing the controls that were selected by the service
provider. SAS 70 does not specify any control objectives that need to be incorporated in every
audit. Therefore, the controls in scope of one audit will differ from the controls found in another
audit of a different service provider. Consequently, since are no any specific controls in SAS 70, the
risks identified within this research could not be analysed for this standard.
A closer look at the SAS 70 framework also shows that this is not a certification but an attestation
report which means that the report will state whether the controls in place have been designed and
operated effectively. One must also consider the fact that even though the CSP claims it has
controls related to the security of the Cloud, it does not mean that the level of security is the one
desired by the customers. As explained above, the auditor just provides assurance that the control
is carried out effectively. For instance, one of the control objectives may be to provide physical
security. The control activity may state that all doors will be locked at all times. The auditor will then
attest that locks are locked at all times. However, the control is not stating what kind of locks should
be used or whether these doors are strong enough to provide adequate security for physical
protection. Moreover, SAS 70 does not provide assurance that the controls selected are enough to
cover all the areas for providing adequate security. Having doors of a data centre locked at all times
is clearly not enough to provide assurance on physical security. For instance, to provide physical
security, other controls such as those related to access control need to be in place. Therefore, the
claim made by the CSP of having attained a SAS 70 type II report which incorporates physical
security, may be very misleading.
Another disadvantage of the SAS 70 reports is that the report cannot be distributed to nonconsumers. Therefore such information cannot be used by potential customers to decide which CSP
provides adequate security. Another drawback identified within the SAS 70 framework is the fact
that the testing of the controls that could affect processing in future periods is not permitted. As a
result, assurance on the operating effectiveness of the business continuity management cannot be
provided. Sometimes CSPs opt to supply more information on such controls in the last section of the
report. In this case they would provide a description of the business continuity and disaster recovery
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processes. However, this information has less value since the auditor does not provided any
assurance on the information found in this section.
In conclusion, achieving an SAS 70 type II report is not enough to provide assurance, to the
customers, that the Cloud is secure. The SAS 70 framework only provides assurance that the audit
has been carried out in line with best audit practices. It also provides assurance on the design and
effectiveness of the controls which have been selected by the CSP. Moreover, the broad
acknowledgement by the international community for this kind of reporting puts more weight on
the value of the report. Nevertheless, each customer would need to obtain a copy of the report and
analyse what is being protected and how this protection is achieved. In order to do so, one must be
a customer of the CSP. Such analysis must also take into consideration the risks that each CSP faces.
SAS 70 is not a risk based methodology and thus such information is not always available. All the
above, clearly show that a CSP which has obtained an SAS 70 Type II attestation report, may not be
enough to ensure that it has mitigated all the risks identified within this study.
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5.7

Providing assurance to customers that a Cloud is secure – The
author’s view

As a result of the analysis that was carried out on ISO 27001 / 27002, Trust services framework, PCI
DSS, CSA Cloud Controls Matrix, Cloud Computing Audit/Assurance Program and SAS 70, one may
conclude that none of these standards and frameworks completely mitigates all the Cloud-specific
risks that were identified within this study. Nevertheless, this analysis provides a number of positive
outcomes which may aid the evolution of a standard related to the security of the Cloud. These are
described, at a high level, in the chapter 6 - ‘Future Work’.
The following table provides a high level explanation of how the author would mitigate each of the
risks identified within this study. This exercise was carried out by selecting the controls from
standards which adequately addressed the risks and also by including high level recommendations
for the risks that have not been completely mitigated by any of the standards and frameworks.

Risk ID:

Risk:

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

R1

Lack of (technical) resources

Not applicable

Risk mitigation description:
All the standards and frameworks that have been analysed provide some assurance against this
risk of resource exhaustion. However, these controls were not deemed sufficient to entirely
mitigate for this risk.
The ideal controls to mitigate for this risk should provide assurance to the customers that the
policies and procedures, coupled with the technical functionality of the platform are able to
ensure to the current resource requirements. Controls should also be in place to ensure that
resource exhaustion does not occur as a result of customers adding a substantial amount of
resources to their current pool of resource. Ideally the controls should also provide assurance that
the capacity monitoring is carried out continuously and provide assurance against wastage of
resources, wrong classification of resources and incorrect use of capacity algorithm resource
planning. Capacity planning should also take into consideration unexpected events. From the
experience gained through this research, the author believes that this is a complex problem and
capacity modelling may need to be fine-tuned according to the circumstances of each individual
cloud.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

r.2

Dependency on the Internet

Not applicable

Risk mitigation description:
This risk shifts the responsibility of ensuring Internet access (of the customers) to the CSP. This
may seem slightly unfair. However one of the hurdles that were identified from a customer’s risk
perspective is the worry that if the Internet breaks down, the organisation would not be able to
connect to the data and systems. One way for the CSP to help the customer overcome such hurdle,
is to provide assistance or awareness to the customers on the importance of having a backup
Internet connection.
From the CSPs’ side, this risk is easily managed by having multiple Internet connections.

Risk ID:

Risk:

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

r.3

Data intercepted whilst being
transferred

ISO 27001; CCMAP; CCM; PCI DSS;
Trust Services

Risk mitigation description:
Most of the standards and frameworks that have been analysed provide assurance on the risk
related to the interception of data whilst being in transit. For instance, ISO 27001 provides
assurance on encryption mechanisms, cryptographic tools, the implementation of policies and
procedures which relate to the information exchange policies and so on.

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.4

Insecure data storage

ISO 27001; CCMAP; CCM; PCI DSS;
Trust Services

Risk mitigation description:
A number of the standards and frameworks that have been analysed can provide assurance on the
risk related to the loss of the confidentiality, integrity or availability of data whilst stored within
the Cloud. Some of the controls identified within the analysis relate to secure backup
management, encryption, cryptographic management and retention policies,
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Risk ID:

Risk:

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

r.5

Unsecure deletion of data

ISO 27001; CMM; PCI DSS

Risk mitigation description:
This risk is completely mitigated by three of the standards that have been analysed. However, the
author’s preference is the control provided by the Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM) which provides
assurance that the deleted data cannot be recovered by any forensic means.
The author also believes that as an added precaution against this risk, the data should be
encrypted prior to deletion. Therefore, if somehow this data is recovered by unauthorised people,
this data cannot be read.

Risk ID:

Risk:

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

r.6

Hardening procedures management

Not applicable

Risk mitigation description:
The security of the Cloud also relies on the fact that customers need to carry out hardening
procedures on their end. Thus, all entities that make use of the services of the Cloud need
assurance that customers are filling this obligation. None of the standards and frameworks that
have been analysed provides assurance on the fulfilment of such obligation.
The CSPs need to ensure that the customers are made aware of such responsibilities, and thus
these responsibilities need to be included in the contracts to ensure that hardening procedures are
affected in a timely manner. The author also notes that responsibilities may vary according to the
type of service being offered (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS).
The author proposes that assurance of compliance with hardening procedure requirements should
be provided by the customers to the CSP. This should be provided on a monthly basis and, if
necessary, an audit is carried out every six months. The customers should be subject to penalties,
or even disqualified from using the services, if they do not comply.
On the other end, the CSP also need to provide assurance that they are affecting all the hardening
procedures required.
The CSP must also have processes and procedures to ensure that it can provide any hardening
requests made by a customer without impacting the security of the Cloud itself due to contrasting
requests made by different customers. At this stage, in the author’s opinion, the CSP should
implement controls which provide assurance to its current customers that each hardening request
is analysed to ensure it does not conflict with current configurations. If there is a conflict, this
request is refused even if such refusal may result in the loss of a potential customer.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

r.7

Inadequate cryptographic management

ISO 27001; CCMAP; CMM; PCI DSS

Risk mitigation description:
Most of the standards and frameworks that have been analysed can provide assurance on the risk
related to the management of cryptographic techniques. Some of the controls which have been
identified in various standards that relate to the mitigation of this risk include controls for the
implementation of strong encryption during data transit and when data is being stored, controls
that relate to effective key management procedures and also controls that provide assurance that
the encryption mechanisms are in line with jurisdiction, legal and regulatory requirements.

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.8

Unreliable service engine

ISO 27001; CCMAP; CCM; PCI DSS;
Trust Services

Risk mitigation description:
Most of the standards and frameworks that have been analysed, provide assurance on the
mitigation of the risk of not having a reliable service engine. Some of the controls which have been
identified in various standards that relate to the mitigation of this risk provide assurance that the
CSP makes use of a reliable and robust service engine. The controls also ensure that design,
acquisition, implementation, configuration, modification, and management of the service engine
and underlying technology are consistent with defined the system security policies. Other controls
relate to the areas of the management of system, monitoring and management of technical
vulnerabilities.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

r.9

Isolation failure

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:
ISO 27001; CCMAP; CCM; PCI DSS;
Trust Services

Risk mitigation description:
Most of the standards and frameworks that have been analysed provide assurance on the failure
of the mechanism that isolates customer’s data and systems. Some of the controls which have
been identified in various standards that relate to the mitigation of this risk provide assurance on
the isolation of customers’ data. This is mainly done through controls related to the network
domain and identity and access management. The isolation feature also relies in having a robust
and reliable service engine, as described in risk r.8, section 4.1 ‘Why are some Clouds black?’

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.10

Unsecure management interface

ISO 27001; CCMAP; CCM; PCI DSS;
Trust Services

Risk mitigation description:
Most of the standards and frameworks that have been analysed provide assurance on the
mitigation of the risk of not having a secure management interface. Some of the controls which
have been identified and relate to the mitigation of this risk include controls with regards to the
robustness and resilience of the design and implementation of web applications and interfaces
that customers may use to interact with the Cloud. This risk also relies on the controls that have
been discussed in risk r.8 ‘Unreliable service engine’.
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Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.11

Malicious activities, within the internal ISO 27001; CCMAP; CCM; PCI DSS;
network, by Customers of the same Trust Services
Cloud

Risk mitigation description:
Most of the standards and frameworks that have been analysed provide assurance on the
mitigation of this risk.
It is the author’s opinion that in order to provide assurance on such risks, a number of controls
need to be in place. Such control relate to network management, monitoring (through audit trails
logs, intrusion detection and prevention techniques), and awareness on what is permitted or not
within the Cloud network.
It’s also the author’s opinion that the Trust Services framework provides a number of good
controls which ensure that there is communication between the CSP and customers to ensure
customers are made aware of what they are allowed and not allowed to do when they operate
from the Cloud.

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.12

Malicious employee(s)

ISO 27001; CCMAP; CCM; PCI DSS;
Trust Services

Risk mitigation description:
Most of the standards and frameworks that have been analysed provide assurance that employees
will be managed in accordance to good information security practice. Such management includes
processes and procedures which cater for prior, during and after employment. For instance,
controls include screening prior employment, monitoring during employment and removal of
logical accesses controls after the employees have left the CSP.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

r.13

Distributed denial of service (DDOS)

Not applicable

Risk mitigation description:
Most of the standards and frameworks provide assurance that the configuration, patch
management and network infrastructure are managed to reduce the risk of such attack. Moreover,
some of the standards, such as ISO do specify that controls against DOS need to be in place. As
described in chapter 4.1 ‘Why are some clouds black?’, the ‘Threat Horizon report for 2011’,
published by the Information Security Forum (ISF), mentions denial of service attacks as one of the
most expected threats in 2011. Therefore it is the author’s opinion that controls related to DDOS
attacks should be given more importance. A CSP should be in the front line of implementing the
latest technology which relates to the mitigation of DDOS attacks. In a framework which relates to
the security of the Cloud, one expects a number of controls specifically related to the mitigation of
this attack.

Risk ID:

Risk:

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

r.14

Economical denial of service

Trust Services

Risk mitigation description:
The Trust Services framework is the only framework that completely mitigates this risk. The
controls within the framework provide assurance on the controls related to the billing mechanism
to ensure that the customers are billed correctly. It also provides assurance that procedures and
processes are in place to cater for any erroneous billing transactions. Such features, together with
a robust service engine provide adequate assurance for this risk.
However, the author is of the opinion that as a preventive control, the service engine should also
include resource capping. Thus, in the eventuality that the customer’s account is compromised,
there should be a limited amount of resources that can be bought and made use of. This would
soften the economic impact on the customer.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

r.15

CSP dependency

Not applicable

Risk mitigation description:
The only standard that attempts to mitigate for this risk is the CCMAP. In this case the framework
transfers the responsibility, of ensuring portability, to the customer. However, it is the author’s
opinion that if the Cloud is to be a ‘user friendly’ service, then CSPs need to provide effective
solutions also for this risk. As a minimum, the CSP should provide assurance that procedures and
APIs for exporting data from the Cloud are available and tested. Moreover data extraction should
result in universal formats which can be carried out with standard applications. The CSP must also
provide assurance that in order to carry out such an operation there will be no excessive financial
barriers.

Risk ID:

Risk:

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

r.16

Loss of governance

CCMAP; Trust Services

Risk mitigation description:
Both CCMAP and Trust services provide mechanisms to ensure that the customers do not lose
governance of their security features.
The author is of the opinion that in order to overcome such issue, the CSP must have in place
procedures which provide controls on security functions to the customers. Moreover the CSP must
be transparent as much as possible in providing information on how the security is established and
maintained within the Cloud. For instance, such information should include any incident breaches,
and any changes in the security controls.
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Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.17

Loss incurred due to activities carried Trust Services; CCMAP
out by another Customer who is on the
same Cloud

Risk mitigation description:
The Trust Services framework and CCMAP are the only frameworks that completely mitigate this
risk. The controls within the framework include preventive controls and detection controls to
mitigate the risk of malicious activities carried out by customers. The controls also include
awareness communication to the customers to ensure that they are aware of what they are and
not allowed to do.

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.18

Inability to achieve compliance to CCMAP
international standards

Risk mitigation description:
CCMAP provides assurance that the CSP is ISO 27001 certified and that the CSP has identified, and
is complying with, any legal and regulatory requirements relevant to its operations such as PCI
DSS, HIPAA and EU Data Directives.
The author believes that a framework which enables compliance with international standards in an
effective way needs to be in place to effectively mitigate for this risk. It is also important that the
CSP provides transparency to what standards it is complying with and also that it provides 3rd party
certification of such compliance. A CSP should do its utmost to ensure that it never fails
compliance. Such assurance should also be provided to customers through service level
agreements.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

r.19

Service cessation

Not applicable

Risk mitigation description:
None of the standards provide assurance that the services provided by the CSP will be available for
at least a given period of time (such as five years). In the author’s opinion there are a number of
controls that may be put in place to provide mitigation on such risk. It is important that the SLA’s
are in place to provide comfort to customers; for example that the services would be provided for
a number of years.
An important control would be to provide the customers assurance that the financial health of the
CSP is good and continuously being monitored. This control should give an indication of whether
the CSP may be deciding to stop the provision of the service.
Moreover, CSPs should continuously provide honest information of the vision and objectives of the
organisation.
One would expect that the CSPs should have a mechanism whereby they are responsible to
provide to their customers a solution (maybe transfer to other CSPs) in case of service cessation.

Risk ID:

Risk:

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

r.20

Cloud provider acquisition

CCMAP; Trust Services.

Risk mitigation description:
Both CCMAP and Trust services provide mechanisms to ensure that the customers are not
adversely affected by the acquisition of the CSP.
In the author’s opinion before providing any added security features, each security control request
put forward by a customer should undergo a formal process in which the added control is
documented within the a service level agreement.
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Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.21

Supply chain failure

ISO 27001; CCMAP; CCM; PCI DSS;
Trust Services

Risk mitigation description:
Most of the standards and frameworks mitigate for this risk.
In the author’s opinion the most important aspect is to provide assurance that the CSPs do not
compromise security through the use of 3rd parties. It is important that SLA’s with suppliers are in
place and also made available to customers. CSPs should also carry out audits on such 3rd parties to
ensure compliance.

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.22

Non-compliance with legal
requirements

CCMAP; CCM

Risk mitigation description:
The CCMAP and CCM provide assurance that this risk is mitigated. The important aspect here is
that the CSPs take into consideration legal requirements that their customers need to adhere to.
They should also provide information on whether such requirements can be or cannot be met. It is
also important for the CSP to be compliant with all the legal requirements directly relevant to its
operation.
From the author’s point of view, the CSPs should transparent in providing information to the
customers regarding legal compliance relevant to their customers’ operations.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

r.23

Risk from changes of jurisdiction

Not applicable

Risk mitigation description:
None of the standards provide assurance against the risk that the CSP changes its location to a
relatively unsafe jurisdiction.
In the author’s opinion CSPs should be obliged to operate from safe jurisdictions. They should also
provide transparent information on where the clients’ data is being held and processed.
Within the SLA’s, the CSPs should also be obliged not to change the entire or part of its operations
to a jurisdiction which is deemed as less ‘safe’ from the one that it is operating from.

Risk ID:

Risk:

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

r.24

Effects of subpoena laws

CCAMP

Risk mitigation description:
CCAMP provides assurance that procedures are in place to establish, implement and maintain an
agreed upon procedure for responding to a number of legal requests including subpoenas.
However, the author believes that CSPs should give more information on how such request would
be met. Moreover, controls may be required to cater for the lack of resource isolation in case of
confiscation of hardware. This will provide assurance that data within the confiscated hardware (of
customers not related with the law enforcement request) is not disclosed.
Controls should also provide assurance that the Cloud would continue to operate in case there is
confiscation request of hardware for one particular customer.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

r.25

Licensing risks

Not applicable

Risk mitigation description:
One of the risks that are not mitigated by any of the controls within the standards that have been
analysed is the licensing risks. The risk relates to the customer being financially worse because of
going on the Cloud rather than making use of traditional computing. This would result mainly due
to lack of transparency within the information provided by the CSPs with regards to licensing costs.
CSPs should provide factual information on software licences and provide licensing agreements
that are feasible for the Cloud. The CSPs should also provide advice to each individual customer on
whether it is financially feasible to move on the Cloud whilst taking into consideration the software
licences that would be used by the customer.

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.26

Data protection law requirements

ISO 27001; CCMAP; CCM; Trust
Services

Risk mitigation description:
Most of the standards and frameworks provide assurance that the risk related to data protection
law requirements is being managed.
In the author’s opinion the fundamental aspect when mitigating for such risk is that a CSP has
procedure, policies and controls that ensure that they take into consideration all the data
protection laws for each jurisdiction that the CSP is operating in. One must ensure that this
framework also includes a mechanism whereby the CSP can provide assurance that all the
customers’ data protection requirements are being met.
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Risk ID:

Risk:

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

r.27

Loss of privacy

CCMAP; Trust Services

Risk mitigation description:
The CCAMP and Trust service framework provide controls to ensure that the loss of privacy risk is
mitigated. This is done by providing assurance that controls are in place to provide information on
what personal information is being held by CSP and how is this information being used. Controls
also provide assurance that customers have the right to delete the data and that customers are
informed on any monitoring that is carried out by the CSP. The controls also provide assurance
that customers are notified if a privacy breach has occurred.

Standards and frameworks which
completely mitigated this risk:

Risk ID:

Risk:

r.28

Loss of intellectual property

ISO 27001; CCMAP; CCM; Trust
Services

Risk mitigation description:
A number of the standards and frameworks provide assurance against the realisation of this risk. In
the author’s opinion, assurance to the customers on adequate security (which include intellectual
property rights) should be in place through SLA’s and contractual agreement. This is in line with
the controls found within the selected standards. For instance, the CCMAP provides assurance that
laws related to intellectual property are considered and that ownership of data and information is
delineated in contracts between the CSPs and customers
If the author had to secure a Cloud environment, in addition to the controls above, the author would
establish an information security management systems based on a risk based approach and would
include a process of ensure continuous improvement. Moreover, one must keep in mind that the
above are only high-level recommendations. It is the author’s view that to provide adequate security
to the customers these should be translated into detailed controls.
Within this chapter the author has concluded that there is no standard certification mechanism
which includes all the controls that mitigate the Cloud-specific risks. Thus, two main approaches
need to be implemented:
1. Although not the ideal option, assurance can be provided through a SAS 70 type II audit;
2. The author would make information available to customers and prospective ones about the
management of information security employed within the Cloud environment.
These are two of the main approaches embraced by CSPs as indicated in chapter 3.2 ‘What security
are cloud service providers offering to their customers?’
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6.

Future work

Future work following this paper should be centred on the creation of a standard which provides
assurance to the customers that a cloud service provider mitigates all the Cloud risks. The standard
should include a certification mechanism which helps potential customers take an informed decision
of which Cloud they should make use of. The author believes that this task can be carried out by
making best use of the existing standards and then adapting such standards to the new
environment. Below are a number of recommendations which follow from the analysis carried out in
this paper:
•

The author believes that the standard should be based on a risk management approach,
providing assurance to the customers that the CSP is managing all the risks. Therefore, the
criteria within the standard would be the minimum requirements. Such criteria should be
very specific, such as those found within the Trust services and PCI DSS. Specific controls give
more transparency on what and how risks are mitigated as opposed to the high level or
subjective controls sometimes found within ISO 27002;

•

The author is of the opinion that every information security management system should
include continuous improvement. The ISO 27001 plan-do-check-act cycle provides a good
framework to create this continues improvement. However, there are other characteristics
that need to be catered for in such a Cloud-specific standard. One of these characteristics is
transparency, with a view to providing stakeholders with information which is complete and
honest. Another characteristic included in the standard should be continuous
communication with customers. This can be implemented through effective awareness
programmes and good customer relationships ensuring that all security aspects are being
adequately managed by both sides;

•

The security management framework needs to be assessed by third parties. In the author’s
opinion, the compliance certification model should be based on the Trust Services
framework. This framework is based on accepted audit standards including detailed criteria.
A successful audit would then result in a seal which may be publically available on the
website of a CSP. The certification mechanism also obliges a yearly audit and the report can
be made available online for both prospective and current customers;

•

The author understands the cost that this level of security may introduce. A suggestion could
be a cost analysis for its implementation. The author’s perception is that such studies may
show that:
1). adding more security may be a competitive advantage to the CSP and thus attract
more customers; and
2). due to the law of economies of scale, this added security would not be so expensive if
spread on a number of customers.

•

The standards should also include key performance indicators. The results should be publicly
available and thus provide an opportunity to potential customers to compare the
performance and security within the CSPs which would have embraced this standard.
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In the author’s opinion, for such a standard to be successful and meet its goals, it needs to be
embraced by the information security community, ‘marketed accordingly’ and supported by all the
stakeholders including the cloud service providers. More importantly one must understand whether
customers are willing to pay for this level of security.
Last but not least, the research should also take into consideration the fact that the Cloud is still
being developed and continuously changing. Thus the risks identified within this study may need to
be updated accordingly.
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7.

Conclusion

The first objective of this study was to obtain a clear understanding of is the term ‘cloud
computing’. By researching a number of articles, books and papers the Cloud was defined and its
characteristics were described.
Throughout this paper the author made use of the NIST and Computer Alliance which describe the
Cloud as: “as a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that
can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction.” (Grance, 2009) (NIST, Mell, & Grace, NIST Definition of cloud computing, 2009).
The Cloud was also descrbied in terms of its characteristcs which are:
•

Distribution of resources – the ability for users to share high performance machines;

•

Use of the Internet – In order to connect to their systems users will do so through an
Internet connection;

•

Elasticity – users have the option to decide on how, what and how much resources to use
(processing power, storage etc.) at a given time;

•

Instantaneous provisioning of services – As soon as a user requests a service, such service
needs to be available to the customer straightaway; and

•

New payment models – Various financial ways to pay for IT resources, such as pay-as-you-go
schemes.

This research also highlighted three different main shapes of the Cloud:
•

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) refers to the capability offered to consumer to use the
provider’s software/application running on its infrastructure;

•

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) refers to the capability offered to customers to develop or
acquire applications created using programming languages and tools supported by the
provider; and

•

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) refers to the capability offered to customers to use the
computing resources where they can deploy and run any software, which can include virtual
machines, abstracted hardware and operating systems.

A Cloud can also be set up to target mainly four different kind of users:
•

Private cloud – ussually restircted to one organisation;

•

Community cloud – This cloud is used by different organisations with the same interests;

•

Public clouds – This Cloud is avialable to anyone;

•

Hybrid – A mixture of the above.

A comparison between the Cloud and traditional computing was then undertaken. Some differences
that were identified included the fact that cloud computing presumes that the hardware is located
at the provider’s premises. This way the organization would be ignorant of the logical location of its
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data. By adopting the Cloud model, an organization does not need its IT department, although it may
need new set skills to manage services on the Cloud.
The Cloud model also brought with it a number of advantages which include reduction of costs and
the possibility that any added investment, which is not meeting its expectation, can be shut down
without having made huge losses. The model also offers features that traditional computing lacks.
For instance, the Cloud may offer no downtime, but may offer better quality of service and more
resilient solutions. Also, for an organisation to be on the Cloud, it does not need to put much effort
on the management of IT services. It can thus focus more on its core objectives.
The second objective of this study was twofold. First to examine how current cloud service
providers are offering a secure service to their customers and second to understand the opinion of
experts with regards to mitigating risks found on the Cloud.
In order to understand how experts are proposing to secure the Cloud a number of research papers,
journals, books, articles and tools were read. The literature suggests a multitude of topics related to
the Cloud which include:
•

The importance of having a management system that can provide assurance on the
implementation of an adequate level of security within the Cloud;

•

The lack of possibility to be compliant with a number of international standards;

•

The importance of having a robust Cloud platform including access control and
authentication mechanisms;

•

The importance of resilient service level agreements and contractual agreements so as to
mitigate risks which are fundamental to the Cloud; and

•

The concern of experts on the lack of adequate legal framework which complements the
Cloud’s characteristics.
The views of a number of organisations were taken into consideration. These organisations
were the Cloud Security Alliance, Deloitte, European Network and Information Security
Agency (ENISA), Ernst and Young, Gartner, Information Security Forum, Information Systems
Audit and control Association, Jericho, KPMG, PWC and National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). All of these organisations contribute, in one way or another, to the
evolvement of security within the Cloud. However, CSA’s Matrix and ISACA’s Cloud specific
audit program are the two which predominantly caught the author’s attention. These two
tools are very much advanced in their development. Literature based on research indicates
that they are very much focused on cloud computing risks. This CSA’s Matrix initiative is aimed
at assisting both cloud service providers and prospective Cloud customers in assessing the
risks of the cloud environment. CSA’s aim is to strengthen the existing information security
control environments by providing control objectives that are more related and adequate to
the Cloud environment. The main headings of this matrix are: Compliance, Data governance,
Facility security, Human resource security, Information security, Legal, Operations
management, Risk management, Release management, Resiliency and security architecture.
The ‘Cloud Computing Management Audit/Assurance Program’ focuses on three main aspects:
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•

The governance affecting cloud computing;

•

The contractual compliance between the service provider and customer; and

•

Control issues specific to cloud computing.

The security of a number of cloud service providers was then analysed. These were Amazon, Google,
Microsoft and Salesforce.com. From such analysis, it was identified that all of these organisations
saw the importance of having a management system to maintain the security within the Cloud. They
made use of various standards to achieve security which included ISO 27001 / 27002, PCI DSS, SAS
70 and Trust services framework. An interesting fact is that the CSPs analyzed in this chapter have all
published a considerable number of papers and information on their websites. This was essential to
provide awareness on the current security measures implemented within their Cloud infrastructure.
This chapter also included a brief description of the standards that were used within the analysis of
this paper. These standards are ISO 27001, Trust Services framework, PCI DSS and SAS 70.
The third objective of this research was to identify the risks found within the cloud computing
environment from a customer’s perspective. Through research, twenty eight risks directly related to
the Cloud were identified. These are:
Lack of (technical)

The risk that, at a point in time, the CSP will not have the technological

resources

resources available, as required by customers, due to incorrect statistical
capacity planning or inadequate infrastructural investment or inadequate
functionality to limit the usage of its pool of resources

Dependency on the

The risk that customers will not be able to access their systems due to the

Internet

interruption of the Internet service.

Data interception

The risk that data is intercepted whilst being transferred between the

whilst being transferred

Cloud and the customer or within Cloud infrastructure itself.

Insecure storage of

The risk of losing the confidentiality, integrity or availability of data whilst

data

stored within the Cloud.

Unsuccessful deletion

The risk of not permanently deleting the data from the Cloud.

of data
Hardening procedures

The risk that hardening procedures are not implemented to the entire

management

Cloud (including the customer’s side) and that of customers having
contrasting hardening procedure requests.

Inadequate

The risk that management of cryptographic techniques is inadequate or

cryptographic

non-existent.

management
Unreliable service

The risk that the service engine is unstable and not reliable.

engine
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Isolation failure

The risk of having the failure of the isolation mechanism within the Cloud
infrastructure.

Unreliable

The risk that the management interface is not robust and secure.

management interface
Malicious activities,

The risk of having a Cloud customer attacked by a customer of the same

within the internal

Cloud.

network, by Customers
of the same Cloud
Malicious employee(s)

The risk of having an employee(s) of the cloud service provider abusing
his/her privileged rights on the IT systems to carry out malicious activity on
the customers’ data.

Distributed denial of

The risk that the Cloud is not adequately protected for a DDOS attack.

service (DDOS)
Economic denial of

The risk that customers are paying more than they should really be paying

service

due to a technical error within the Cloud system.

CSP dependency

The risk of not being able to migrate from one CSP to another due to lack
of interoperability or other barriers.

Loss of governance

The risk that the customers will lose control on a number of security
requirements.

Loss incurred due to

The risk is that due activities carried out by another customer can cause

activities carried out by

financial loss or even reputation loss to other customers located on the

another customer who

Cloud.

is on the same Cloud
Inability to achieve

The risk that customers are not able to achieve or maintain a specific

compliance to

international security certification such as PCI DSS, ISO 27001 or being SOX

international standards

complaint.

Service cessation

The risk of having one of the CSP’s services terminated.

Cloud provider

The risk here is of jeopardising non-binding security agreements between

acquisition

the original CSP and its customers.
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Supply chain failure

The risk of having the deterioration or unavailability of the CSP services
due to failure in one or more of the services that a CSP is supplied with,
by other 3rd parties.

Non-compliance with

The risk that of a CSP not abiding with any legal requirements.

legal requirements
Risk from changes of

The risk that the CSP changes its location to a relatively unsafe

jurisdiction

jurisdiction.

Effects of subpoena

The risk that the servers of the Cloud are all confiscated.

requirements
Licensing risks

The risk that the customer is financially worse than using traditional
computing.

Data protection law

The risk here is that the customers’ data is not handled as required by

requirements

the law.

Loss of privacy

The risk that such the CSP does not provide all the privacy rights
required by the customers.

Loss of intellectual

The risk that customers may lose intellectual property associated with

property

the data that they store on the Cloud.

The fourth objective of this research was to analyse how the current standards compare with the
risks identified for this environment. Six standards and frameworks were taken into consideration.
These were ISO 27001 / 27002, Trust Services Framework, Payment Card Payment Card Industry
Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM), ISACA’s Cloud Assurance Program
(CCMAP) and the Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No.70.
None of the above standards and frameworks mitigated all the Cloud risks identified within this
study. Even though the study didn’t identify a standard that mitigated the entire set of Cloud specific
risks, it provided a number of insights which may be used to produce a Cloud-specific standard. For
instance, the standards that were specifically developed for the cloud computing environment
mitigate quite a substantial number of these risks. These are the CCM and CCMAP. Unfortunately
these standards are not yet finalized. Besides, they do not provide customers an easy and
transparent mechanism where a customer can be assured that the organisation has effectively
implemented the controls within the standard. Such certification mechanism is offered by Trust
Services framework, PCI DSS, and ISO 27001. SAS 70 also provides a framework to certify the
effectiveness of internal controls. However, this standard has the disadvantage that it does not
include any criteria. Therefore, the controls in scope of one audit will defer from the controls found
in another audit of a different service provider. All standards, other than SAS 70, include criteria on
how to mitigate a number of risks. In fact, some are more detailed than the others. For instance the
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controls descriptions of the Trust Services framework and PCI DSS are very detailed, especially when
compared to those of the ISO 27002 which may be deemed as subjective. It is the author’s opinion
that detailed criteria provides more transparency on what and how the controls are implemented
than opposed to standards with control objectives that may be deemed as subjective. Therefore if
for instance a customer comes across a Trust Service Framework certificate and has comfort in the
level of assurance that this framework provides, the customer doesn’t need to look further into how
the controls have been interpreted and implemented. On the other hand, the ISO 27002
requirements have to be investigated further to understand how these requirements have been
interpreted.
The above analysis was then used to provide high level descriptions of how each individual risk
should be mitigated.
The author also provided a number of recommendations on the development of a standard that can
provide assurance on the mitigation of the Cloud-specific risks. The main recommendations included
that:
• the standard should include only specific criteria such as those found in the Trust Services
Framework and PCI DSS and should be Cloud-specific such as the controls described within the
CCMAP;
• these controls should be seen only as a minimum requirement and therefore a risk based
approach with continuous improvement (such that offered by ISO 27001) should be included;
• a third party certification, which would result in a report available to customers and prospective
ones, should also be in place;
• such standard should also include key performance indicators which are publicly available so as
customers can compare the security level of various CSPs; and
• since the mitigation of all the risk identified may introduce a financial burden on the CSPs, a
cost benefit analysis for the implementation of such a standard should be carried out.
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Appendix A - Providing assurance through ISO 27001 Certification
Detailed analysis

The following table describes the detailed analysis that has been carried out on ISO 27001/27002 vis-à-vis to the risks in-scope.

Risk
ID

r.1

Mitigating controls
selected from ISO
27001 / 27002

Risk

Lack of (technical) resources

Classification

Rationale

9.2.2- Supporting

Can be partially

The implementation of the selected controls can provide

utilities; 9.2.4 –

mitigated through

assurance against power failure and disruption caused by

Equipment

the

failures in other supporting utilities. They can also provide

maintenance; 10.3.1 –

implementation of

assurance that the equipment is continuously maintained

Capacity

ISO 27001 &

according to best practice in terms of integrity and availability.

management; 14.1 –

27002.

Business continuity planning can provide additional assurance

Business continuity.

with regards to availability.
Capacity management is a critical component to ensure
adequate technical resources. However the controls related to
capacity management do not cater for capacity capping, an
important concept for ensuring that a customer does not
request more resources than available on the Cloud. As a
result this risk is being categorized as partially mitigated.

r.2

Dependency on Internet

Not applicable

Cannot be provided It is out of scope for ISO 27002 to ensure that the customers
assurance through
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the

analysis this risk cannot be regarded as addressed by the

implementation

Standard.

and certification of
ISO 27001 /2
r.3

Data intercepted whilst being

9.2.3 – Cabling

Can be mitigated

The selected controls can provide secure data transfer.

transferred

security; 10.8 –

through the

Policies and procedures relating to information exchange

Exchange of

implementation of

need to be in place together with exchange agreements and

information; 10.9.1 -

ISO 27001 &

physical media transit controls. E-commerce and online

Electronic commerce;

27002.

transactions can be protected through the selected controls.

10.9.2 – On-line

Cryptographic controls and network management, such as

transactions; 12.3 –

cabling, are important for the protection of data in transit.

Cryptographic

Leakage of transmitted data can also occur as a result of ‘bad’

controls; 11.7 –

development. This can be mitigated through one of the

Mobile computing and

selected ISO controls (12.5.4). Last but not least are controls

teleworking; 12.5.4 –

for mobile communication and teleworking. Such controls can

information leakage

provide assurance on data transmitted whilst making use of
such services.

r.4

Insecure data storage

10.5.1 – Information

Can be mitigated

The selected controls can provide secure data storage. These

back-up; 10.7.3 –

through the

controls can provide assurance on the establishment and

Information handling

implementation of

implementation of procedures for securely handling and

procedures; 12.3 –

ISO 27001 &

storing information. Such procedures should be established to

Cryptographic

27002.

protect information from unauthorized disclosure or misuse.

controls; 12.4.2 –

The backup controls, besides ensuring availability, can also

Protection of system

provide assurance that backup mediums are also secure in
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test data; 12.4.3 –

terms of confidentiality. Access and cryptographic controls

Access control to

can ensure that only authorized people access stored

program source code;

information. Leakage of stored data can also occur as a result

12.5.4 – Information

of ‘bad’ development. Over and above the selected controls

leakage.

also cater for the protection of the source code of the Cloud
platform.

r.5

Unsecure deletion of data

9.2.6 - Secure disposal

Can be mitigated

The controls selected from the standard can ensure that all

or re-use of

through the

items of equipment containing storage media are checked to

equipment; 10.7.1 -

implementation of

ensure that any sensitive data and licensed software have

Management of

ISO 27001 &

been made non-retrievable once they have been deleted.

removable media;

27002.

Controls can also ensure that removable and disposal of

10.7.2 - Disposal of

media is managed securely.

media
r.6

Hardening procedures

11.1 – Business

Can be partially

The controls selected all related to hardening the systems at

management

requirements for

mitigated through

the CSPs end. However, as described in the risk definition,

access control; 11.2 –

the

hardening procedures must also be carried out by the

User access

implementation of

customers on their systems (this includes system stored

management; 11.3 –

ISO 27001 &

within the cloud and also browsers used to access the cloud).

User responsibilities;

27002.

This situation is not taken into consideration in the Standard.

11.4 – Network Access

As a result of all the above this risk cannot be categorized as

Control; 11.5 –

completely addressed by the Standard.

Operating system
access control; 12.4.1 Control of operational
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software
r.7

Inadequate cryptographic

12.3 - Cryptographic

Can be mitigated

The controls related to cryptographic management and the

management

controls; 15.1.6 –

through the

controls related to the regulation of cryptography can ensure

Regulation of

implementation of

adequate cryptographic management.

cryptographic controls

ISO 27001 &
27002.

r.8

Unreliable service engine

10.1 - Operational

Can be mitigated

The controls selected can provide assurance on the

procedures and

through the

robustness and management of the system. The selection

responsibilities; 10.3.2

implementation of

incorporates a wide area of domains which include amongst

- System acceptance;

ISO 27001 &

others development, management of the system, monitoring

10.4 - Protection

27002.

and management of technical vulnerabilities.

against malicious and
mobile code; 10.5 –
Backup; 10.6- Network
security management;
10.7.4 - Security of
system
documentation; 10.10
- Monitoring; 12.1 Security requirements
of information
systems; 12.2 - Correct
processing in
applications; 12.5 © Robert Farrugia SRN 070440991
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Security in
development and
support processes.
12.6 - Technical
Vulnerability
Management
r.9

Isolation failure

refer to r.8.; 11.4.5 -

Can be mitigated

In addition to the controls selected for risks r.8, the selected

Segregation in

through the

controls can provide additional assurance on the isolation

networks; 11.6.2 -

implementation of

features that the infrastructure needs to achieve.

Sensitive system

ISO 27001 &

isolation; 15.1.5 -

27002.

Prevention of misuse
of information
processing facilities
r.10

Unsecure management

refer to r.8

interface

Can be mitigated

refer to r.8

through the
implementation of
ISO 27001 &
27002.

r.11

Malicious activities, within the

10.10- Monitoring;

Can be mitigated

The monitoring controls selected can provide assurance that

internal network, by

15.1.5 - Prevention of

through the

malicious activity will be identified and stopped in a timely

Customers of the same Cloud

misuse of information

implementation of

manner.

processing facilities

ISO 27001 &
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27002.
r.12

Malicious employee(s)

8 - Human resources

Can be mitigated

Specific controls within the standard can provide assurance on

security; 9.1.2-

through the

the management of employees’ prior joining the CSP, during

Physical entry

implementation of

their employment and after they have left the CSP. Access and

controls; 11- Access

ISO 27001 &

monitoring controls can provide assurance that employees are

control; 10.10 -

27002.

not carrying out any malicious activities within the

Monitoring; 15.1.5-

organisation. The controls selected can also provide assurance

Prevention of misuse

that employees do not use information processing facilities

of information

for unauthorized purposes.

processing facilities
r.13

Distributed denial of service

10.8.4 – Electronic

Can be partially

A number of controls within ISO 27002 make reference to the

(DDOS)

messaging; 11.5.5 –

mitigated through

importance of mitigating DDOS attacks. Clause 10.8.4 states

Session time-out;

the

that security considerations for electronic messaging should

13.2.1 -

implementation of

include protecting messages from unauthorized access,

Responsibilities and

ISO 27001 &

modification or denial of service; Clause 11.5.5 states that the

procedures

27002.

sessions should be shut down to prevent access by
unauthorized persons and denial of service attacks. In
addition, clause 13.2.1 states that procedures should be
established to handle different types of information security
incident, including: denial of service. Without any doubt,
hardening procedures play an important role in the mitigation
of this risk. A DDOS attack, which may affect the entire Cloud,
may also result from non-adequate security controls
implemented by the customer. The risk which deals with
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hardening procedures (r.6) has been regarded as partially not
secured with the ISO 27002 controls. Consequently this risk is
also being regarded at the same level since you’re only secure
as your weakest link.
r.14

Economical denial of service

Refer to risk r.8 ;

Can be partially

In order to mitigate for this risk, the system needs to be

10.3.1 – Capacity

mitigated through

reliable. Thus the controls selected in r.8 to ensure reliable

management; 11 –

the

service engine will also aid in the mitigation of this risk. The

Access control

implementation of

other

ISO 27001 &

identification and authentication, accountability measures

27002.

and capacity management.

controls

selected

can

provide

assurance

on

However these are not enough to provide assurance against
this risk. The Standard does not provide assurance on
resource

capping

and

vulnerabilities

related

to

the

provisioning and de-provisioning of resources which may
result in economical denial of service. As a result of all the
above, this risk cannot be categorized as completely
addressed by the Standard.
r.15

CSP dependency

6.2.2 - Addressing

Can be partially

Clause 6.2.2 states that “security requirements can be

security when dealing

mitigated through

addressed using customer agreements, which contain all

with customers; 14 –

the

identified risks and security requirements"(ISO, 2005). This

Business Continuity

implementation of

statement is very generic and by all means does not imply, or

Management

ISO 27001 &

suggest

27002.

environments will be enabled. The business continuity domain

that

portability

between

different

Cloud

can also play an important part in reducing this risk. This can
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happen if the Cloud has business continuity agreements with
other Cloud suppliers, thus implying lack of dependency on
one CSP. However such agreements are not a specific
requirement within the Standard. As a result of all the above
this risk cannot be categorized as completely addressed by the
Standard.
r.16

Loss of governance

6.2.2 - Addressing

Can be partially

In order to provide to the customers control of the security

security when dealing

mitigated through

requirements, a multitude of controls need to be in place.

with customers

the

Clause 6.2.2 provides a description of what needs to be taken

implementation of

into consideration when dealing with customers accessing the

ISO 27001 &

organisations system such as the SLAs. These controls may

27002.

help in addressing this issue. In addition, throughout the
Standard a number of controls may help in reducing the
concern of the customers of losing governance on security
when moving on the Cloud.
However the author believes that a more robust framework
than the one implied in the ISO 27002 controls needs to be in
place to manage the relationship between the Cloud and each
customer and effectively mitigate this risk. Such framework
will help to ensure that the customer does not risk losing
control on a number of security requirements that he is
specifically interested in. As a result of all the above this risk
cannot be categorized as completely addressed by the
Standard.
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r.17

Loss incurred due to activities

6.2.2 - Addressing

Can be partially

Clause 6.2.2 provides the basis which may enable a process to

carried out by another

security when dealing

mitigated through

ensure that all the CSP customers’ activities are genuine.

Customer who is on the same

with customers; 10.10

the

Therefore such activities won’t jeopardize the CSP itself or

Cloud

– Monitoring

implementation of

other customers. Monitoring controls can provide assurance

ISO 27001 &

that customers’ activities are in line with the terms and

27002.

conditions.
However ISO 27002 lacks, to a certain extent, the necessary
controls that may be required prior to accepting a customer.
Also, customers may need assistance throughout their stay on
the Cloud. Continuous communication needs to be in place in
order to guide and provide awareness to customers on the
activities that are allowed and those which are not allowed on
the Cloud. Such requirement is not required by ISO 27002. As
a result of all the above this risk cannot be categorized as
completely addressed by the Standard.

r.18

Inability to achieve compliance 15.2 - Compliance with

Can be partially

Clause 15.2 states that controls need to be in place "to ensure

to international standards

security policies and

mitigated through

compliance of systems with organizational security policies

standards, and

the

and standards."(ISO, 2005) This control can provide assurance

technical compliance

implementation of

that the Cloud is compliant with its policies and standards.

ISO 27001 &

However, this is deemed, by the author, as just the tip of the

27002.

iceberg. In order to provide compliance with various
international frameworks (which may be one of the
Customers’ requirements) the policies, standards and
procedures of the Cloud need to be in line with the
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requirements of said standards. Thus, as a result of all the
above, this risk cannot be categorized as completely
addressed by the Standard.
r.19

Service cessation

6.2.2 - Addressing

Can be partially

The clauses within the ISO can provide assurance of the

security when dealing

mitigated through

mitigation of this risk through SLAs. However being compliant

with customers; 6.2.3 -

the

with ISO 27002 or having achieved ISO 27001 certification

Addressing security in

implementation of

does not mean that the SLAs will mitigate for this risk,

third party agreement;

ISO 27001 &

because none of the controls specify that the SLAs should

14- Business

27002.

include statements against service cessation.

Continuity

Business continuity can also play an important role in the

Management.

mitigation of this risk. CSPs can make an agreement with
other CSPs to transfer the current clients’ services if such
circumstance occurs. However these special agreements are
not specifically required by ISO 27002 and may not be
enough. As a result of all the above this risk cannot be
categorized as completely addressed by the Standard.

r.20

Cloud provider acquisition

6.2.3 - Addressing

Can be partially

In order to mitigate for this risk, one must ensure that all

security in third party

mitigated through

agreements are carried out through a formalized and detailed

agreement;

the

contractual and SLA agreement. Controls throughout the

implementation of

Standard imply that SLAs need to be in place. However to

ISO 27001 &

mitigate this risk, specific detail needs to be included within

27002.

such agreements. Such detail is not provided by the Standard.
As a result of all the above this risk cannot be categorized as
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completely addressed by the Standard.
r.21

Supply chain failure

6.2 - External parties;

Can be mitigated

The selected controls can provide assurance that the supply

10.2 - Third party

through the

chain is in line with the security requirements albeit such

service delivery

implementation of

controls may not be the ones required by customers. However

management; 14 –

ISO 27001 &

the author is making an assumption that the CSP will be

Business Continuity

27002.

enforcing security controls on his suppliers. The business

Management

continuity can also provide additional assurance on the
continuity of the supply of any critical service. As a result of all
the above this risk can be regarded as completely addressed
by the Standard.

r.22

Non-compliance with legal

15.1.1 - Identification

Can be partially

There are a number of clauses that relate to legal

requirements

of applicable

mitigated through

requirements within the Standard. Clause 15.1.1 is looked as

legislation;

the

an umbrella of these legal requirements. It states that that

implementation of

“All

ISO 27001 &

requirements and the organization’s approach to meet these

27002.

requirements should be explicitly defined, documented, and

6.2.2 - Addressing
security when dealing
with customers

relevant

statutory,

regulatory,

and

contractual

kept up to date for each information system and the
organization.” (ISO, 2005) The author notes that these clauses
are related to the legal requirements that the Cloud needs to
adhere too. However, customers from various jurisdictions
can have additional legal requirements which the organisation
is not obliged to include in its security framework. One may
argue that such controls may be introduced as a result of the
clause 6.2.2. This relates to addressing security when dealing
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with customers. However ISO does not cater for any legal
requirements that customers might have. The jurisdiction and
legal framework from where the Cloud will operate will have a
major impact on the security. Since it is not clear whether
with the ISO 27002 controls would be enough to mitigate for
this risk, such risk cannot be categorized as completely
addressed by the Standard.
r.23

Risk from changes of

Not applicable

jurisdiction

r.24

r.25

Effects of subpoena laws

Licensing risks

Not applicable

Not applicable
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Cannot be provided No clauses within the Standard suggest that the operation
assurance through

needs to be provided from a ‘safe’ jurisdiction. Moreover

the

there are no controls that stops a CSP from moving its

implementation

operations to a lesser ‘safe’ jurisdiction. As a result of this

and certification of

analysis this risk cannot be regarded as addressed by the

ISO 27001 /2

Standard.

Cannot be provided No clauses within the Standard suggest that the effects of this
assurance through

risk can be contained, ensuring that if the CSP needs to meet

the

the requirements of this law for one specific customer, the

implementation

service will still be available to the others. As a result of this

and certification of

analysis this risk cannot be regarded as addressed by the

ISO 27001 /2

Standard.

Cannot be provided ISO 27002 does not mitigate for the risk that customers are
assurance through

worst off by using the Cloud due to the fact that software

the

licensing agreements do not cater for the complexities found

implementation

in the Cloud. As a result this risk cannot be regarded as
106

and certification of

addressed by the Standard.

ISO 27001 /2
r.26

Data protection law

6.2.2 – Addressing

Can be mitigated

The controls available within the standard can provide

requirements

security when dealing

through the

assurance on the risk of non-compliance with data protection.

with customers; 10.8.2

implementation of

The control specifically related to Data Protection (15.1.4) can

– Exchange

ISO 27001 &

ensure the adherence to relevant legislation, regulations, and,

agreements; 15.1.4 –

27002.

if applicable, contractual clauses. Clause 6.2.2 states that

Data protection and

responsibilities with respect to legal matters need to be met.

privacy of personal

The control also specifies that the CSP needs to take into

information

account different national legal systems if the agreement
involves co-operation with customers in other countries.
Transparency of where the data resides can be provided
through the exchange agreements which according to clause
10.8.2 should also consider ownership and responsibilities for
data protection etc. As a result of all the above this risk can be
regarded as completely addressed by the Standard.

r.27

Loss of privacy

6.2.2 – Addressing

Can be mitigated

The data protection compliance to a jurisdiction may result in

security when dealing

through the

the mitigation of this risk. Over and above a number of other

with customers; 10.8.2

implementation of

controls discussed through this analysis also include some of

– Exchange

ISO 27001 &

the requirements requested to provide adequate privacy to

agreements; 15.1.4 –

27002.

the customers. However being compliant to a data protection

Data protection and

law does not mean that privacy will be provided. As a result of

privacy of personal

all the above this risk cannot be categorized as completely

information

addressed by the Standard.
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r.28

Loss of intellectual property

6.1.5 – Confidentiality

Can be mitigated

The controls selected relate to agreements with regards to

agreements; 6.2.2 -

through the

disclosure of information, between the CSPs and Customers.

Addressing security

implementation of

The Intellectual property rights (IPR) control also ensures that

when dealing with

ISO 27001 &

such agreements are in line with any applicable IPR laws. As a

customers;15.1.2 -

27002.

result of all the above this risk can be regarded as completely

Intellectual property

addressed by the Standard.

rights
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Appendix B - Providing assurance through Trust services
Detailed analysis

The following table describes the detailed analysis that has been carried out on Trust Services framework vis-à-vis to the risks in-scope.

Risk
ID

r.1

Mitigating controls
selected from Trust
Services Framework

Risk

Lack of (technical) resources

Classification

Rationale

Availability: 1.2,3.1,

Can be partially

A number of controls within this framework provide assurance

3.2, 3.3,3.9, 3.10, 4.2;

mitigated through

that the current technical resources are available. For instance

Processing integrity:

the Trust Services

controls include procedures to ensure that protection against

3.18, 3.19, 4.1,4.2, 4.3

framework.

environmental threats such as fire, flood or dust is in place.
Controls also ensure that the Cloud is protected against
disruption in power supply and disruption of any other utilities
that a service provider may make use of. The controls also
provide assurance that monitoring is carried out all the time
and that a business continuity plan is in place. Capacity
management is a critical component to ensure adequate
technical resources. The controls within the framework
provide assurance that monthly monitoring includes the
checking availability levels of the system. Such analysis is used
to forecast future capacity and reveal any performance issues.
The framework also states that system performance and
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capacity analysis and projections are completed annually as
part of the IT planning and monitoring of systems’ capacity
ensures that customers’ commitments and other agreements
with regards to availability are achieved.
However the controls related to capacity management do not
cater for capacity capping. This concept ensures that a
customer does not request more resources than those
available on the Cloud.
As result of the above analysis this risk is categorized as
partially mitigated by the controls within the framework.
r.2

Dependency on Internet

Not applicable

The risk is not

The Trust Services framework does not provide assurance that

mitigated by the

the customers have Internet to access the CSPs systems. As a

controls found

result of this analysis this risk is categorized as completely not

within the Trust

mitigated by the controls within the framework.

Services
framework.
r.3

Data intercepted whilst being

Security 1.1, 1.2, 3.5,

Can be mitigated

The framework specifies that encryption techniques are used

transferred

3.8; Availability 3.8;

through the Trust

to protect user authentication and corresponding sessions

Processing integrity

Services

transmitted over the Internet or any other public network. It

1.1, 1.2b,3.1,3.2, 3.3d ,

framework.

also mentions a number of other techniques that may be used

e, 3.9, 3.12;

to protect data transmission such as private leased lines or

Confidentiality 1.1,

virtual private networking connections.

1.2, 3.1, 3.8
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The framework also makes reference to the use bonded
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couriers and tamper-resistant packaging in the cases of
information being delivered through traditional mail.
The framework also makes reference to the importance that
security related to data transmission is taken into
consideration whilst developing application, in this case the
service engine.
As a result of the above analysis this risk is regarded as
completely mitigated by the controls found within the
framework.
r.4

Insecure data storage

Security: 1.2b,d,

Can be mitigated

The framework includes controls related to encryption of data

3.2f,3.3; 3.4

through the Trust

at rest, backups and physical security. This provides assurance

Availability 3.3,3.4,

Services

to the customers that the data is stored securely. As a result

3.5; Processing

framework.

of the above analysis this risk is regarded as completely

integrity:

mitigated by the controls found within the framework.

1.2b,d,3.1,3.7, 3.12,
3.21, Confidentiality
1.1, 1.2, 3.1, 3.4h, 3.5
r.5

Unsecure deletion of data

Security: 1.2b;

Can be partially

The framework does include controls which related to the

Confidentiality: 1.2

mitigated through

deletion of data.

the Trust Services
framework.

However the controls do not provide enough assurance on
the fact that the data is securely deleted and cannot be
recovered in any way.
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As result of the above analysis this risk is categorized as
partially mitigated by the controls within the framework.
r.6

Hardening procedures

Security: 1.2h, 3.2g;

Can be partially

The framework includes controls to provide assurance that

management

3.5, 3.12 Availability

mitigated through

procedures are in place to protect against computer viruses,

3.7, 3.15 Processing

the Trust Services

malicious code, and unauthorized software. It specifies that

integrity: 1.2h,

framework.

virus signatures need to be updated promptly and that the IT

3.2g;3.9,

department maintains an up-to-date list of all software and

3.16;Confidentiality

the respective level, version, and patches that have been

3.4i, 3.7, 3.13, 3.18

applied. The controls also provide assurance that access to
users is on a need-to-know basis and default accounts are
managed adequately.
However, as described in the risk definition, hardening
procedures must also be carried out by the customers on their
systems (both the ones on the Cloud and also access
browsers). This situation is not taken into consideration in the
framework.
As result of the above analysis this risk is categorized as
partially mitigated by the controls within the framework.

r.7

Inadequate cryptographic

Security 3.5;

Can be partially

The framework includes controls related to cryptography

management

Availability 3.8;

mitigated through

which provide assurance on the use of encryption and key

Processing integrity

the Trust Services

strength which is in line with good practice.

3.1, 3.9;

framework.

Confidentiality 3.8.
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However the controls do not include other areas of
cryptography management. For instance the controls do not
112

take into consideration the management of compromised
keys and the life length of the keys.
As result of the above analysis this risk is categorized as
partially mitigated by the controls within the framework
r.8

Unreliable service engine

Security1.2f,g 2.5;

Can be mitigated

The controls within the framework provide assurance that the

3.1,3.10, 3.13, 3.14;

through the Trust

CSP makes use of a reliable and robust service engine. The

Availability 3.11, 3.12,

Services

framework ensures that responsibility and accountability for

3.13, 3.14, 3.15;

framework.

the security of the system is being owned by adequate

Processing

personnel within the organization. Such responsibilities also

integritry:1.2f,g,

include system changes and maintenance.

2.5,3.1, 3.2, 3.3,

The

3.43.13, 3.14, 3.15,

controls

implementation,

3.16, 3.17, 3.18,

also

ensure

that

configuration,

design,

acquisition,

modification,

and

management of the service engine and underlying technology
are consistent with defined system security policies.
The framework also includes controls to provide assurance
that only authorized, tested, and documented changes are
migrated to the live environment.
As a result of the above analysis this risk is regarded as
completely mitigated by the controls found within the
framework.

r.9

Isolation failure

Security:1.2d, e,

Can be mitigated

The

3.2a,b,c,d, 3.4;

through the Trust

management and cryptographic techniques. Such controls
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includes

controls

related

to

access

r.10

Availability 3.4e, 3.6;

Services

ensure that isolation mechanisms exist between individual

Processing

framework.

customers. The controls related to risk r.8 provide assurance

integritry:1.2d, e, 3.8;

that these mechanisms are implemented within the reliable

Confidentiality 3.4,

service engine. As a result of the above analysis this risk is

3.6, 3.11, 3.12, 3.13,

regarded as completely mitigated by the controls found within

3.14, 3.15;

the framework.

Unsecure management

Refer to risks r.9 and

Can be mitigated

interface

r.10

through the Trust

Refer to risks r.9 and r.10

Services
framework.
r.11

Malicious activities, within the

Security: 3.4, 3.7, 4.1,

Can be mitigated

The monitoring and prevention controls found within the

internal network, by

4.2; Availability: 4.1,

through the Trust

framework, such those conducted through logging, intrusion

Customers of the same Cloud

4.2; Processing

Services

detection and so on provide assurance to the customers that

integrity: 2.2, 2.4

framework.

this risk will be mitigated. Moreover the controls within r.10,

Confidentiality 3.6,

isolation function, also provide assurance that this risk can be

3.9, 4.1, 4.2.

mitigated. As a result of the above analysis this risk is being
regards as mitigated by the controls found within the
framework.

r.12

Malicious employee(s)

Security: 2.2, 3.4, 3.7,

Can be mitigated

The controls within the framework provide assurance that the

3.11, 4.1, 4.2;

through the Trust

possibility of malicious activity by a CSPs employee is

Availability: 4.1, 4.2;

Services

contained. This is done by implementing controls relating to

Processing integrity:

framework.

user access management (both logical and physical),

2.2, 2.4, 3.7;
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monitoring and other controls relating to human resource
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Confidentiality 3.1,

management. For instance, the framework provides control

3.4i, 3.9, 4.1, 4.2.

descriptions which state that new employees must sign a
statement signifying that they have read, understand, and will
follow these policies Each year, employees must reconfirm
their understanding of and compliance with the service
provider’s security policy. As a result of the above analysis this
risk is being regards as mitigated by the controls found within
the framework.

r.13

Distributed denial of service

Availability: 2.3, 2.5,

Can be partially

The framework includes controls related to hardening

(DDOS)

3.6, 3.9, 4.2.

mitigated through

procedures. Together with a robust system, these controls

the Trust Services

provide safeguards against denial of service attacks. The

framework.

network management controls within the framework also
adds to the level of safeguards that a service provider would
need to implement within its infrastructure.
However the framework does not make direct reference to
DDOS attacks. Such threats may need special equipment to
protect the network. Moreover The risk which deals with
hardening procedures (r.6) has been regarded as partially not
secured with the controls found within this framework.
As result of the above analysis this risk is categorized as
partially mitigated by the controls within the framework.

r.14

Economical denial of service

Processing integrity:

Can be mitigated

The framework includes controls related to the billing of e-

3.3, 3.4, 3.5

through the Trust

commerce transactions. Such controls provide assurance on
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Services

the integrity of transactions and provide assurance on the

framework.

identification of the submitting source (user, terminal, IP
address). The framework also provides assurance that billing
or settlement errors are promptly corrected.
In order to mitigate for this risk, the system needs to be
reliable. Thus the controls selected in r.8. (to ensure reliable
service engine) will also aid in the mitigation for this control
It’s the author’s view that the ideal control against this risk
would include resource capping. However, these controls
coupled with monitoring, access control mechanism and
traditional capacity management can be regarded as a
compensating control;
As a result of the above analysis this risk is being regards as
mitigated by the controls found within the framework.

r.15

CSP dependency

Not applicable

The risk is not

The framework does not provide assurance that the CSP

mitigated by the

implementing the controls within the framework would also

controls found

include portability functionalities. As a result of this analysis

within the Trust

this risk is categorized as completely not mitigated by the

Services

controls within the framework.

framework.
r.16

Loss of governance

Security 2.1, 2.4, 2.5;

Can be mitigated

The framework provides assurance that through service level

3.7; Availability: 2;

through the Trust

agreement a service provider is obliged to provide to its

Processing integrity:

Services

customers adequate security. Moreover the framework
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2.1, 2.2, 2.4 2.5;

framework.

provides assurance that the service provider will make

Confidentiality 2.1,

available information related to the security of system. These

2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 3.3,

controls also provide assurance that there are processes in

3.10.

place to ensure adequate communication between the
customer and service provider
For its e-commerce system, the entity is obliged to upload a
system description on its Website.
The framework also provides assurance that customers are
informed, through the website, of incidents, and possible
security and confidentiality breaches.
All the above provide more visibility to the customers with
regards to the governance of security. As a result of the above
analysis this risk is being regarded as mitigated by the controls
found within the framework.

r.17

Loss incurred due to activities

Security:2.1, 2.2,

Can be mitigated

The controls within the framework provide assurance that this

carried out by another

Availability 2.14.1,4.2;

through the Trust

risk is mitigated through a number of preventive controls

Customer who is on the same

Processing

Services

(such those of network management) and detection controls

Cloud

integrity:2.1, 2.2;

framework.

(such as monitoring). Moreover, the controls that relate to

Confidentiality 3.6

information submitted by the service provider to the
customers, as indicated in the risk r.16, provide assurance that
the customers are made aware of what they are and not
allowed to do. This information provides assurance customers
are made aware of actions which may result from
unintentional damaging. As a result of the above analysis this
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risk is being regards as mitigated by the controls found within
the framework.
r.18

Inability to achieve compliance Not applicable

The risk is not

The framework does not provide any assurance on the fact

to international standards

mitigated by the

that a service provider will be compliant with a number of

controls found

international standards. As a result this risk is categorized as

within the Trust

completely not mitigated by the controls within the

Services

framework.

framework.
r.19

Service cessation

Not applicable

The risk is not

The framework does not include any controls which prevent

mitigated by the

the service provider from halting the provision of its services.

controls found

As a result this risk is categorized as completely not mitigated

within the Trust

by the controls within the framework.

Services
framework.
r.20

r.21

Cloud provider acquisition

Supply chain failure

Security 1.1,1.2, 2.1,

Can be mitigated

The framework includes controls which provide assurance

2.4, 3.1; Availability

through the Trust

that user requirements are documented in service-level

1.1,1.2, 2.1, 3.1, 4.1;

Services

agreements. Moreover these controls require that the

Processing integrity:

framework.

security policies are periodically reviewed and updated. Thus

1.1,1.2, 2.1, 3.14; 4.1;

one may presume that in case of an acquisition, all security

Confidentiality 1.1,1.2,

controls of the customers are documented and thus will also

2.1

be delivered by the new service provider owner.

Security: 1.2n;
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Can be mitigated

The controls within the framework provide assurance that the
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Confidentiality 2.2a,e,

through the Trust

third parties will supply the same level of security provided by

3.2, 3.6

Services

the service provider. This is mainly done through service level

framework.

agreements and non-disclosure agreements. Such agreements
also take into consideration the performance required to be
delivered by the third parties. As a result of the above analysis
this risk is being regarded as mitigated by the controls found
within the framework.

r.22

Non-compliance with legal

Security: 1.2m, 4.3;

Can be partially

A number of controls within the framework provide assurance

requirements

Availability: 1.2m, 4.3;

mitigated through

that regulatory aspects and related changes are monitored,

Processing integrity:

the Trust Services

and that their impact on system is assessed in a timely

1.2m, 4.3;

framework.

manner.

Confidentiality 1.2l,
4.3.

However, the framework specifies that “Under normal
circumstances, , it would be beyond the scope of the
engagement for the practitioner to undertake identification of
all relevant applicable laws and regulations, defined
commitments, service-level agreements, and other contracts.
Furthermore, Trust Services engagements do not require the
practitioner to provide assurance of an entity’s compliance
with applicable laws and regulations, defined commitments,
service-level agreements, and other contracts, but rather of
the effectiveness of the entity’s controls over monitoring
compliance with them.” (American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, 2006, p. 5) This means that the customers would
not have assurance against the risk of a service provider not
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abiding with its legal requirements. Such situation may lead to
disastrous effects on such customers.
As result of the above analysis this risk is categorized as
partially mitigated by the controls within the framework.
r.23

Risk from changes of

Not applicable

jurisdiction

The risk is not

The framework does not provide assurance that a service

mitigated by the

provider won’t move its operations to a more ‘risky’

controls found

jurisdiction. One may argue that the security requirements

within the Trust

within SLAs may stop such move. However the framework

Services

does not make any reference to such controls. As a result this

framework.

risk is categorized as completely not mitigated by the controls
within the framework.

r.24

Effects of subpoena laws

Not applicable

The risk is not

The framework does not include any controls related to the

mitigated by the

effects that a subpoena law requirement may have on the

controls found

customers of the cloud. As a result this risk is categorized as

within the Trust

completely not mitigated by the controls within the

Services

framework.

framework.
r.25

Licensing risks

Not applicable

The risk is not

The framework does include any controls which mitigate for

mitigated by the

the risk that customers may be financially worst off by going

controls found

on the Cloud due to the fact that software licensing

within the Trust

agreements do not cater for the complexities found within

Services

this environment. As a result this risk is categorized as
completely not mitigated by the controls within the
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r.26

framework.

framework.

Data protection law

Generally Accepted

Can be mitigated

The framework includes the ‘The Generally Accepted Privacy

requirements

Privacy Principle

through the Trust

Principle’ which provides assurance that the service provider

Services

takes abides the laws for each jurisdiction it is operating in

framework.

with regards to data protection. This controls ensure that
jurisdictions requirements are reflected in business operations
and processes, people, technology, legal and contracts
including SLA’s. The controls also provide assurance that the
privacy policies are up-dated. As a result of the above analysis
this risk is being regards as mitigated by the controls found
within the framework.

r.27

Loss of privacy

Generally Accepted

Can be mitigated

The Generally Accepted Privacy Principle and related controls

Privacy Principle

through the Trust

provide assurance to the customers that this risk is adequately

Services

mitigated. It includes all the prerequisites for providing the

framework.

rights relating to privacy which have been defined within
chapter 4, in the risk descriptor r.27. As a result of the above
analysis this risk is being regards as mitigated by the controls
found within the framework.
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r.28

Loss of intellectual property

Confidentiality: 1.1,

Can be mitigated

The framework specifies that information subject to

2.2, 3.5, 4.3

through the Trust

confidentiality issues also include protection of intellectual

Services

property. A number of controls relate to non-disclosure

framework.

agreements are defined and need to be implemented by the
service provider. As a result of the above analysis this risk is
being regards as mitigated by the controls found within the
framework.
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Appendix C - Providing assurance through PCI DSS Certification
Detailed analysis

The following table describes the detailed analysis that has been carried out on PCI DSS vis-à-vis to the risks in-scope.

Risk
ID

r.1

Mitigating controls
selected from PCI
DSS v2.0

Risk

Lack of (technical) resources

Classification

Rational

12.9.1–Incident

The Controls within

The only control which mitigates the risk of lack of resources is

response (BCP);

PCI DSS do not

that found within the incident response section. This control

mitigate this risk.

encourages the CSPs to have a disaster recovery and
continuity plan. Since the main focus of PCI DSS is on the
preservation of the confidentiality of card data, it does not
include the necessary controls to provide assurance on the
availability of technical resources. Moreover, PCI DSS does not
include controls related to capacity planning, capacity
monitoring and resource capping. As a result of this analysis,
this risk is categorized as not mitigated by PCI DSS.

r.2

Dependency on Internet

Not applicable

The Controls within

No controls have been identified which provide assurance to

PCI DSS do not

customers vis-à-vis the dependency on the Internet

mitigate this risk.

connection in order to access the systems and data. As a
result this risk is categorized as not mitigated by PCI DSS.

r.3

Data intercepted whilst being

2.1.1: Wireless
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The controls within

The identified controls from the PCI DSS can provide
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transferred

encryption; 2.3:

PCI DSS mitigate

assurance to the customers with regards to the security of

Encryption of non-

this risk.

data whilst being transferred. Most noteworthy is the control

console access; 4.1

related to encryption. Control 4.1 specifies that strong

Encryption of data

cryptography needs to be used during transmission over

going through public

public networks. Other controls provide assurance that if

networks; 6.5:

there is any data going through wireless or being accessed

Information leakage.

remotely this data will also be protected by the use of

9.7.2 – transfer of

encryption. Another control provides assurance that software

information through

is developed in a secure way. This will help in preventing any

courier

information leakage as a result of software bugs.
From the above analysis one notes that the PCI DSS specifies
that data encryption will only be carried out whilst data is
transferred through public networks. The risk description also
relates to the security of data transmission within the Cloud.
However, since the risk r.4 relates to storage of data within
the Cloud, the author is assuming that the data transmission
within the Cloud will also be encrypted. Thus this risk is being
categorized as mitigated by the implementation of such
controls.

r.4

Insecure data storage

3.4.1: Disk encryption;

The controls within

The selected controls provide assurance to customers that

6.4.3: Non-use of

PCI DSS mitigate

data stored on the Cloud will be adequately protected

production data for

this risk.

through encryption mechanisms. Other controls also provide

tests; 6.4.5.4: Backup

assurance that production data won’t be used for testing

procedures; 6.5:

systems and that software is developed in a secure way so as
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Information leakage;

to decrease the likelihood of having information leakage

9: Restrict physical

through application bugs. A number of other controls provide

access to cardholder

assurance that stored data is being treated securely. This is

data; 10: Monitoring

done through physical access controls within the data centre,

through logs and audit

data file integrity checks, and monitoring of audit trails. The

trails; 11.5: Data file

incident response controls also provide assurance that any

integrity; 12.5.5

backups are managed according to good practice. As a result

Monitor and control

of this analysis, this risk is categorized as mitigated by PCI DSS.

all access to Data;
12.9.1: Incident
response plan;
r.5

Unsecure deletion of data

3.1: Data retention

The controls within

The selected controls provide assurance that processes and

policy; 9 & 9.10:

PCI DSS mitigate

procedures are in place to provide secure deletion of data

Restrict physical

this risk..

when it is no longer needed. The controls also include

access to cardholder

processes to ensure compliance with data retention and

data; 10.7: retention

disposal. The physical access domain includes controls related

of audit trails;

to the destruction of media when this is no longer needed.
Other controls relate to the retention of audit trails. The
selected controls also specify that data stored on electronic
media shall be rendered unrecoverable via a secure wipe
program. The controls specify that the application used to
make data unrecoverable must be in line with industryaccepted standards for secure deletion. As a result of this
analysis, this risk is categorized mitigated by the PCI DSS.
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r.6

Hardening procedures

1: Build and maintain

The controls within

The implementation of selected controls provides assurance

management

a secure network; 2:

PCI DSS partially

that a CSP has adequate hardening procedures to ensure that

Do not use vendor-

mitigate this risk.

its systems are securely managed. However as described in

supplied defaults for

the risk definition, hardening procedures must also be carried

system passwords and

out by the customers on his systems (both the ones on the

other security

Cloud and also access browsers). This situation is not taken

parameters; 5:

into consideration in the PCI DSS. Moreover there is no

Vulnerability

process to manage conflicting hardening requests that a CSP

Management

may have from different customers. As a result such risk is

Program; 6.1, 6.2 &

regarded as partially mitigated.

6.6: Patch
management; 11:
Regularly test security
systems and
processes;
r.7

Inadequate cryptographic

3.4.1: Disk encryption;

The controls within

The selected controls provide assurance that cryptographic

management

3.5: Protection of keys;

PCI DSS mitigate

mechanisms are in place to support the secure transmission

3.6: Key management

this risk.

and storage of customers’ data. As a result of this analysis,

processes;
r.8

Unreliable service engine

this risk is categorized as mitigated by PCI DSS.

6.2, 6.3, 6.4 & 6.5:

The controls within

The controls within the PCI DSS provide assurance that

development of

PCI DSS mitigate

applications used by the CSP are robust and resilient. The

secure applications;

this risk.

controls also require that an organisation carries out

11: Regularly test

vulnerability testing on a regular basis, quarterly at least. Such

security systems and

controls provide assurance to the customers on the level of
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processes;

security of the service engine. As a result of the above
analysis, this risk is categorized as mitigated by the PCI DSS.

r.9

Isolation failure

1: Build and maintain

The controls within

In addition to the controls identified in r.8, which provide

a secure network; 2:

PCI DSS mitigate

assurance on having a resilient service engine, the selected

Do not use vendor-

this risk.

controls also provide assurance on the isolation of customers’

supplied defaults for

data. Such assurance is provided through controls related to

system passwords and

access control and secure networking. As a result of this

other security

analysis, this risk is categorized as mitigated by PCI DSS.

parameters; 7: Strong
Access Control
Measures; 8: Assign a
unique ID to each
person with computer
access;
r.10

Unsecure management

Refer to r.9b and r.10;

The controls within

The selected controls provide assurance on the robustness

interface

6.5.7 – 6.5.9: Security

PCI DSS mitigate

and resilience of the design and implementation of web

of web applications

this risk.

applications and interfaces that customers may use to interact

and interfaces;

with the Cloud. As a result of this analysis, this risk is
categorized as mitigated by PCI DSS.

r.11

Malicious activities, within the

1: Build and maintain

The controls within

The selected controls provide assurance that any malicious

internal network, by

a secure network. 2.4

PCI DSS mitigate

activity carried out within the Cloud network is identified. The

Customers of the same Cloud

– Shared hosting

this risk.

controls provide assurance that the network is managed

providers; 8: Unique Id
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according to good practice. Other controls also provide
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system; 10:

assurance that any shared hosting is managed in a secure way.

Monitoring through

The controls within the incident response plan and related

logs and audit trails ;

activities provide assurance that monitoring is carried out.

12.9: incident

This is done through intrusion detection systems, intrusion

response;

prevention system and file integrity systems.
Other controls which relate to the mitigation of this risk are
found under the Monitoring domain. These controls provide
assurance that continuous monitoring is carried out.
As a result of the above analysis, this risk is categorized as
mitigated by PCI DSS.

r.12

Malicious employee(s)

7: Strong Access

The controls within

The selected controls provide assurance that controls are in

Control Measures; 8:

PCI DSS mitigate

place to mitigate for the eventuality that organisation’s

Assign a unique ID to

this risk.

employees carry out malicious activities on the systems and

each person with

data. Such assurance is provided through the implementation

computer access; 9:

of a number of controls such as screening prior being

Restrict physical

employed with the organisation, implementation of access

access to cardholder

controls and continuous monitoring. As a result of this

data; 10: Monitor and

analysis, this risk is categorized as mitigated by PCI DSS.

test network; 12.6 –
Employee awareness;
12.7: Screening of
employees;12.4:
Employees
responsibilities; 12.5:
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Employee access
controls; 12.6
employee awareness;
r.13

Distributed denial of service

1: Build and maintain

The controls within

The controls within the PCI DSS do provide assurance that the

(DDOS)

a secure network; 2:

PCI DSS partially

network is secure and that applications are patched according

Do not use vendor-

mitigate this risk.

to good practice. These controls limit the chance of being

supplied defaults for

affected by a DDOS attack.

system passwords and

However other mechanisms need to be in place. For instance,

other security

some data centres make use of specific routers and firewalls

parameters; 5:

that are designed to protect the servers from such attacks.

Vulnerability

Since the standard does not make clear reference to DDOS

Management

attacks the author cannot assume that such attacks will be

Program; 6.1, 6.2 &

taken into consideration.

6.6: Patch

As of the above analysis this risk is regarded as partially

management; 11:

mitigated by PCI DSS.

Regularly test security
systems and
processes;
r.14

Economical denial of service

7: Strong Access

The controls within

The controls related to access control provide assurance to

Control Measures; 10:

PCI DSS partially

customers that their resource will be safeguarded from

Monitor and test

mitigate this risk.

unauthorised access. Moreover continuous monitoring helps

network

to identify any activity which is not carried out by the
legitimate owner of the resources.
However, PCI DSS does not have any controls relating to
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capacity planning and does not provide assurance on resource
capping and vulnerabilities related to the provisioning and deprovisioning of resources.
As a result of the above analysis such risk is regarded as
partially mitigated.
r.15

CSP dependency

Not applicable

The Controls within

There are no controls within PCI DSS to provide assurance

PCI DSS do not

against the risk of lock in. One may argue that since the PCI

mitigate this risk.

DSS controls also include recovery and continuity plans such
risk is somehow mitigated. However, the author is of the
opinion that having a BCP that such BCP covers the operations
of the customers. Thus the implementation of a BCP does not
imply that customers can easily transfer his systems and data
to anther system. As a result this risk is categorized as not
mitigated by the PCI DSS controls.

r.16

Loss of governance

Not applicable

The Controls within

PCI DSS does not provide a mechanism against the risk that

PCI DSS do not

customers will lose control on a number of security

mitigate this risk.

requirements related to their data and system. This is mainly
because the scope of PCI DSS is to protect the confidentiality
of card data. As a result this risk is categorized as not
mitigated by the PCI DSS.

r.17

Loss incurred due to activities

10: Monitoring

The controls within

The selected controls provide assurance that monitoring is

carried out by another

through logs and audit

PCI DSS partially

carried out and thus non appropriate actions are detected in a

Customer who is on the same

trails; 12 – Information
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Cloud

provided as an

mitigate this risk.

employee!

timely manner by the CSP.
However PCI DSS lacks, to a certain extent, the necessary
controls that may be required prior to accepting a customer.
Also, customers may need assistance throughout their stay on
the Cloud. Continuous communication needs to be in place in
order to guide and provide awareness to customers on the
activities that are allowed and those which are not allowed on
the Cloud.
As a result of the above analysis such risk is regarded as
partially mitigated.

r.18

Inability to achieve compliance Not applicable

The Controls within

PCI DSS does not provide assurance to the customers that the

to international standards

PCI DSS do not

CSP is compliant with any international standards such as ISO

mitigate this risk.

27001. As a result this risk is categorized as not mitigated by
PCI DSS.

r.19

Service cessation

Not applicable

The Controls within

PCI DSS does not provide assurance to the customers that

PCI DSS do not

services offered by an organisation, such as the CSP, won’t be

mitigate this risk.

terminated. As a result this risk is categorized as not mitigated
by the PCI DSS controls.

r.20

Cloud provider acquisition

Not applicable

The Controls within

The controls within the PCI DSS do not cater for managing the

PCI DSS do not

provision of added security features to its clients. Thus, there

mitigate this risk.

is no assurance that if additional security controls were
granted to customers these would have been documented in
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an agreement. Consequently the acquisition of the CSP may
impact adversely the customers as the new CSP owner would
not be obliged to provide the same security requirements. As
a result this risk is categorized as not mitigated by the PCI DSS
controls.
r.21

Supply chain failure

2.4 – Shared hosting

The controls within

The selected controls provide assurance to customers that any

providers; 12.8:

PCI DSS mitigate

3rd party used by the organisation will provide the same level

Security within 3rd

this risk.

of security offered by the organisation. The controls also

party service

provide assurance that a BCP will be in place, thus providing

providers; 12.9:

assurance on adequate continuity of service in case of the

incident response;

disruption of a services provided by a 3rd party to the
organisation. As a result of this analysis this risk is categorized
mitigated by the PCI DSS controls.

r.22

Non-compliance with legal

12.9.1.a – Incident

The controls within

The controls within the standard provide assurance that an

requirements

reporting to

PCI DSS partially

analysis of legal requirements for reporting compromises will

authorities;

mitigate this risk.

be carried out by the organisation.
However this does not entirely provide assurance that the
organisation is compliant with all legal requirements.
As a result of the above analysis such risk is regarded as
partially mitigated.

r.23

Risk from changes of

Not applicable

jurisdiction
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The Controls within

There are no controls to provide assurance that the service

PCI DSS do not

provider won’t change jurisdiction to operate in a less safe
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mitigate this risk.

jurisdiction. As a result this risk is categorized as not mitigated
by the PCI DSS controls.

r.24

Effects of subpoena laws

Not applicable

The Controls within

PCI DSS does not provide any assurance that if the servers of

PCI DSS do not

the Cloud are all confiscated the services will still be provided

mitigate this risk.

to customers. As a result this risk is categorized as not
mitigated by the PCI DSS controls.

r.25

r.26

Licensing risks

Not applicable

The Controls within

There are no controls to provide assurance on the licensing

PCI DSS do not

risks as described in the risk definition. As a result this risk is

mitigate this risk.

categorized as not mitigated by PCI DSS.

Data protection law

3.1: Data retention

The controls within

Controls within the PCI DSS may result in the adherences to

requirements

policy;

PCI DSS partially

data protection law requirements.

mitigate this risk.

However this cannot be ensured since there is no reference in
the standard to adherence of such laws. Moreover the
complexities of Cloud may require adherence to cross-border
data protection requirements.
As a result of the above analysis this risk is regarded as
partially mitigated.

r.27

Loss of privacy

3.1: Data retention

The controls within

Even though the controls within the PCI DSS do provide

policy;

PCI DSS partially

assurance on the protection of data, both at rest and in

mitigate this risk

transit, the standard does not provide assurance to customers
that the CSP provides the privacy mechanisms as described in
the section 4.1 ‘Why are some Clouds black?’, in the risk
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description of risk r.27. As a result such risk is regarded as
partially mitigated.
r.28

Loss of intellectual property

Not applicable

The Controls within

The risk here is that the CSP claims ownership of customers’

PCI DSS do not

information and data. Even though inherently, one may

mitigate this risk.

assume that the data protected by the PCI DSS is not owned
by the organisation. However there are no specific controls
against this risk. As a result this risk is categorized as not
mitigated by PCI DSS.
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Appendix D - Providing assurance through CSA Cloud Controls Matrix
Detailed analysis

The following table describes the detailed analysis that has been carried out on CCM vis-à-vis to the risks in-scope.

Risk
ID

r.1

Mitigating controls
selected from the
Cloud Control
Matrix

Risk

Lack of (technical) resources

Classification

Rational

OP-03: Capacity /

The Controls within

The implementation of the controls related to capacity and

Resource planning;

the Cloud Controls

resources planning provide assurance against the risk of

OP-04: Equipment

Matrix partially

system overload. Equipment maintenance controls provide

Maintenance; RS-01-

mitigate this risk

assurance on the continuity and availability of the Clouds’

08: Resilience.

operations. The entire ‘Resilience’ domain provides protection
against equipment faults, environment threats and other
threats can diminish the availability of technical resources.
However the controls related to capacity management do not
cater for capacity capping. Capacity capping is an important
concept for ensuring that customers do not request more
resources than available on the Cloud.
As a result of the above this risk is not completely mitigated
through the implementation of controls described within the
CCM.

r.2

Dependency on Internet

Not applicable
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The Controls within

The CMM does not provide assurance that controls are in
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r.3

the Cloud Controls

place to ensure that the customers have continuous Internet

Matrix to not

to access the CSPs systems. As a result of this analysis this risk

mitigate this risk

is regarded as not mitigated by the CCM.

Data intercepted whilst being

DG-01: Data

The controls within

The implementation of the controls selected from the CCM

transferred

ownership; DG-02:

the Cloud Controls

provides assurance that data in transit will be protected

Classification; DG-03:

Matrix mitigate this

according to the security requirements of the customers. Such

Data Handling; DG-07:

risk.

controls include encryption mechanisms, data governance,

Information Leakage;

remote access, network security and so on. As a result on the

DG-08: Data

analysis of these controls, this risk is being regarded as

Governance Risk

mitigated.

Assessment; SA-08:
Network Security; SA03: Data security; SA05: Data integrity; SA07: remote User Multi
Factor Authentication;
IS-18: Encryption; IS28: ecommerce
Transactions; IS-32:
portable. Mobile
devices.
r.4

Insecure data storage

DG-01: Data

The controls within

The implementation of the selected controls can provide

ownership; DG-02:

the Cloud Controls

assurance to the customers that the stored data within the

Classification; DG-03:

Matrix mitigate this

Cloud is secure. Amongst other controls one finds the
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Data Handling;DG-04:

risk.

Retention Policy. This policy provides assurance that backup

Data retention policy;

mechanisms are implemented and tested according to

DG–06: Non-

regulatory, statutory, contractual and business requirements.

production data; DG-

Controls related to the encryption mechanisms provide

07:Information

assurance that data will be encrypted in line with good

leakage; DG-08: Data

practice.

Governance Risk

Controls also provide assurance that applications are designed

Assessment; IS-

to ensure that data storage is being adequately protected. The

18:Encryption; IS-19:

controls also cater for protection of any source code of the

Encryption key

platform that the CSP may have.

management; IS-33:

As a result of the above analysis this risk is being regarded as

Source code Access

mitigated by the CCM.

Restriction; LG01:Non-disclosure
agreements; SA-03:
Data security; SA-04:
Application security;
SA-06: Nonproduction
environments;
r.5

Unsecure deletion of data

DG-05: Retention

The controls within

The implementation of the selected controls provides

policy; DG-05 – Secure

the Cloud Controls

assurance that data that is deleted cannot be recovered by

Disposal; DG-08: Data

Matrix mitigate this

any forensic means. The controls also provide assurance on

Governance Risk

risk.

the deletion of any documentation, the implementation of

Assessment; IS-17:
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non-disclosure agreements and also include retention policies.
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workspace; LG-

As a result of the analysis of these controls, this risk is being

01:Non-disclosure

regarded as mitigated.

agreements
r.6

Hardening procedures

IS-20: Vulnerability /

The Controls within

The implementation of the selected controls provides

management

Patch Management;

the Cloud Controls

assurance that hardening procedures are implemented at the

IS-21: Antivirus /

Matrix partially

CSPs end.

Malicious software;

mitigate this risk.

However, as described in the risk definition, hardening
procedures must also be carried out by the customers on their
systems (this includes system stored within the cloud and also
browsers used to access the cloud). This situation is not taken
into consideration in the CCM. Moreover the CCM does not
include any controls to provide information on how conflicting
hardening requests made by customers should be managed
by the CSP.
As a result of the above this risk is not completely mitigated
through the implementation of controls described within the
CCM.

r.7

Inadequate cryptographic

IS-18: Encryption; IS-

The controls within

The implementation of the selected controls provide

management

19: Encryption key

the Cloud Controls

assurance that encryption mechanisms are in place to provide

management; SA-03:

Matrix mitigate this

secure data transit and secure storage. Moreover such

Data security /

risk.

controls provide assurance that that key management is

Integrity.

effective. The controls also provide assurance that encryption
mechanisms are in line with jurisdiction, legal and regulatory
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requirements. As a result of the analysis of these controls, this
risk is being regarded as mitigated.
r.8

Unreliable service engine

IS04-Baseline

The controls within

The controls within the CCM provide assurance that the

requirements; OP-04:

the Cloud Controls

service engine and other Cloud applications used by the CSP

Equipment

Matrix mitigate this

are robust and resilient. Besides other things, these controls

maintenance; RM:

risk.

provide assurance on the development of these applications,

release management;

equipment maintenance, and integrity of the applications. As

Resilience; SA-03 –

a result of the analysis of these controls, this risk is being

Data security/

regarded as mitigated

Integrity; SA-05: Data
integrity;
r.9

Isolation failure

Is-29: Audit Tools

The controls within

In addition to the controls identified in r.8, the selected

Access; SA-02: User ID

the Cloud Controls

controls also provide assurance on the isolation of customers’

Credentials; SA-08:

Matrix mitigate this

data. Such assurance is provided through controls related to

Network security; SA-

risk.

audit access tools, network security, controls related to

09: Segmentation; SA-

shared network and the controls and specific controls to

11: Shared network

ensure the segmentation between customers systems and
data. As a result of the analysis of these controls, this risk is
being regarded as mitigated

r.10

Unsecure management

Refer to r.8 and r.9

interface

The controls within

Refer to r.8 and r.9

the Cloud Controls
Matrix mitigate this
risk.
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r.11

Malicious activities, within the

SA-14: Audit logging /

The controls within

The selected controls provide assurance that audit trails will

internal network, by

Intrusion Detection.

the Cloud Controls

keep record of privileged user access activities, authorized and

Matrix mitigate this

unauthorized access attempts, system exceptions, and

risk.

information security events. One presumes that these audit

Customers of the same Cloud

trails are kept for the entire Cloud to protect customers from
being attacked by other customers. The controls also provide
assurance that the audit trails and logs are reviewed at least
daily and that intrusion and file integrity systems are in place.
As a result of the analysis of these controls, this risk is being
regarded as mitigated.
r.12

Malicious employee(s)

HR-01:Background

The controls within

The implementation of the controls selected from the CCM

screening; HR-

the Cloud Controls

provides assurance that the employees are screened before

02:Employment

Matrix mitigate this

they work with the CSP; provide assurance that controls are in

agreements; HR-

risk.

place to ensure proper termination of employments and

03:Employment

provide assurance that access control (both from a logical and

termination; FS-04:

physical perspective) are implemented on a need to know

Secure Area

basis. These controls also provide assurance that monitoring

Authorization; IS-

on employees activity is carried out. As a result of the analysis

06:Policy

of these controls, this risk is being regarded as mitigated.

enforcement; IS07:User Access Policy;
IS-08: User Access
Restriction /
Authorization; IS-09L
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User Access
revocation; IS-10: User
Access review; IS-11:
training Awareness; IS13: Roles &
Responsibilities;
IS-15: Segregation of
duties; IS-16: User
responsibility; IS-33:
Source code Access
Restriction; SA-14:
Audit logging /
intrusion detection.
r.13

Distributed denial of service

Controls selected

The Controls within

The network security and application security domains

(DDOS)

within the analysis of

the Cloud Controls

together with hardening procedures play an important part in

risk 8a; SA-08:

Matrix partially

the prevention against DDOS attacks. However the controls

Network security.

mitigate this risk.

within the CCM do not make specific reference to denial of
service. Moreover a DDOS attack may also realise as a result
of non-adequate security controls implemented by the
customer. The risk which deals with hardening procedures
(r.6) has been regarded as partially not secured by the
controls found within CCM. Consequently this risk is also
being regarded at partially mitigated by CCM.
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r.14

Economical denial of service

Controls selected

The Controls within

The implementation of the controls selected from the CCM

within the analysis of

the Cloud Controls

provides assurance that through access controls and resource

risk 8a; OP-03:

Matrix partially

management this risk is considerably reduced.

Capacity / Resource

mitigate this risk.

planning; IS-07: User

However such controls do not specifically provide assurance
on the implementation of resources capping. This is a

access policy; IS-08:

fundamental prerequisite for the complete mitigation of this

User access restriction;

risk.

IS-09: User access

As a result of all the above this risk is only partially mitigated

revocation; IS-34:

by the CCM.

Utility program access;
SA-01:Customer
access requirements;
SA-02: User Id
Credentials; SA-09:
Segmentation;
r.15

CSP dependency

SA-01: Customer

The Controls within

The selected controls state that prior to granting customer

Access Requirements;

the Cloud Controls

access, security requirements shall be addressed and

RS-01: Management

Matrix partially

remediated. This statement is very generic and by all means

program.

mitigate this risk.

does not imply, or suggest that portability between different
Cloud environments will be automatically available. The
Management Program domain provides assurance of the
continuity of the business in case of a disaster of disruption.
One may presume that in order to provide such assurance,
portability functionality needs to be in place. However this is
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not specifically implied in any of the controls. As a result this
risk is only partially mitigated by the CCM.
r.16

Loss of governance

SA-01: Computer

The Controls within

The selected controls provide assurance that a mechanism is

access requirements;

the Cloud Controls

in place to ensure that all security, contractual and regulatory

Matrix partially

requirements for customers are identified and are addressed.

mitigate this risk.

Even though this risk may be mitigated by the controls that
have been selected, the author believes that a more robust
framework than the one implied by CCM needs to be in place.
The frameworks objective would be to manage the
relationship between the Cloud and each customer. Such
framework would help to ensure that customers do not lose
control of their security requirements. Such controls are not
available within CCM.
As a result of all the above this risk is only partially mitigated
by the CCM.

r.17

Loss incurred due to activities

SA-14: Audit Logging /

The Controls within

The selected controls provide assurance that monitoring is

carried out by another

Intrusion detection

the Cloud Controls

carried out, thus resulting in the identification of any illegal or

Customer who is on the same

Matrix partially

unwanted activity carried out by the Customers.

Cloud

mitigate this risk.

However the CCM lacks the necessary controls that may be
required prior to accepting a customer. Also, customers may
need assistance throughout their stay on the Cloud.
Continuous communication needs to be in place in order to
guide and provide awareness to customers on the activities
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that are allowed to carry out and those which are not allowed
to do.
As a result of all the above this risk is only partially mitigated
by the CCM.
r.18

Inability to achieve compliance CO-02: Independent

The Controls within

The selected control provides assurance that the CSP will

to international standards

the Cloud Controls

undergo independent audits on a regular basis to ensure

Matrix partially

compliance with policies, procedures, standards and other

mitigate this risk

regulatory requirements.

audits;

However in order to mitigate for this risk the controls of such
international standards (such as PCI DSS, ISO 27001 etc...)
need to be incorporated within the CSP’s policies and
procedures. None of the controls within CCM specify such
requirement.
As a result of all the above this risk is only partially mitigated
by the CCM.
r.19

Service cessation

IS-31: Network /

The Controls within

The selected controls may provide assurance to customers

Infrastructure

the Cloud Controls

against this risk through the implementation of agreements

Services; SA-01:

Matrix partially

and SLA’s. However these controls do not specifically imply

Customer Access

mitigate this risk

that customers will protected from such threat. As a result of

Requirements.
r.20

Cloud provider acquisition

all the above this risk is only partially mitigated by the CCM.

SA-01: Computer

The Controls within

The control identified provides assurance that prior granting

access requirements.

the Cloud Controls

customers access, all security, contractual and regulatory
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Matrix partially
mitigate this risk.

requirements are addressed.
However the CCM does not provide specific assurance that
these requirements are addressed through SLA’s and
reviewed on a regular basis. Thus if a CSP is bought, the new
owner of the Cloud would not be obliged to provide services
in line with such security requirements.
As a result of all the above this risk is only partially mitigated
by the CCM.

r.21

Supply chain failure

CO-02: Third Party

The controls within

The implementation of the controls selected from the CCM

Audits; LG-02: Third

the Cloud Controls

provide assurance that third party service providers are

party legal

Matrix mitigate this

required to provide the same level of security supplied by the

agreements;

risk.

CSP. The control specifies that the service providers also need
to demonstrate compliance with such security level. As a
result of the analysis of these controls, this risk is being
regarded as mitigated.

r.22

Non-compliance with legal

??IS-24?? Legal

The controls within

The controls within the CCM provide assurance that the CSP is

requirements

preparation; SA-01:

the Cloud Controls

compliant with its legal requirements. For instance one of the

Customer access

Matrix mitigate this

controls specifies that the CSP must have procedures in place

requirements; SA-03 –

risk.

to provide assurance related to jurisdiction compliance of

Data security/

data, objects, applications, infrastructure and hardware.

Integrity; SA-14:
Intrusion detection;
CO-05: Information
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system Regulatory
mapping. CO-04:
Authority
maintenance.
r.23

Risk from changes of

SA-01: Computer

The Controls within

The selected controls provide assurance that the organisation

jurisdiction

access requirements;

the Cloud Controls

is compliant with jurisdiction requirements. The controls also

CO-04: Authority

Matrix partially

provide assurance that a mechanism is in place so that all

maintenance.

mitigate this risk.

security, contractual and regulatory requirements for
customers are identified and are addressed. T
The adherence to such controls may limit the possibility for
the CSP to move to a less safe jurisdiction. Nevertheless none
of the controls specifically restrict the change to a location
which is less safe.
As a result of all the above this risk is only partially mitigated
by the CCM

r.24

Effects of subpoena laws

SA-14 Audit Logging /

The Controls within

The controls selected provide assurance that subpoena law

Intrusion Detection; IS-

the Cloud Controls

requests can be appropriated met. The audit logging, intrusion

24: Incident response

Matrix partially

detection systems, chain of custody procedures and legal

legal preparation;

mitigate this risk.

preparation

procedures

provide

assurance

that

such

requirements can be met.
However, the CCM provides no assurance that the
confiscation of servers due to illegal activity of one customer
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won’t impact the entire Cloud.
As a result of all the above this risk is only partially mitigated
by the CCM.
r.25

Licensing risks

Not applicable

The Controls within

The CCM does not mitigate for the risk that customers are

the Cloud Controls

worst off due to the fact that that software licensing

Matrix to not

agreements may not cater for the complexities found in the

mitigate this risk.

Cloud. As a result of this analysis this risk cannot be regarded
as addressed by the CCM.

r.26

Data protection law

CO-05: Information

The controls within

The controls within the CCM do not make clear reference to

requirements

system Regulatory

the Cloud Controls

any data protection law requirements. However one of the

mapping; SA-03: Data

Matrix mitigate this

controls states that “Statutory, regulatory, and contractual

security and integrity.

risk.

requirements shall be defined for all elements of the
information system.” (Alliance, CSA - Cloud Controls Matrix,
2010). Furthermore, the Data Security and Integrity Control
provides assurance with regards to transfer of data between
jurisdictions. The controls states that such transfer of data
must be in line with regulatory, legislative and contractual
requirements. As a result of the analysis carried out on these
controls, this risk is being regarded as mitigated.

r.27

Loss of privacy

DG – Data governance

The Controls within

The controls within the CCM do provide assurance on all the

domain.

the Cloud Controls

privacy requirements that have been identified within this

Matrix partially

study.
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r.28

Loss of intellectual property

mitigate this risk.

completely addressed by the CCM.

CO-06: Intellectual

The controls within

The selected controls provide assurance that the protection of

property; LG-01: Non-

the Cloud Controls

intellectual property is in line with legal requirements. Such

disclosure agreements. Matrix mitigate this
risk.

controls

also

provide

assurance

that

non-disclosure

agreements between the CSP and its customers are in place.
Such agreements provide protection in relation to the
intellectual property of the customers’ data within the Cloud.
As a result of the analysis of these controls, this risk is being
regarded as mitigated
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Appendix E - Providing assurance through Cloud Computing Management Audit/Assurance Program
Detailed analysis

The following table describes the detailed analysis that has been carried out on CCMAP (including ITAF) vis-à-vis to the risks in-scope.

Mitigating controls
selected from cloud
Risk
ID

computing

Risk

Management

Classification

Rational

Audit/Assurance
Program
r.1

Lack of (technical) resources

ITAF3630.2 –

This assurance

The controls within ITAF section 3630.2 provide assurance

Information resource

program partially

that appropriate technical resources are available for the

planning

mitigates this risk.

provision of any IT solution. The Manage Performance and
Capacity controls, found within this section, ensure that
planning for IT resources is affected. It also provides assurance
that the current IT capacity of an organisation is in line with
the requirements of the agreed-upon services. The controls
also include assurance that future forecasting is carried out.
Over and above monitoring and reporting controls ensure that
current performance and capability is maintain according to
good practice. Other controls provide assurance on the
availability of fault tolerance mechanisms.
However, the controls related to capacity management do not
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cater for capacity capping, an important concept for ensuring
that customers do not request more resources than those
available on the Cloud.
As a result of the above analysis this risk is regarded as
partially mitigated by the CCMAP.
r.2

Dependency on Internet

Not applicable

This assurance

The CCMAP does not provide controls to ensure that

program does not

customers have Internet to access the CSPs systems. As a

mitigate for this

result this risk is not mitigated by the CCMAP.

risk.
r.3

Data intercepted whilst being

CCMAP2.2.1.1.2 –

The controls found

The Data in Transit controls provide assurance that

transferred

Contract term;

in this Assurance

information sent over networks are encrypted with private

CCMAP3.3.1.1 - Data

program are

keys which are known only by the individual customers. A

in transit;

sufficient to

number of controls under this domain also provide assurance

mitigate this risk.

on the establishment of an encryption policy and use of
appropriate encryption technologies. The CCMAP also
provides assurance on the appropriate implementation of
encryption key management controls. Furthermore assurance
is also provided on whether the data traversing the cloud is
being appropriately encrypted. As a result of all the above the
risk related to data in transit is being mitigated.

r.4

Insecure data storage

CCMAP2.2.1.1.2 –

The controls found

The controls found within the Data at Rest and Data Backup

Contract term; CCMAP

in this Assurance

domains provide assurance that data held by the CSP is

3.3.1.2 - Data at Rest;

program are

secure. The controls also provide assurance that data is
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CCMAP 3.3.1.3 - Data

sufficient to

encrypted and only accessible by the legitimate customer.

Backup; CCMAP3.3.1.3

mitigate this risk

Controls also include assurance on appropriate establishment

- Test Data

of policies and procedures, appropriate classification of data

Confidentiality;

and appropriate use of encryption technologies. Reference is
also made to appropriate use of key management procedures.
Furthermore these controls provide assurance that backups
are tested on regular basis.
The controls Test Data Confidentiality domain provide
assurance that any test data made use of by the CSP does not
include any current or historical production data which
contains information that is regarded as sensitive or
confidential.
As a result of all the above this risk is regarded as mitigated by
the CCMAP.

r.5

Unsecure deletion of data

CCMAP2.2.1.1.5 –

This assurance

The controls selected provide assurance that procedure for

Contract terms; ITAF

program partially

the disposal of data and hardware will be defined and

3630.6 – Outsourced

mitigates this risk.

implemented. The controls also provide assurance that within

and Third Party IT

agreements there is specified that in case of termination of

Activities;

relationship between the CSP and a customer the assets are
securely disposed of.
However, as described in the risk descriptor (in chapter 4), the
deletion of data in the Cloud may be complex and, from the
analysis carried out on these controls, in the author’s opinion
these safeguards may not be enough. Consequently this risk is
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regarded as partially mitigated by the CCMAP.
r.6

Hardening procedures

CCMAP3.2.1.2

This assurance

The controls within the Virtualization domain provide

management

Configuration

program partially

assurance that the cloud application system is hardened and

management and

mitigates this risk.

configured to prevent that customers have access to data and

provisioning.

resources of other customers. The controls related to

CCMAP3.5 –

Configuration

Virtualization; ITAF –

assurance that monitoring on changes of configuration is

3630.7 – Information

carried out. The controls specified in the ITAF ensure that

security management.

hardening procedures, such as patch management is carried

management

and

Provisioning

provide

out by the CSP.
However, this assurance program does not provide assurance
that customers are actually configuring their Cloud instance
according to best practice. Consequently customers are not
assured that other customers are implementing adequate
hardening configurations. Moreover this assurance program
does not take into consideration the management of
conflicting hardening procedures requests by different
customers.
As a result of all the above this risk is regarded as partially
mitigated by the CCMAP.
r.7

Inadequate cryptographic

ITAF3630.8 - Systems

The controls found

The controls under the Key Management domain provide

management

Development life

in this Assurance

assurance that the “encryption keys are securely protected

Cycle; CAP - 3.3.2 –

program are

against unauthorized access, separation of duties exists
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Key management;

sufficient to

between the key managers and the hosting organization, and

CAP3.3.1.1 - Data in

mitigate this risk

the

keys

are

recoverable”(ISACA,

Cloud

Computing

transit; CAP 3.3.1.2 -

Management Audit/Assurance Program , 2010). Such controls

Data at Rest;

relate to the protection of keys during transit, storage and
when backed up, controls on who has access to the keys and
also on the controls on the recoverability of the keys.
Controls within Data in Transit and Data at Rest domains
provide assurance that an evaluation is carried out on the
encryption

technologies

to

ensure

that

choice

and

management of such technologies is adequate.
The Controls within the ITAF provide adequate assurance on
the management of the development of systems which would
relate also the Cloud environment.
As a result of all the above the risks related to cryptographic
management are being mitigated.
r.8

Unreliable service engine

3.2.1 – Application

The controls found

The controls selected provide assurance that the Cloud

security; 3.2.2 –

in this Assurance

applications are designed and developed to cater for the risks

Compliance; 3.2.3 –

program are

related to the Cloud. Such controls also include information

Tools and Services;

sufficient to

security and application security architecture.

3.2.4 – Application

mitigate this risk.

functionality; 3.5 –
Virtualization;

The controls within the Compliance domain provide assurance
that the system development life cycle is in line with best
practice.
Furthermore, the controls also provide assurance that the
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tools used by the CSP do not negatively impact the security of
applications.
Other controls are aimed to provide assurance on the
different Cloud models.
As a result of all the above the risks is regarded as mitigated
by the CCMAP.
r.9

Isolation failure

2.2.1.1 – Contract

The controls found

The controls within the Identify and Access Management

Terms; 3.4 Identity

in this Assurance

domain provide assurance that only authorized users /

and Access

program are

customers have access to the data and resources. They also

Management;

sufficient to

provide assurance on the audibility of user activity and that

mitigate this risk.

the customer has control over his access management. Such
controls also reflect the immediate effect that identity and
authentication controls have when provisioning and de
provisioning is carried out. Authentication controls also
provide assurance that appropriate security is in place.
Controls within the Contract Term domain provides assurance
that adequate security will be in place to provide
compartmentalization between Customers data.
The controls within the Virtualization domain provide
assurance that the cloud application system is hardened and
configured to prevent that customers have access to data and
resources of other customers.
As a result of all the above the risks is regarded as mitigated
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by the CCMAP.
r.10

Unsecure management

Refer to r.8 and r.9

interface

The controls found

Refer to r.8 and r.9

in this Assurance
program are
sufficient to
mitigate this risk.

r.11

Malicious activities, within the

CCMAP3.1.2.3 –

The controls found

The controls selected from the CCMAP provide assurance that

internal network, by

Service Provider Issue

in this Assurance

incidents monitoring is carried out. Thus, one presumes that

Customers of the same Cloud

Monitoring;

program are

monitoring also includes, to a certain extent, client activities.

ITAF3630.11 –

sufficient to

Over and above the monitoring controls identified from the

Network Management

mitigate this risk

ITAF continue to provide assurance that malicious activity

and Controls.

within the internal network would be identified by the CSP. As
a result of all the above the risks is regarded as mitigated by
the CCMAP.

r.12

r.13

Malicious employee(s)

ITAF3630.5 – IT

The controls found

The controls selected provide assurance that human

Human Resources;

in this Assurance

resources are managed as required by good information

3630.17 –

program are

security practice. As a result of all the above the risks is

Identification and

sufficient to

regarded as mitigated by the CCMAP.

Authentication.

mitigate this risk

Distributed denial of service

ITAF3630.11 –

This assurance

The selected controls provide assurance that that the controls

(DDOS)

Network Management

program partially

related to network management, and thus against DDOS are

and controls

mitigates this risk

in place. The hardening procedures and having a robust
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service engine also provide assurance against such an attack.
However a DDOS attack may also result from non-adequate
security controls implemented by the customer. The risk
which deals with hardening procedures (r.6) has been
regarded as partially not secured with this Assurance
Program. Consequently this risk is also being regarded at the
same level since you’re only secure as your weakest link.
r.14

Economical denial of service

CCMAP3.2.1.2 –

This assurance

The controls within the Configuration Management and

Configuration

program partially

Provisioning domain provide assurance that provisioning

Management and

mitigates this risk.

procedures are managed by the customer. Furthermore the

Provisioning;

controls within the identity and Access management domain

CCMAP3.4 Identity

provide assurance that access to resource provisioning is

and Access

provided only to authorised users/customers.

Management;

However this CCMAP does not include controls that relate to
resource capping.
As a result of all the above this risk cannot be categorized as
completely mitigated.

r.15

CSP dependency

CCMAP2.4 –

This assurance

The controls within this domain provide assurance that the

Portability and

program partially

customers have established portability procedures. The

Interoperability

mitigates this risk.

controls also provide assurance that these procedures are
tested on a regular basis.
However, for the purpose of this research the portability issue
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is regarded as one that needs to be dealt with by the CSPs. An
example of how this risk could be dealt by a CSP is if it makes
contractual agreements with other CSPs to be able to provide
portability to its customers.
Since no portability controls will be provided by the CSP, this
risk is not mitigated. Thus is risk is being regarded as partially
mitigated by the CCMAP.
r.16

Loss of governance

CCMAP2.1.1 –

This assurance

The controls under the Governance domain provide assurance

Governance;

program covers

that the CSP has established procedures that are necessary to

sufficiently the risk.

provide information to its customers with regards to all the
business decisions taken, responsibilities, accountability and
other information security related topics. Amongst other
things the controls provide assurance that the CSP has
mechanisms to enable customer participation in the
governance and policy activities. Controls also imply the
drafting and implementation of SLA’s. As a result of all the
above the risks is regarded as mitigated by the CCMAP.

r.17

Loss incurred due to activities

CCMAP 3.1.2 – Service

This assurance

The controls within the CCMAP and ITAF provide assurance

carried out by another

Provider Issue

program covers

that effective monitoring is carried out on the system through

Customer who is on the same

Monitoring;

sufficiently the risk

the use of logs, audit trails etc... More assurance is provided

Cloud

ITAF3630.11 –

through the effective monitoring at the network layer. As a

Network Management

result the risk is regarded as mitigated.

and Controls.
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r.18

Inability to achieve compliance CCMAP 2.3.1.2 –

This assurance

The controls selected provide assurance that the CSP is ISO

to international standards

Third-party Reviews;

program covers

27001 certified. The selected controls also provide assurance

2.3.4 – ISO 27001

sufficiently the risk.

that the CSP has identified and is complying with any legal and

Certification; 2.3.3.1.1

regulatory requirements relevant to its operations such as PCI

– Determine if the

DSS, HIPAA and EU Data Directives. The assurance is also

customers has

provided through 3rd party reviews specified by the program.

identified the legal

As a result of all the above the risks related to achieving and

and regulatory

also maintaining compliance to international standards are

requirements
r.19

Service cessation

being mitigated.

ITAF3630.6 –

This assurance

The selected controls provide assurance that a SLA framework

Outsourced and Third-

program partially

is in place to ensure that the service will be provided as

party IT Activities

mitigates this risk

required by customers.
However, the CCMAP does not specifically provide assurance
that clauses against this risk are introduced in the SLAs.
As a result of this analysis this risk is being regarded as
partially mitigated by the CCMAP.

r.20

Cloud provider acquisition

CCMAP2.1.1 –

This assurance

The controls within the CCMAP provide assurance that

Governance;

program covers

security requirements are detailed in the SLA’s and

sufficiently the risk

contractual agreements between the CSPs and individual
customers. As a result this risk is being considered as
mitigated.
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r.21

Supply chain failure

3630.6 – Outsourced

This assurance

The selected controls provide assurance that the security

and Third-party IT

program covers

within the supply chain is in line with the security

Activities

sufficiently the risk

requirements expected to be provided by the CSP to the
customers. As a result this risk is being considered as
mitigated.

r.22

Non-compliance with legal

2.1.4.2 Service

This assurance

The selected controls provide assurance that legal, regulatory

requirements

Provider

program covers

and contractual requirements are included within the CSP’s

Responsibilities; 2.2.2

sufficiently the risk

risk management and compliance process. Furthermore these

– Legal compliance

controls ensure that legal issues relating to functional,
jurisdictional and contractual requirements are addressed to
protect both parties (CSP and customers). The controls also
specify that these requirements need to be documented,
approved and monitored. Such controls also take into
consideration cross-border laws. As a result of all the above
the risks related to not being compliant with legal
requirements is being mitigated.

r.23

Risk from changes of

Not applicable

jurisdiction

This assurance

The CCMAP does not provide assurance that the CSPs services

program does not

will be provided from a ‘safe’ jurisdiction. Moreover, there are

mitigate for this

no controls that stops a CSP from moving its operations to a

risk.

lesser ‘safe’ jurisdiction. As a result this risk is not mitigated by
the CCMAP.

r.24

Effects of subpoena laws

2.2.2.1.2 – Legal
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This assurance

Controls within the Legal compliance domain provides

program covers

assurance that procedures are in place to establish,
159

Compliance

sufficiently the risk

implement and maintain an agreed upon procedure for
responding to a number of legal requests including
subpoenas. As a result this risk is being regarded as mitigated
by this control.

r.25

Licensing risks

Not applicable

This assurance

The CCMAP does not provide assurance that the customers

program does not

are not financially worse as a result of moving to the Cloud. As

mitigate for this

explained in the risk descriptor such outcome would be due to

risk.

the fact that software licensing agreements do not cater for
the complexities found in this environment. As a result this
risk is not mitigated by the CCMAP.

r.26

Data protection law

2.2.2 – Legal

This assurance

The controls in the Legal Compliance domain provide

requirements

compliance; 2.3.3.1 –

program covers

assurance that the legal requirements related to various part

Feasibility of Data

sufficiently the risk

of the operation are defined in contracts and that agreed

Security Compliance;

upon procedures are in place for responding legal requests.

2.3.3.2 - Data

The controls within the Feasibility of Data Security Compliance

protection

domain provide assurance that data regulations are identified

responsibilities

and adhered too. The controls within the Data Protection
Responsibilities domain provide assurance that given the CSP
model (SaaS, PaaS or IaaS) the responsibilities vis-à-vis data
protection has been established contractually.

r.27

Loss of privacy

2.2.1.1.9- Contract

This assurance

The CCMAP provides assurance that the risk related to the

term;

program covers

loss of privacy is mitigated as a result of specifications detailed

sufficiently the risk

in contract agreement which are then implemented by the
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CSP. The program also provides assurance that retention
policies, geographic location, notification of data seizing and
data breaches are included. It also provides assurance that
internal security practices and procedures (such as incidents)
are disclosed to the customers. As a result this risk is being
regarded as mitigated by the CCMAP.
r.28

Loss of intellectual property

ITAF3630.7 –

This assurance

The selected controls provide assurance that intellectual

Information Security

program covers

property will be considered when contracts are being drafted.

Management; CCMAP

sufficiently the risk

The controls within the CCMAP provide assurance that laws

2.2 Legal and

related to intellectual property are also considered and that

Electronic Discovery;

ownership of data and information is delineated in contracts
between the CSPs and customers.
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Appendix F – Summary of the services offered by the CSPs
Amazon provides IaaS through its Amazon Web Services (AWS). This service
has been offered since 2006 and mainly consists of the provision of computing
power and storage.(Amazon, Amazon Web Services - About us) AWS offers a
number of infrastructure-related services, some of which are the:
•

Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) – This is a web service where users can
create virtual machines in line with their computational requirements.
The user is able to create, start and terminate any virtual machine
instance as required.

•

Simple Storage Service (S3) – This service is used by users to store data.
Since it is on the Cloud the data would be easily retrievable from
anywhere, as long as there is an internet connection available.

•

Simple Queue Service (SQS) – This is “a distributed queue messaging
service that supports the programmatic sending of messages via web
services applications as away to communicate over the internet.”
(Mather, Kumaraswamy, & Latif, 2009, p. 204)

•

CloudFront – This is a content delivery web service, with when
integrated with S3 is provides additional performance in the
distribution of content. This results in high data transfer speeds for
users with low latency.

•

SimpleDB – this service provides the function for data indexing and
querying. “This service works in close conjunction with S3 and EC2,
collectively providing the ability to store, process, and query data sets in
the cloud, making we-scale computing easier and more cost-effective
for developers.” (Mather, Kumaraswamy, & Latif, 2009, p. 204)

The services provided by Amazon provide organisations with the opportunity
to use Amazon’s infrastructure as high performance computing and storage
alternatives. It can also be used for content delivery and as a hosting platform.
All this can be done without the need for investing and managing the
underlying infrastructure.
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Google offers a suit of office applications through its SaaS through Google
Apps. These applications mainly consist of an email service, Gmail, Google
Calendar, a communications tools – Talk and an application to easily create
websites – Sites. In addition, Google Apps also includes Google Docs which
was coined from two distinct on-line products, Writely and Google
Spreadsheets. Writely was introduced in 2005 whilst Google Spreadsheets
was introduced to the web in 2006. The company that owned Writely was
then acquired by Google and now together with its new Presentation and
Drawing software, Google offers to its customers a SaaS office solution. The
standard service is offered for free whilst the Premier version is prices on a
per user basis and may also vary according to the storage that the user
requires.
Google also offers a PaaS through its Google Apps Engine. Through this
service, which was first released in April 2008, Google is offering its users a
platform to develop and run web applications on its infrastructure. The
platform supports web applications written in several programming languages
such as Java, Python or Ruby. Google offers this service for free up to a
specific level of resource utilization. It then charges for extra usage of
resources which may include processing power, storage and bandwidth.
Through the services offered by Google, organisation can take advantage of
the mailing system (which also offers additional security features such as
filtering), collaboration tools and application development without the need
for investing in internal infrastructure.
Probably most of the home users were introduced to the Cloud through the
first web based email service, Windows Live Hotmail formally known as MSN
Hotmail and usually referred to Hotmail. Hotmail is one of the world’s largest
web based email services together with Yahoo Mail and Gmail. This is one of
the Cloud services offers by Microsoft. It’s is a SaaS solution which was
launched around 14 years ago. This service has now been integrated with a
number of other Microsoft’s products such as Windows Live Messenger,
Contacts and SkyDrive.
Another SaaS solution provided by Microsoft is the Business Productivity
Online Standard Suite. Through this service, Microsoft provides hosted
communications and collaboration tools. These are delivered to consumers
for a subscription. This suite of tools includes:
•

Microsoft Exchange Online used not only for email but also for storing
events on a calendar;
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•

Microsoft SharePoint Online used both for sharing documents and
portals;

•

Microsoft Communications Online for user to show presence
availability, instant messaging and audio calls; and

•

Office Live meeting aiming to provide used for video conferencing.

The Azure platform is Microsoft’s version of a PaaS solution. It was launched
on February 2010 with the aim to provide developers with the ability to
develop, manage and host their web applications on the Internet by providing
an on-demand compute and storage solution.
Windows Azure is made up of computational resources, scalable storage and
the physical layer which includes network nodes, servers bandwidth etc... It
supports most of the popular standards, protocols and languages including
SOAP, REST, XML, Java, PHP and Ruby. It also includes the following services:
.Net, SQL and Live Services. The applications created by the developers all run
on the Windows Azure operating system.
Salesforce has been founded in 1999 and is notably renowned for its
customer relationship management (CRM) cloud.(Salesforce, Salesforce
Milestones, 2011) The CRM includes components which relate to sales,
service and support, marketing, ideas, content and also a collaboration
platform. Salesforce charges its customers on a per user basis. It also offers
different rates and packages. The advantage of Salesforce CRM is that
“Organisations can leverage Salesforce.com CRM applications to centralized,
manage, and efficiently share prospective client information without investing
in internal infrastructure.”(Mather, Kumaraswamy, & Latif, 2009, p. 210)
Salesforce.com also offers a PaaS solution. This is done through the Force.com
platform and it allows external developers to create and customize
applications that can then be incorporated into the main application.
Obviously these customized applications are hosted on Salesforce
infrastructure. The developers are bound to use a propriety programming
language, APEX. Pricing is on a per-developer basis and different packages are
also available. Organisations can use Force.com to extend the functionality of
the Salesforce.com CRM or to develop custom applications without investing
in internal infrastructure.
Salesforce claims a total of 92,300 successful customer stories such those of
Allianz Commercial, Dell, Orange Communications, Motorola, Siemens,
Starbucks and Toyota Motor Europe and many more. (Salesforce, Salesforce
customer's list)
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